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Abstract

The D2 Cuing Method is a hierarchical cuing method designed to scaffold students to a correct answer during teacher-student question-answer interactions. Rooted in the treatment protocols traditionally used by speech and language pathologists in clinical settings, the D2 Cuing Method was developed using instructional strategies based on: scaffolding, cuing, feedback, praise, and wait time; theories of learning through interaction; hierarchical cuing; and neuroscience theories of learning and memory/recall. The D2 Cuing Method is the result of this researcher’s twenty-one year career as a medical and school-based speech-language pathologist. Development of the D2 Cuing Method was intended to provide teachers with a systematic approach to supporting students in the teachable moment during large group, Tier I RTI instruction.

This researcher investigated the impact of the D2 Cuing Method on student achievement during large group instruction in fourth and fifth grade classrooms in the core curriculum subjects of reading, mathematics, science, and social studies. Subgroups of interest included students who qualified for special education services, gifted and talented programming, and free and reduced lunch. The quantitative research suggested potential for positively impacting student achievement in reading, mathematics, science, and social studies. The qualitative research suggested a positive impact on student learning and teacher ability to successfully use scaffolding and cuing methods in the classroom during instruction.

The pilot study was intended to add to the body of literature supporting researched based instructional strategies for large group instruction. Future research suggestions included repetition of the study, specific investigation of sub-groups of
students, use of multiple methods to assess student achievement, assessment of changes in classroom culture, and increasing the duration of the study. This researcher intends to test, refine, and better understand the D2 Cuing Method so that it will evolve into a viable and effective method of instructional support for students in the classroom.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Speech and language pathologists have developed and integrated into their patients’ treatment plans, effective therapeutic methods that are relevant to the fields of medicine and clinical practice as well as public education (German, 2009; Wiig & Semel, 1984). A review of literature reveals that the most successful and frequently used methods include cuing, scaffolding, and feedback as they relate to language development, language rehabilitation, memory, and word recall/retrieval skills (German, 2009; Linebaugh & Lehner, 1977; Love & Webb, 1977; Nickels, 2002, 2010; Wisenburn & Mahoney, 2009; Wiig & Semel, 1984).

These methods have been utilized to aid in the language rehabilitation of individuals who suffered stroke or head injury as well as to encourage the development of young children and adolescents who have been diagnosed with a language disorder. The literature detailing word-finding deficits (difficulty storing and recalling specific vocabulary words) and anomia (reduced ability to name items and use specific vocabulary following brain injury from a stroke or head trauma) has provided an abundance of language development and learning theories, as well as therapeutic protocols which assist children and adults to acquire skills that enhance the storage and recall of words (Bjork & Bjork, 1992; German, 2002, 2009, Linebaugh & Lehner, 1977; Love & Webb, 1977; McGregor, 1994; Nickels, 2002, 2010; Wiig & Semel, 1984; Wisenburn & Mahoney, 2009). Relevant to the field education, these theories and protocols provide information about how an individual’s memory stores and recalls information. Understanding how information, storage, and recall function helps
educators gain insight into how students access, synthesize, and use newly learned information (Jensen, 2005; Willis, 2006).

Linking language development theories and therapeutic protocols to the field of education requires an investigation of current teaching strategies utilized in the classroom and identifying treatment methods that can be shared between the clinical and classroom settings. The research conducted for this study suggested that cuing, scaffolding, and feedback which occur in the medical and clinical realm could be effectively applied to teaching and learning in a classroom setting. Recent meta-analyses suggest that the quality of instruction is the primary determinant of successful student learning in the classroom (Hattie, 2009; Marzano, 2003).

The term effective quality teaching encompasses a wide range of attributes and might be prone to generalization. However, an accepted characterization and the definition that will apply to this study is supplied by Hattie (2009). He explained:

The act of teaching requires deliberate interventions to ensure that there is cognitive change in the student. Thus, the key ingredients are awareness of learning intentions, knowing when a student is successful in attaining those intentions, having sufficient understanding of the student’s understanding as he or she comes to task, and knowing enough about the content to provide meaningful and challenging experiences in some sort of progressive development. It involves an experienced teacher who knows a range of learning strategies to provide the student when they seem not to understand, to provide direction and re-direction in terms of the content being understood and thus maximize the power
of feedback, and having the skill to ‘get out of the way’ when learning is progressing towards the success criteria. (p. 23)

If the teacher is the most fundamental ingredient in student learning and achievement, and the ability of the teacher to utilize effective teaching strategies determines student success, then creating effective, new, and varied teaching strategies should result in improved student achievement in the classroom. The support provided by teachers should be timely and occur in a fashion that creates a classroom culture of safety and success. When a safe and successful culture exists in the classroom, students trust enough to take educational risks, challenge their thinking, and maximize the feedback provided to broaden their learning (Hattie, 2012). In essence, learning becomes an interactive partnership between teacher and student where safety and success breeds success.

Hattie’s (2009) definition of effective teaching touches on three main elements. The elements of scaffolding, feedback, and cuing strategies are designed to enhance student learning in the classroom. The process of scaffolding aligns to Hattie’s definition of using a variety of teaching strategies and “getting out of the way” once a child is supported to a new level of understanding. Feedback is defined as providing direction. Cuing strategies align to the student’s acknowledgement and acceptance of re-direction. In order to significantly improve the quality of teaching and student achievement innovative, research-based teaching strategies, based on sound research should be applied to the academic environment (Hattie, 2012).

As the field of neuroscience develops and more is understood about the brain and the neuro-processes used in the act of learning, educators will benefit from these findings.
and become more effective in their ability to teach all children (Jensen, 2005, 2008; Sousa, 2010; Willis, 2006, 2007, 2008; Wolfe, 2010). Jensen (2005) urged educators to conduct more action-based research in the classroom that promotes evidence-based teaching and learning strategies. In response to Jensen’s challenge this researcher developed the D2 Cuing Method which draws upon her twenty-one years of experience as a speech-language pathologist in the educational and medical settings. The D2 Cuing Method was created to bridge the field of medicine with the field of education by application of medically-based language-learning strategies in the elementary classroom.

The D2 Cuing Method, named for creator Dawn Dennis, is an instructional strategy based upon:

- the educational strategies of scaffolding, cuing, feedback, and wait time;
- the educational theory of learning through interaction;
- the language learning strategies of hierarchical cuing; and
- neuroscience theories of learning and memory/recall.

Because the D2 Cuing Method is systematic and differentiated, this method of learning can be applied to all students. The D2 Cuing Method qualifies as a high quality, evidenced-based classroom instructional tool (also known as a Tier I intervention, and will be explained later in this chapter) and fits with the Response to Intervention (RTI) model of instruction commonly utilized in general education. The D2 Cuing Method is based upon the systematically applied and hierarchically ordered cuing methods traditionally used by speech and language pathologists to treat stroke and head injured
patients suffering from language deficits (see chapter three, Figure 2 for a detailed description of the implementation methods and hierarchy of cues).

This study was conducted to determine if the use of the specific instructional strategy, the D2 Cuing Method, would have a positive effect on test scores for students in the fourth and fifth grade regular education classrooms for the following core curriculum subjects: reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. Curriculum content aligned to the Missouri Show Me Standards and Missouri Grade Level Expectations (DESE, 2011). This study sought to determine if sub-groups of students (those qualifying for special education services, gifted and talented programming, and free and reduced lunch) benefited differently from general education students. Teacher perception of the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method for student achievement was examined and investigated. Overall, this study formally evaluated the D2 Cuing Method and its contribution to the body of literature that targets research-based instructional strategies.

This chapter provides the conceptual framework and background for the study, the statement of the problem, the significance and purpose of the research, the delimitations, assumptions, and research questions. Included is the overview of methodology and organization of the study.

**Conceptual Framework and Background**

Based upon the premise that a student should not be “passed over” when he/she does not correctly answer a question, the D2 Cuing Method was developed by utilizing research and protocols from the fields of education, speech-language pathology, and neuroscience. What follows, in brief, is the conceptual framework and components of the
D2 Cuing Method. The overall structure of the D2 Cuing Method as it relates to scaffolding is followed by discussion of the application of a five-tiered hierarchy of cues, feedback, use of wait time, repetition of the question to practice correct response, and verbal praise. Background research and literature will underscore and justify the components of the D2 Cuing Method. The relevance of Response to Intervention (RTI) and Tier I classroom setting to the D2 Cuing Method will be discussed. Finally, the shift from student responsibility for success to teacher responsibility for student success makes the D2 Cuing Method a valuable education tool for all students and teachers.

Teachers need innovative instructional strategies that are simple to learn, easy to implement, and may be applied in a variety of teaching situations so that teachers are better equipped to meet student needs and challenges. Incorporated in the D2 Cuing Method are evidence-based practices that are concise, easy to use, and help student learning for retrieval and storage of new information. The D2 Cuing Method aids the teacher to guide student learning through a real-time approach while utilizing a hierarchically established series of cues in order to elicit a correct answer. When performed effectively, the D2 Cuing Method sustains and enables the teachable moment allowing the student to experience success rather than failure. Only if the student does not possess direct imitation skills, (the ability to immediately imitate the answer provided by the teacher) that he/she may not be successful with this method, as direct imitation is the level of the D2 Cuing Method that provides the greatest amount of support. The D2 Cuing Method may be used in large group instructional settings and can differentiate instruction, enabling learning for all students.
The first aspect of the D2 Cuing Method is overall structure as it relates to scaffolding. Van de Pol, Volman, and Beishuizen (2010) define scaffolding as a teacher-student interaction in which the teacher applies strategies for learning that are contingent upon student responses, systematically reduce support over time (fading), and consequently, transfer the responsibility from teacher to student to complete a particular task. By meeting students at their level of knowledge and learning skills, teachers as well as speech-language pathologists, assist students in moving to the next level of understanding (Frey & Fisher, 2010; Fisher & Frey, 2010b; Linebaugh & Lehner, 1977; Love & Webb, 1977; McGregor, 1994; Nickels, 2002, 2010; van de Pol, Volman and Beishuizen, 2010).

In the case of the D2 Cuing Method, scaffolding is provided by use of a five-tiered (leveled) hierarchy of cues that a teacher may move through to help elicit a correct answer when the student incorrectly answers or does not respond. The five-tiers of cues include imitation, choice of 2 or 3 answers, phonemic cue, sentence completion, and semantic cue. Chapter three describes each of these tiers and the implementation of the D2 Cuing Method. Contingent upon a student’s response, cuing is intended to systematically reduce support over time, and transfer the responsibility from teacher to student to complete a task.

Feedback is another component of the D2 Cuing Method. Brookhart (2008) defined feedback as “just in time, just-for-me information delivered when and where it can do the most good” (p. 1). The D2 Cuing Method is an individualized, in-the-moment approach that guides a student to success. The D2 Cuing Method delivers support that the student can use immediately, thereby empowering the student to succeed. Brookhart
explained that effective feedback allows the student to correct him/herself, make meaning of the information, and use that information to take next steps toward improvement. Feedback should not be critical in nature, but address both the cognitive and motivational elements of learning. Hattie and Timperley (2007) suggest that effective feedback provides information for learning and also empowers the student to be in control of that learning as an active participant in the process.

The use of wait time was incorporated into the D2 Cuing Method. Wait time is an instructional strategy that has been reported to make a positive impact on student learning as discussed by Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock (2001) and Marzano (2007). Rowe (1974) generally described wait time as allowing students several seconds to formulate an answer to a question before being called on to answer. The element of pause helps students process information more thoroughly, gives students who were not as quick as their peers an opportunity to formulate an answer, improves attention to task, and increases student participation (Atwood & Wilen, 1991; Rowe, 1987; Tobin, 1987). All are positive aspects of student learning and create a supportive classroom environment conducive for learning. Wait time is central to the D2 Cuing Method.

The D2 Cuing Method relies upon repetition of the question as a strategy once a correct response is elicited through use of the cuing hierarchy. Repetition allows for practice of information retrieval that was elicited through the cuing technique. The intention is to create cognitive pathways enabling the storage and retrieval of learned information (Willis, 2006). Marzano (2007) endorsed the use of repeated exposure to, and practice of, new knowledge as a positive instructional strategy. Rosenshine (2002) noted that teachers are effective when guiding student practice in a way that students
may, “engage in the cognitive processing activities of organizing, reviewing, rehearsing, summarizing, comparing, and contrasting” (p. 7). Practice, then, does not become an exercise in rote memorization, but the execution of higher functioning cognitive skills that help in the storage and retrieval of new information. Brain research supports this notion, as repetition after elicitation of a correct response enhances neural connections (Willis, 2006).

Finally, there is the element of verbal praise. At any time in the process of questioning a student, if a correct answer is elicited verbal praise consisting of positive feedback is provided to the student when using the D2 Cuing Method. Researchers have reported inconsistent findings regarding the effectiveness and impact that verbal praise has on student achievement (Marzano, 2007). The magnitude of the effect ranges from minimal positive influence (Wilkinson, 1981) to considerable positive gain (Bloom, 1976). Despite the variability in research outcomes, it is generally agreed that verbal praise (positive comments and acknowledgment of learning) provides a positive influence on learning. More importantly, verbal praise may help to create a positive classroom culture that fosters a sense of safety and encouragement (Marzano, 2007). This positive environment contributes to the increased learning and memory skills of students, as Willis (2006) underscored.

Large group instruction, also known as Tier I instruction, is the most common method used to teach students. Research suggests that strategies and teacher-led instruction make an impact on student achievement (Hattie, 2012, 2009; Marzano, 2003; Marzano, Pickering, & Pollock, 2001). Wright, Horn, and Sanders (1997) went so far as to say that the teacher him/herself is “the most important factor affecting student
learning” (p. 63). More recently, however, researchers have suggested that it is not so much the teacher, but more specifically how a teacher systematically responds to his/her students that has the greatest impact on learning (Hattie, 2012, 2009; Marzano, 2003).

Fisher and Frey (2010b) discussed the topic of scaffolding and feedback in detail in *Guided Instruction: How to Develop Confident and Successful Learners*. Guided instruction was defined as a “…means to steer or direct a course. It is showing the way for the learner, but not doing it. In popular educational terminology, it is scaffolding. In essence, guided instruction is saying or doing the just-right thing to get the learner to do cognitive work” (p. vii).

Fisher and Frey (2010b) based their guided instruction model from the work of Pearson and Gallagher (1983). Pearson and Gallagher were the first to introduce the Gradual Release of Responsibility model of instruction. Pearson and Gallagher encouraged a teacher and student to move from a point of maximum support (teacher provides model), to a moderate amount of support (joint responsibility between teacher and student), to the least amount of support (independent performance and application of knowledge by the learner). Pearson and Gallagher’s development of the Gradual Release of Responsibility model stemmed from the work of Piaget (1952); Vygotsky (1962, 1978); Bandura (1965, 1977) and Wood, Bruner, & Ross (1976). These researchers presented the idea of scaffolded learning suggesting that when interactions with others are intentional and purposeful, learning occurs.

From this framework of guided instruction and scaffolding came the idea of feedback. Hattie’s (2009) definition of effective teaching, suggested that teachers need to know how to maximize the power of feedback, making it useful and purposeful for the
Feedback becomes the conduit for pushing a student to the next level of understanding and mastery of skills. It is this partnership between student and teacher, sharing the goal of student success, which results in measurable achievement gains for all students (Black & Wiliam, 1998; DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Many, 2006; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Reeves, 2009). A teacher must use assessment data to drive instruction and meet the child at his/her level of development. Feedback that students provide in assessment includes: *here is what I know and don’t know.* Feedback that teachers provide from assessment include: *here is what you know and don’t know and this is what you need to do to learn.* Feedback must be timely and specific. Where upon feedback becomes an effective scaffolding tool that provides a catalyst for learning in a positive and supportive manner. It is this approach to assessment that seeks to enhance, not just monitor, student learning (Stiggins, 2009).

Teachers should redirect the purpose of student assessment from earning a grade on a report card to giving students useful descriptive feedback. Stiggins (2009) referred to description feedback as “assessment for learning.” Students, in turn, become part of the learning process and gain confidence that they can improve with carefully guided instruction. To better understand what it is that teachers are doing in the classroom, Frey and Fisher (2010) studied how teachers provide instructional support and feedback during guided learning. They identified the use of questions, prompts (statements that redirect a child’s attention to a piece of information), visual cues (such as photographs, charts, graphs), verbal cues (emphasizing a word while speaking), gestural cues (pointing or a head nod), physical cues (touch a student’s shoulder), and environmental cues (words on
Teachers used these elements in a purposeful manner and could scaffold the prompts to appropriately support the student. Frey and Fisher (2010) explained:

The teachers in this study were fairly systematic, yet not scripted, in their approach to small-group guided instruction. They consistently led with questions to check for understanding and then prompted and cued students when errors and misconceptions arose. When the prompts and cues failed to resolve an error, teachers moved to direct explanations and modeling. Whereas prompts and cues were observed regularly during guided instruction, direct explanations were not observed as often. In only about 20% of the exchanges did teachers resort to direct explanations and modeling to ensure student understanding. It is important to recognize that errors that are left uncorrected are unlikely to result in learning. Error identification must be carefully timed within the instructional cycle, because errors that are triggered too early may do more harm than good, as the teacher cannot lead a student through the thinking required to understand. (p. 93)

Frey and Fisher’s observations suggested that because teachers followed through with students only 20% of the time to attain a correct answer during question-answer interactions, then 80% of the time errors were left uncorrected. It follows that learning was limited learning, at best. So providing teachers with a systematic method to guide (or scaffold) students to a correct response would improve the frequency of opportunities for student learning and improve the effectiveness of question-answer interactions. Clearly imperative is that teachers be provided with an accessible method for scaffolding
students through cuing strategies which provides effective feedback to elicit correct answers to teacher’s questions.

Educational researchers have determined that how a teacher provides instruction has a measurable effect on a student’s ability and willingness to learn and achieve (Hattie, 2009; Marzano, 2003, 2007). Brain research is now being coupled with educational research to better understand the neurological and developmental needs of students to enhance learning. Neuroscience researchers have suggested that significantly raised levels of stress, anxiety, and the perception of failure impede learning, focus, and sense of self-worth (Brookhart, 2008; Jensen, 2005; Marzano, 2007; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2006). Willis (2006) and Jensen (2005) suggested that students who experience such negative emotions would require the support of a teacher who could effectively utilize teaching strategies to maximize their learning in order to garner success. Jensen (2005) reported that brain-based teaching and learning, when neuroscience research is applied to classroom interventions and the development of instructional strategies, could make a significant impact on student achievement. “Students of all backgrounds and ages, with every imaginable history of failure, can succeed and have succeeded with a brain-based approach to teaching and learning” (Jensen, 2005, p. ix).

Jensen’s work is important too for its references to all students. In order for instructional strategies to be effective, the strategies should be applicable to large group instruction with every student. Response to Intervention (RTI) and the multi-tiered description of instructional settings often associated with RTI are integral to the context in which the D2 Cuing Method was researched and evaluated. A brief explanation
follows to provide an understanding of the context in which this research project was designed, implemented, and evaluated.

In an effort to create a classroom environment that better supports available evidence-based strategies for what works in educating students, RTI has become a central focus for many educators in order to improve student outcomes. Whitten, Esteves, and Woodrow (2009) defined RTI as “…a multi-tiered instruction model designed to promote school success for all learners” (p. 1). More than ten years of research has provided compelling evidence that RTI is an effective means by which all students’ learning could be monitored and supported (Batsche, Elliott, Graden, Grimes, Kovaleski, Prasse, Reschly, Schrag, & Tilly, 2005; Bender & Shores, 2007; Burns, Appleton, & Stehouwer, 2005; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006; Hughes & Dexter, 2009). By using the RTI framework, teachers make informed decisions about the educational needs of students and monitor the effectiveness of support strategies (Fisher & Frey, 2010a).

RTI frequently includes the term “multi-tiered instruction model” because the framework of RTI includes the use of three tiers (levels) of instruction and intervention for students. The following definitions of Instructional Tiers are from Whitten, Esteves, and Woodrow (2009):

- **Tier I**: High-quality classroom instruction using research-based programs and instructional methods, universal screening a minimum of three times per year.
- **Tier II**: Focused supplemental instruction in small groups, research-based interventions targeted at specific strengths and needs, progress monitoring.
• Tier III: Intensive interventions specifically designed to meet individual needs, instruction delivered in small groups or individually, frequent progress monitoring. (p. 2)

Within the RTI model teachers are expected to use innovative strategies for teaching and learning which creates an empowering learning environment. Tier I strategies are necessary to provide effective classroom instruction and ultimately high levels of school performance for every student. DuFour and Marzano (2011) stated, “schools can only be as good as the people within them” (p. 20). They explained that quality instruction is one of the most important variables in student learning.

Responsibility for student success has now been shifted from being primarily that of the student to now being that of the teacher. Gone are the days of, I taught it, but he just didn’t get it. Teachers are now required to make informed decisions based on student achievement data and team collaboration to drive their instruction (DuFour, et al., 2006; Fisher & Frey, 2010a). In essence, teachers must become diagnosticians of student learning. This paradigm shift makes paramount the role of the teacher as a catalyst for student learning, achievement, and school performance. Educators feel a sense of urgency to create supportive learning environments and provide successful, innovative instructional strategies to meet the educational needs of every student (Hattie, 2009, 2012; Marzano, 2003).

Significance of the Study

Research-based literature provides hierarchical guidelines for asking questions about learning (Bloom, 1956; Marzano, 2000; Rothstein & Santana, 2011) and information about how to respond to incorrect answers provided by students (Berkeley
New Faculty Newsletter # 7, 2006; Fisher & Frey, 2010b; Marzano, 2007). Missing, however, is evidence that speaks to the effectiveness of a hierarchical cuing method in large group classroom instruction. It is precisely when a student cannot answer a question that teaching and learning need to occur with the support of real-time interventions in the classroom (Brookhart, 2008, Marzano, 2007; Fisher & Frey, 2010b).

Marzano, et al. (2001) reported that 80% of classroom time is spent completing questioning and cuing activities creating a need for instructional strategies that have a positive effect during questioning and cuing. This was also reported by Davis & Tinsley (1967) and Fillippone (1998). These strategies would prove to be useful and valuable to enhance student learning. Use of instructional strategies for intervention within the classroom requires evidence of best practice. With the mandate of No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA), and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, teachers are held accountable for the educational success of all students. Teachers need readily available effective instructional strategies for large group instruction, in Tier I RTI models, when students have not or do not learn curriculum targets in a successful manner.

Van de Pol, et al. (2010) stated that eight out of sixty-six studies in their meta-analysis of scaffolding focused on the effectiveness of scaffolding use in the classroom. These authors generally concluded that scaffolding was effective, but failed to provide a systematic method to apply the strategy in the classroom. If in fact scaffolding techniques are effective, but there is little information regarding how to apply the techniques as discussed by Frey and Fisher (2010), it would be reasonable to develop such an instructional strategy to enhance Tier I instruction and be sufficiently
differentiated to be effective for all students in general education classrooms. The diverse setting of general education classrooms include students receiving gifted education programming, special education instruction, and those who are considered at risk for low academic achievement because they come from low socio-economic homes and qualify for free and reduced lunch. If teachers were given a systematic technique that could be easily learned and applied, the needs of all students could be met in an effective and efficient manner. Providing an efficient and effective education for all could be less daunting.

Larkin (2002), Lipcomb, Swanson, and West (2004), and Pressley, Hogan, Wharton-McDonald, Mistretta, and Ettenberger (1996) delineated specific challenges that come with scaffolding. Demands on the teacher, time constraints, and insufficient suggestions and tips for teaching in the teacher edition of textbooks are problematic (Fisher & Frey, 2010). The D2 Cuing Method attempts to address each of these concerns. Instructional teaching strategies must be practical and cost effective in order to be viable. Because the D2 Cuing Method is a real-time strategy that is implemented when a student does not answer a question correctly, the demands on the teacher are limited. No preparation or planning is needed to use the strategy. The teacher can cycle through as many of the five levels as needed within a 15 – 20 second period of time to elicit a correct answer. This D2 Cuing Method is applicable to all subjects, it is not scripted, and it is potentially viable across a broad spectrum of curricula at all grade levels.

The D2 Cuing Method is a systematic and readily accessible instructional strategy that teachers can immediately apply in teachable moments with real time results. As
such, the D2 Cuing Method can aid the teacher in accurately judging the level of support a student requires to elicit a correct answer, allowing for a predictable next step should a child require more or less support based upon his/her answer/response. Because the D2 Cuing Method is structured but not scripted and includes professional development materials that provide visual supports, teachers can learn the technique quickly and apply it immediately after instruction. Viable professional development that is cost effective and incorporates evidence-based practice aligned to a common core curriculum is a fundamental need in today’s educational system (King, 2009). The D2 Cuing Method aligns to 21st Century learning principles including RTI, use of formative feedback and evidence-based instructional strategies, and assessment for student learning.

Finally, Jensen (2005) has stated that there is a need for action-research that incorporates brain-based learning and teaching strategies in the classroom. The D2 Cuing Method answers Jensen’s challenge by creating an instructional strategy that incorporates principles of learning and instruction found in the educational research literature with neuroscience and speech-language pathology research specific to language learning, word recall, memory, and emotional states required for student achievement.

**Purpose Statement**

The purpose of this research is to investigate and determine if the use of the D2 Cuing Method in fourth and fifth grade classrooms had a statistically significant effect ($\alpha = 0.05$) on student achievement in the areas of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. A related question for determination is if the effect of the D2 Cuing Method is greater between grade levels, subject areas, and subgroups of students.
Subgroups included those who received special education services, qualified for free and reduced lunch, or participated in gifted programming. Students who received special education services were defined as students who meet Missouri eligibility criteria to qualify as a student with a disability. To be included in this study, students who qualified for special education were required to be in the placement category of “in the regular education classroom at least 80% of the time.” Students who qualified for free and reduced lunch were defined as those students who were eligible for free or reduced lunch based on the criterion set in Public Law 111-296, the Healthy and Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. Students in gifted programming were defined as students who met the following criteria as set by the participating school district: School District X: attained a score in 95th percentile on the Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test – 2nd edition (NNAT2), attained a score in the 95th percentile on the Woodcock Johnson III Test of Achievement, and qualified for the testing via referral and/or by a data analysis of grade-level achievement scores.

Finally, the purpose of this study was to document teacher knowledge and opinion of the instructional strategies currently in use in the classroom across various curricula, specifically reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. Interview data was collected from those teachers who implemented the D2 Cuing Method in their classrooms to determine the perceived effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method.

**Delimitations**

The delimitations for this study were few but they require elaboration. First, eight classrooms (4 fourth grade and 4 fifth grade) from two elementary schools were selected for this study. Second, the classrooms were intentionally chosen because they were
general education classrooms. Third, data from this study was only collected for one semester. And finally, specific subject areas were selected for inclusion in this study.

Eight classrooms (4 fourth grade and 4 fifth grade) were selected for this study in order to maintain a more manageable and controlled learning environment. The classrooms came from two elementary buildings within the same school district. Fourth and fifth grade classrooms were selected because they were judged to appropriately represent elementary level grades, commonly described as kindergarten through sixth grade. However, some school districts place sixth grade in a middle school building. Other school districts group kindergarten, first, and second grade in a primary building. Fourth and fifth grade are typically common to the elementary school building. Additionally, the Missouri Show-Me-Standards and Missouri Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) overlap at the fourth and fifth grade levels, allowing common standards to be assessed between the two grade levels (DESE, 2011). In the participating school district the science and social studies curricula are consistently taught throughout the year at the fourth and fifth grade level allowing for adequate teaching opportunities consistent with the timeline of this study (DESE, 2011).

The second delimitation was the use of a general education classroom, which included students who received general education services, special education services, gifted programming, and free and reduced lunch. The general education classroom was selected as the initial place to study the D2 Cuing Method for its more representative sample of the general elementary school population. Specifically, this researcher attempted to determine if specific subgroups within the general education population benefitted from the D2 Cuing Method more or less than typically developing students.
A third delimitation was that data was only collected for one semester. It is during the fall semester of the school year that specific Missouri Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) and Missouri Show-Me Standards were consistent between the two grade levels. Consequently pre- and post-testing comparisons within a class as well as between grade levels could be made. Had the collection of data extended for more than one semester comparisons between grade levels could not have been completed.

Finally, the fourth delimitation was the selection of subject areas. The fourth and fifth grade curricula in School District X included reading, mathematics, science, and social studies as mandated by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE, 2011). Subjects, like these, that are primarily language-based with novel vocabulary and concepts lend themselves to question-and-answer interaction during large group instruction. The learning concepts identified by the Missouri GLEs and Missouri State Standards are the guiding standards for Missouri fourth and fifth grade classrooms and aligned with district curriculum.

Assumptions

Lunenburg and Irby (2008) define assumptions as the “postulates, premises, and propositions that are accepted as operations for purposes of the research” (p. 135). The assumptions of this research study were identified as those factors that could affect the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method and data collection process. Consideration was given to the population, participants, setting, data collection method, and statistical analysis method.

With consideration to these factors, the following assumptions were identified: (a) the subjects were representative of typical fourth and fifth grade classrooms in an urban
public elementary school; (b) the teachers involved in this study understood the instructions they were given and carried out the use of the D2 Cuing Method accurately, even when not observed; (c) the pre- and post-tests administered in this study adequately assessed curriculum content that aligned to Missouri Grade Level Expectations (GLEs) and Missouri Show-Me Standards as mandated by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education; (d) the pre- and post-tests were administered and scored correctly; and (e) the data collection and input process used with the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software program was accurate and appropriate.

**Research Questions**

To determine if the D2 Cuing Method was a viable strategy to assist students in attaining academic goals as defined by the Missouri Show-Me Standards and Missouri GLEs research questions regarding quantitative and qualitative data were posed. This researcher determined that statistically significant differences should be measured using the following independent variables: subject area, student sub-groups, grade level, and control/experimental group. Growth scores in reading, mathematics, social studies, and science were identified dependent variables. Variables were judged to best represent elements common to general education classrooms in the fourth and fifth grades. This data would align to student achievement and provide quantitative evidence of positive effect, negative effect, or no effect of the D2 Cuing Method on pre- and post-test scores.

In addition to collecting data related to the identified independent and dependent variables, qualitative data was collected to assess teachers’ perceptions of the D2 Cuing Method. Instructional strategies can only be successful if the teachers who employ them implement strategies effectively. This researcher determined that feedback from the
The following research questions were posed:

1. Was there a statistically significant difference \((\alpha = 0.05)\) between pre-and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group for each subject area?

2. Was there a statistically significant difference \((\alpha = 0.05)\) between pre-and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group qualifying for special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch versus those who did not qualify for special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch?

3. Was there a statistically significant difference \((\alpha = 0.05)\) between pre-and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group for any one-grade level?

4. Was there a statistically significant difference \((\alpha = 0.05)\) in growth scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group across the four subject areas?

5. Did teacher perception of the implementation of the D2 Cuing Method (or lack of implementation) align with the outcomes associated with the quantitative data?

**Overview of Methodology**

The following section gives a brief overview of the methods used to assess the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method in fourth and fifth grade classrooms. A
A mixed-methods research design was utilized for this study. The quantitative component of this study consisted of a quasi-experimental research methodology pre-test-post-test design using an experimental group and control group. For the purpose of this study, two fourth grade and two fifth grade classes were selected as the experimental group in one elementary school (School A), and two fourth grade and two fifth grade classes were selected as the control group in another elementary school (School B). The experimental group was defined as those students whose teachers used the D2 Cuing Method as an instructional strategy during large group instruction. The control group was defined as those students whose teachers did not use the D2 Cuing Method as an instructional strategy during large group instruction. Hypothesis testing was completed to determine if the difference between the two groups was statistically significant ($\alpha = 0.05$).

The qualitative component of this study consisted of a post-study interview of the four teachers who were trained in and implemented the D2 Cuing Method and the four teachers who were not trained in the D2 Cuing Method. For those teachers in the experimental group, the interview data was used to assess the teachers’ perception of the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method. Additionally, they were asked to share their opinions about the ease and convenience of using the method. The focus of the interview for the four teachers who were not trained in nor implemented the D2 Cuing Method was to determine the type of instructional strategies they used when conducting question-answer interactions with students during large group instruction.
**Organization of the Study**

This chapter has provided a preliminary introduction to the literature and research design utilized for this study. The following four chapters will discuss this research study in greater depth. Chapter two will review the literature regarding neuroscience, language, and educational theories of learning as they relate to the D2 Cuing Method. Chapter three will present the research methodology employed in this study, including quantitative and qualitative methods. Chapter four reviews the results of the study, including statistical analyses, hypotheses testing, and qualitative data analysis. Chapter five will interpret the results presented in chapter four. Major findings and how they relate to existing literature as well as implications of the study and recommendations for future research will conclude the study.
Chapter Two

Literature Review

In the name of school reform recently enacted public policy affecting the education of elementary and secondary school-aged children has moved in the direction of making building principals and classroom teachers directly and, in some cases, personally responsible for the success of every student in the classroom. School reform, as defined by the federal initiative No Child Left Behind (NCLB, 2002) has attempted to set unprecedented and lofty goals for improved student achievement in public schools across the country. The NCLB legislation holds teachers and educational administrators accountable for demonstrating annual improvement of student achievement on standardized state tests with the expectation that every student will attain a rating of proficiency in communication arts, mathematics, and science. With this federal expectation, administrators and teachers are required to orchestrate an effective educational setting that is conducive to student learning and achievement for all students.

The implementation of NCLB has resulted in limited overall improvement in childhood education (Petrelli, 2007). As a result, federal and state leaders are currently revising NCLB. Recent proposals include the expectation that educators prepare every high school graduate for college or skills training. Schools with achievement scores that did not meet expectations have created a need for evidence-based strategies to improve teaching methods that will result in improved student achievement. (DuFour & Marzano, 2011).

A twenty-year study released in December 2011 by Harvard economists Raj Chetty and John Friedman, and Columbia University economist Jonah Rockoff, looked at
the long-term effects of quality teaching as measured by the “value-added” approach.

“Value-added” (VA) was defined as “the average test-score gain for…students, adjusted for differences across classrooms in student characteristics such as prior scores” (Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff, 2011, p. 1).

Two and one-half million children from a large urban school district were tracked from fourth grade into adulthood for over 20 years. Examined in two parts, the first part addressed two primary questions. The first question evaluated the accuracy of VA measures regarding teachers’ impact on scores and if VA unfairly penalized teachers who had a classroom of lower achieving students. The second question evaluated whether or not high VA teachers had a long-term impact on their students’ achievement for grades four through eight, or if those teachers were more skilled at teaching to the test. A high VA teacher was defined as one who maintained a VA in the top five percent of the distribution for his/her subject. Conversely, a low VA teacher was defined as one who maintained a VA in the bottom five percent for his or her subject (Chetty, et al., 2011, p. 30-31). The second portion of the study looked at what long-term impact, if any, high VA teachers had on students.

Chetty, et al. (2011) reported “when a high VA teacher joins a school test scores rise immediately in the grade taught by that teacher; when a high VA teacher leaves, tests scores fall” (p. 1). This rise and fall of grades was predictable based on the teacher’s VA and could be linked specifically to the course that teacher taught. However, the lasting effect of this teaching was minimal. Tracking of student achievement data four years after being taught by a high VA teacher showed gradual regression of skill.
Value added does in fact accurately measure a teacher’s impact on academic achievement. Students taught by high VA teachers were “more likely to attend college, earn higher salaries, live in better neighborhoods, and save more for retirement” (Chetty, et al., 2011, p. 1). They are also less likely to become parents as teenagers. A high VA teacher assigned at any time in grades four through eight was shown to have an immediate impact on student achievement, but these effects faded over time if a lower VA teacher was assigned during subsequent school years.

The social and economic impact of teacher quality was determined to be significant and results were correlated to larger economic and social returns. It was estimated that a classroom assigned to an average VA teacher versus a low VA teacher would predictably generate a cumulative earnings gain of $52,000 per student; more than $1.4 million for an average classroom (Chetty, et al., 2011).

This study further substantiates the need for high quality teachers in our classrooms across the nation. Immediate effects will be recognized in student achievement data, and long-term results will be realized for better quality of life. In this study, value-added teachers are acknowledged to be catalysts to enable learning in students and effective change agents well into the student’s adult life. By empowering teachers with research-based, innovative instructional strategies, value-added learning is more likely to occur.

Research continues to substantiate the need for providing equal opportunities of class participation among all students (Marzano, 2003, 2007; Hattie 2009, 2012; Stiggins, 2009; Whitten, Esteves, & Woodrow, 2009; Fisher & Frey, 2010a). Although not all students participate in the same way, all students are provided the opportunity to
participate equally in ways that facilitate learning. Consequently, the onus is on the
teacher to structure a classroom environment that is conducive to learning and to present
information with differentiated instruction supporting all students and culminating in high
academic achievement.

Chapter two will present the educational theories and teaching methods that are
fundamental to creating effective and efficient instructional strategies. This literature
review will incorporate research from the fields of psychology, speech-language
pathology, education, and neuroscience. Focus will be directed at the most successful
and frequently used methods of cuing, scaffolding, and feedback as they relate to
language development and rehabilitation, memory, and word recall/retrieval skills.
Wisenburn & Mahoney, 2009; Wiig & Semel, 1984). How these methods work within
the educational framework of Response to Intervention (RTI) and classroom culture will
be discussed. The literature review will begin with a discussion of meta-analysis and
effect size to explain a method of data analysis when comparing various research studies
and literature.

Meta-Analysis and Effect Size

The literature reviewed is replete with references to effect size and meta-analysis.
The following is a brief description of these terms and how they are applied to
educational research. Data referenced herein will be easier to interpret.

Historically in order to draw conclusions, make comparisons, and study trends
from the available research, researchers would synthesize data in the form of a large
literature review. However statistical analysis could not be applied to the study as a
whole. In response Gene Glass (1976) first introduced the idea of meta-analysis. Hattie (2009) describes Glass’ notion as:

whereby the effects in each study, where appropriate, are converted to a common measure (an effect size), such that the overall effects could be quantified, interpreted, and compared, and the various moderators of this overall effect could be uncovered and followed up in more detail. (p. 3)

In order to accurately combine the results of various studies, researchers must choose studies with a number of sufficiently similar characteristics. Meta-analysis is helpful in identifying common effects when the treatment effect (or effect size) is consistent from one study to the next. Meta-analysis is also helpful in identifying reasons for variations between and among studies when the effect varies.

Hattie (2009) defines effect size as, “a common expression of the magnitude of study outcomes for many types of outcome variables, such as school achievement. An effect size of $d = 1.0$ indicates an increase of one standard deviation on the outcome” (p. 7). He states that one standard deviation increase is equivalent to improving student achievement by two to three years, improving the rate of learning by 50%, or a correlation between some variable and achievement of approximately $r = 0.05$.

Hattie (2009, 2012) explained that in the field of education, the baseline for effect size is not set at zero ($d = 0.0$). He argued that any educational method worthy of investigation would have to show an improvement of at least average gain. This is equivalent to an effect size of at least $d = 0.40$. Hattie termed this the “hinge-point” for identifying what is and is not effective in teaching and learning (Hattie, 2009, 2012).
Marzano, et al. (2001) and Marzano (2007) discussed effect size as well. One benefit to using effect size is converting this information to percentile gain. An effect size of 1.0 would equate to a percentile gain of 34 points. So if an effect size was reported as being one standard deviation above the mean, or an effect size of 1.0, the result would be a 34-point gain in scores for those students receiving an intervention or treatment. Consequently the hypothetical students performed better than 84% of those students who did not receive the intervention or treatment. Hattie (2009) reported these measures, as well.

Cohen (1988, cited in Marzano, et al. 2001) suggested interpreting effect sizes in the following manner:

- Small effect size: .20;
- Medium effect size: .50; and
- Large effect size: .80. (p. 6)

While these effect sizes are not to be read as exact values, they are to be interpreted in a manner that allows the reader a mental framework for relative comparison of results.

Measurement of effect size and the use of meta-analysis allows for the comparison of data from various research studies. This is advantageous as comparisons are no longer a synthesis of ideas but a comparison of data. More accurate results and more informed analysis are produced. Throughout the next sections of this chapter effect size and meta-analysis will be discussed specific to the topics of brain-based learning, emotion and learning, storage and retrieval of words, cuing strategies and hierarchies, feedback, scaffolding, wait time, and response to intervention.
Brain-Based Learning: Memory, Rehearsal, Storage, and Recall

Learning is “the process by which we acquire knowledge about the world, while memory is the process by which that knowledge is encoded, stored, and later retrieved” (Kandel, Schwartz, & Jessell, 2000, p. 1227). Learning is a neurological process completed by the brain. The brain takes in sensory (environmental) information, and through a systematic trail of neural pathways, acquires new information. As neuroscience researchers continue to better understand brain function in acquiring new information, teachers benefit from this knowledge when it is paired with learning activities involving their students and the presentation of curriculum. The ongoing exploration of brain-function in learning has led to the idea of brain-based learning (Jensen, 2005, 2008; Sousa, 2010; Tate, 2003; Willis, 2006, 2007, 2008; Wolfe, 2010). Jensen (2005) reported that brain-based teaching and learning, where neuroscience research is applied to classroom interventions and the development of instructional strategies, is likely to have a significant impact on student achievement. “Students of all backgrounds and ages, with every imaginable history of failure, can succeed and have succeeded with a brain-based approach to teaching and learning” (Jensen, 2005, p. ix).

Jensen (2008) explained the historical background that led to the idea of brain-based education. He identified two groundbreaking books published in the 1970s: Use Both Sides of Your Brain by Tony Buzan (1974) and Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain by Betty Edwards (1979) which introduced the idea of understanding the brain versus understanding the mind. By the 1980s a whole new field of research evolved in which there was an emergence of brain-based investigations that attempted to better understand education and learning as they related to neurologic (brain) function. The
development of Positron Emission Tomography (PET scans), Computed Axial Tomography (CAT scans), and Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) were revolutionary. These advances in technology provided the ability to look at living subject brain function, as opposed to post-morbid brain study. Researchers could now look inside the working brain. By using this technology, researchers could pair behaviors with brain activity, function, and structure to complete hypothesis testing.

Leslie Hart published his book, *Human Brain and Human Learning*, in 1983. Hart argued that the nature of the classroom could impede or enhance learning. He promoted the concept that the educational setting and instruction should be “brain-compatible.” Rather than forcing the brain to comply with the learning environment, the learning environment should be adapted to best suit the needs of the individual’s brain. Hart asserted that by understanding the physiology (working) of the brain, learning outcomes could be improved.

Other researchers in the 1980s and early 1990s linked brain research to models of thinking and classroom pedagogy. Howard Gardner (1983) published *Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligences*, while Caine and Caine (1991) wrote *Making Connections: Teaching and the Human Brain*. Caine and Caine (1991, 1994) are credited as the first to use the phrase *brain-based learning* which is now referred to as *natural learning*. Renata Caine explained in an interview with Carolyn Pool (1997) that although all learning is brain-based, Renata and Geoffrey Caine wanted to stress the idea that maximizing learning can only occur if an educator understands how the brain works best. Subsequently they developed the Twelve Brain/Mind Learning Principles (Caine & Caine, 1997) to guide educators in their understanding of the brain and link that
understanding to appropriate instructional methods. The principles described in their book, *Education on the Edge of Possibility*, and listed in Pool (1997) are as follows:

- The brain is a complex, dynamic system;
- The brain/mind is social;
- The search for meaning is innate;
- The search for meaning occurs through patterning;
- Emotions are critical to patterning;
- The mind/brain processes parts and wholes simultaneously;
- Learning involves both focused attention and peripheral perception;
- Learning always involves conscious and unconscious processes;
- We have at least two ways of organizing memory: A spatial memory system and a set of systems for rote learning;
- Learning is developmental;
- Complex learning is enhanced by challenge and inhibited by threat; and
- Each brain is uniquely organized. (p. 11-12)

Jensen (2008) concluded in his historical review that the field of brain-based research is a legitimate field of research as evidenced by such publications as *Biological Psychiatry, the Journal of Social Neuroscience, the Journal of Nutritional Neuroscience*, and the peer review journal *Mind, Brain, and Education*. Additionally, Harvard University currently offers through its Graduate School of Education an Educational Masters (Ed.M.) with a concentration in Mind, Brain, and Education, as well as a Doctorate of Education (Ed.D.) with a concentration in Human Development and
Education (Harvard, 2012). This field of study enhances the knowledge and ability of educators while encouraging trained professional to meet the needs of all children through differentiated, brain-based instruction.

Review of the physiological underpinnings of brain-based learning as it applies to various topics discussed in this chapter is critical and lays the foundation for the why to develop, implement, and assess appropriate instructional strategies. Better understanding of the physiological functioning of the brain allows teachers to make informed choices and better assess how to support student learning in the classroom. The traditional education model must shift to embrace an approach that views teaching and learning as a neurological function. Hence, the medical model of learning can inform the educational field.

Medically based information has been available since the 1970s, but just recently has a sufficient amount of valid research been available to allow application to the classroom. Improved teacher effectiveness, and ultimately, high levels of student achievement will result. Teachers are empowered, therefore, to better capitalize on the teachable moment. Information on brain-based learning is not only important for understanding memory, storage, and recall, but is also valuable when determining appropriate methods for feedback, verbal praise, rehearsal, and establishing the emotional tone of a classroom. Each topic will be elaborated upon.

Understanding brain-based learning requires understanding of the physiology behind learning. Willis (2008) explained how learning takes place in the brain in How Your Child Learns Best: Brain-Friendly Strategies You Can Use to Ignite Your Child’s Learning and Increase School Success. Two filters in the brain allow information into
the thinking brain: the reticular activating system (RAS) and the amygdala. The RAS is responsive to new and novel information that catches a person’s attention such as color, surprise, and curious events. Once information is filtered through that level of intake, it continues on to the amygdala. The amygdala is part of the limbic system, which processes emotion. When the brain is under high stress the amygdala diverts information to the RAS in which survival instincts such as flight or fight kick in. These non-thinking reactions do not promote learning, just survival. However when the amygdala is in a safe state where positive emotions are prominent, information is diverted to the learning and thinking network of the brain where memory systems are activated (Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Wolfe, 2010). Willis (2008) goes on to explain:

In successful learning, children are stimulated to pay attention to important information by getting the attention of their RAS. Listening to lectures and doing drills and worksheets are not novel or engaging experiences, so they do not contain the sensory stimulation sufficient to power information through the RAS’s brain filters. (p. 5)

When children receive sensory information, such as what they see, hear, taste, smell, or touch; brain centers beyond the RAS are stimulated. The information is transported to the limbic system, predominantly the amygdala and hippocampus, where information and emotions are linked together. The more pleasurable the experience, the further the information is allowed to travel into the brain. When applied to the classroom setting it would stand to reason the more pleasurable the learning experience, the greater the chance for novel information to be allowed to travel to higher cognitive levels in the brain (Jensen, 2005; Wolfe, 2010).
If a child feels threatened, bored, stressed, or struggles to attend to the input data, the information is diverted. The brain then blocks this information from the memory centers and thinking brain. Negative emotions, therefore, create difficult and less successful learning experiences (Jensen, 2005; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Wolfe, 2010). Conversely if the learning experience is pleasurable and paired with positive emotions felt during moments of success, goal achievement, and introduction of high interest materials; information is permitted into the higher, thinking brain (Jensen, 2005; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Wolfe, 2010).

Information then travels from the amygdala to the hippocampus. The hippocampus, known as the consolidation center, allows new sensory information to be paired with previous knowledge and experiences that are retrieved from the memory centers of the brain (Willis, 2008). At this point in the learning process, Dopamine is released. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter; a chemical in the brain that carries information from one nerve ending to another, by helping it across synapses (spaces) between the nerve endings. Dopamine increases attention, focus, and memory formation. During pleasurable experiences, Dopamine is released, and a child’s capacity to attend to and store long-term memories is increased (Jensen, 2005; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2008; Wolfe, 2010). Release of Dopamine and the consequential outcomes would be a desirable occurrence in the classroom, as increased levels of attention, focus, and memory are believed to promote greater learning.

Willis (2008) explained that once information is received at and processed at the hippocampus, the brain continues to move the information to the prefrontal lobes of the brain, where executive functions occur. Executive functions include but are not limited
to organizing, thinking, and reasoning. Processes involved at this level of cognition include judgment, analysis, prioritizing, and decision-making. Here information becomes committed to memory. New information is transformed from short-term to long-term memory.

Memory is required for survival so one can learn, store, and recall how they should respond in a variety of situations. While the skill of memory can be primal; keeping humans safe from harm and providing basic needs such as food, shelter, and water; memory also allows for learning. Ultimately, learning allows humans to survive in the real world through such tasks as reading, problem solving, decision-making, and acquiring new skills (Jensen, 2005; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Wolfe, 2010).

As the brain builds memory it learns. Memory allows for prediction and recall. When a child remembers, physical changes in the brain occur, new memories are stored, and neural networks are strengthened and expanded with more connections being developed between nerve cells (Jensen, 2005; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Wolfe, 2010). Willis (2008) explained “the more we learn, the more information stored in our neural networks, the more likely our brains are to relate to new information- hence, learning promotes learning” (p. 10).

Four types of memory are rote memory, working memory (also known as short-term memory), long-term memory, and relational memory (Willis, 2008). Rote memory is often required of children as they learn for such tasks as memorizing vocabulary lists, spelling words, and math facts. Rote memory also allows for quick forgetting, especially when data is not paired with contextual information or personal experiences that are necessary links for the creation of long-term memory (Jensen, 2005; Wolfe, 2010).
Information in working memory is held for less than a minute and is required to be moved into long-term memory in order that it be retained (Willis, 2008). McGee and Wilson (1984) suggested that without rehearsal and attention to a task, information is only available in working memory, also known as short-term memory, for approximately 15-20 seconds. While some may view this phenomenon as a disadvantage, Wolfe (2010) explained this is actually appropriate.

If information cannot be remembered for at least 18 seconds the beginning of a sentence would be forgotten when reading. Information from that sentence could, therefore, not be comprehended. On the other hand, if the brain remembered every word ever read, use of memory would be inefficient. Therefore, the brain’s use of working memory is sufficient as an area of temporary storage. In the course of learning, the brain is moving information from working memory to long-term memory when that information is vital to being remembered for more than 18 seconds (Willis, 2008; Wolfe, 2010).

Long-term memory is created as information is passed on from short-term memory and occurs through “review and meaningful association with existing patterns and prior knowledge” (Willis, 2008, p. 11). As rehearsal and practice help create patterns, relational memory can then take place. New information is linked to stored information in the memory system. The brain actively works to create links to previous information. But if the brain is unsuccessful in identifying these links and use of strategies to create these links is not successful, new information is lost (Jensen, 2005; Willis, 2008; Wolfe, 2010).
Helping a child to identify patterns and make successful predictions results in the building of relational memories. Teachers can help a child through this process with use of cuing, scaffolding, and feedback so that the information used for linking new information to existing information is correct. Multiple connections can be made, and in turn, more neural pathways are developed, creating stronger understanding and solidification of memory (Jensen, 2005).

Within the process of creating memory, neuroplasticity or brain plasticity (Willis, 2008) involves the growth of new neural connections and the pruning of unused ones. With the construction of neural connections when new information is learned, the pathways to this information become stronger and more efficient. Researchers have shown that dendrite growth, branched extensions from the cell body that receive information from other neurons, increases through repetition of an activity or task, and thereby strengthens neuron connections (Jancke, 2000). Dendrite growth is not limited to childhood and adolescence as once believed.

The creation of such networks is lifelong. While neurons that provide memory storage are not replenished, the dendrites that connect neurons continue to develop and create new circuits with other dendrites when learning occurs (Willis, 2006, 2008). Nerve pathways that are not used are pruned or eliminated to reduce the maintenance of these areas and help conserve the brain’s nutrients, known as the “use it or lose it” phenomenon (Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2008; Wolfe, 2010). Therefore, repetition of skill work in the classroom could potentially increase the development of neural pathways and strengthen learning.
Rehearsal and recall are required to preserve information and prevent it from being lost. The purpose of repetition in learning is to allow for practice of information retrieval with the intention of creating cognitive pathways enabling the storage, processing, and recall of newly learned information (Willis, 2006). Willis (2008) observed:

The more times one repeats an action (practice) or recalls the information (review), the more dendrites sprout to connect new memories to old ones (plasticity), the stronger the connections between neurons becomes, and the more efficient the brain becomes at retrieving that memory or repeating that action. (p. 13)

Wolfe (2010) reminded teachers that, “the person doing the work is the one growing the dendrites” (p. 216). She stresses that students must be actively involved in the repetition/rehearsal process to encourage long-term memory, storage, and retrieval. Westwater and Wolfe (2000) encouraged teachers to engage students in the *doing as neural networks are most strongly created in actual experiences rather than pencil and paper tasks.*

With this information about brain-based physiology, educators now have greater understanding and insight into the value of repetition and practice with which to help embed new learning into long-term and relational memory. Marzano (2007) endorsed the use of repeated exposure to and practice of new knowledge as a positive instructional strategy. Rosenshine (2002) noted that teachers are effective when they guide student practice in a way that students may “engage in the cognitive processing activities of organizing, reviewing, rehearsing, summarizing, comparing, and contrasting” (p. 7).
Practice then, does not become an exercise in rote memorization, but the execution of higher functioning cognitive skills that help in the storage and retrieval of new information.

Marzano, et al. (2001) presented a meta-analysis on practice in learning. Effect-sizes ranged from .54 to 1.58. Two major conclusions were drawn regarding practice; (1) “mastering a skill requires a fair amount of focused practice and (2) while practicing, students should adapt and shape what they have learned” (p. 67 & 69). Marzano, et al. specifically reviewed the works of Anderson (1995) and Newell and Rosenbloom (1981). It was concluded that students have to practice a new skill approximately 24 times before reaching a competency level of 80 percent. Each subsequent student practice yielded less of an increase in competence. The first four practice sessions yielded a competency level of 47.9 percent while the next four practice sessions added only a 14 percent increase. Marzano, et al. (2001) concluded:

Learning new content…does not happen quickly. It requires practice spread out over time. The results of such practice will be increments in learning that start out rather large but gradually get smaller and smaller as students fine-tune their knowledge and skill. (p. 68-69)

Marzano, et al. (2001) also observed that students must adapt or *shape* skills as they are learned. By shaping skills students gain a greater conceptual knowledge about the information they learn. Shaping in the classroom requires a balance between getting through a task quickly while taking the time to learn the information or process a level sufficient enough to be applied with greater meaning and depth of understanding.
Marcia Tate (2003) wrote *Worksheets Don’t Grow Dendrites: 20 Instructional Strategies that Engage the Brain*. Tate suggested twenty instructional strategies that promote the active engagement of a student in the learning processes and which according to research (Jensen, 2005, 2008; Sousa, 2010; Willis, 2006, 2007, 2008; Wolfe, 2010) enhance learning and maximize achievement potential. Over 200 research rationales were provided by Tate to explain why these twenty strategies support how the brain learns best. The twenty strategies include: “brainstorming and discussion; drawing and artwork, field trips; games; graphic organizers, semantic maps, and word webs; humor; manipulatives, experiments, labs and models; metaphors, analogies, and similes; mnemonic devices; movement; music, rhythm, rhyme, and rap; project-based and problem-based instruction; reciprocal teaching and cooperative learning; role plays, drama, pantomimes, and charades; storytelling; technology; visualization and guided imagery; visuals; work study and apprenticeships; and writing and journals” (p. xii). Each of these strategies seek to create links for children so that long-term and relational memory can be activated, emotional states are positive, and the child is actively engaged in the learning process.

Abdeleal (2008), Jensen (2005, 2008), Sousa (2010), Willis (2006, 2007, 2008), and Wolfe (2010) reported similar findings and made instructional suggestions that closely mirror the aforementioned strategies of Tate. McGeehan (2001) encouraged educators to consider the “role of emotions in focusing attention, the importance of providing many first-hand experiences, and building in personal meaning from the student’s point of view” (p. 12). Emotions, first-hand experience, and personal point of view link to the literature on brain-based research as it relates to memory, rehearsal,
storage, and recall. Clearly, Hart (1983) may be seen as the impetus and launching point for why educators should approach teaching and learning with methods and strategies which are brain-compatible, not brain-antagonistic. The following sections of this chapter will highlight research-based instructional strategies and methods that are supported by the notion of brain-based learning.

**Emotion and Learning**

An extensive review of brain-based learning literature clearly demonstrated that emotions and learning are interconnected (Abdeleal, 2008; Brookhart, 2008; Jensen, 2005, 2008; Marzano, 2007; Sousa, 2010; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2006, 2007, 2008; and Wolfe, 2010). Neuroscience researchers have suggested that significantly raised levels of stress, anxiety, and the perception of failure impede learning, focus, and sense of self-worth (Brookhart, 2008; Jensen, 2005; Marzano, 2007; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2006; Wolfe, 2010). Researchers (Jensen, 2005; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2006; Wolfe, 2010) have concluded that students who experience negative emotional states would require the support of a teacher who can effectively utilize teaching strategies to reduce the negative effects of these feelings and maximize their learning to garner success.

Willis (2006) stated that when the brain is in positive states of emotion such as "contentment, joy, play, and comfortable but, stimulating, amount of challenge” (p. 24), there is evidence of increased working memory, greater verbal fluency, and increased flexibility in thinking which enhances creative problem solving. Additionally, positive changes in social behaviors have been observed which include increased helpfulness,
focus, social interactions, patience, decision-making, and use of higher order executive functions.

Sousa and Tomlinson (2011) explored the idea that a classroom must feel safe and secure to be a conducive environment for learning. Memory is linked to the limbic system (emotional center) of the brain. It was established the brain is an organ designed for the purpose of survival. When negative sensory input is received, a rush of adrenaline is sent to the brain which shuts down all extraneous activity and brings focus to the stimulus causing the experience. Here the fight or flight reaction occurs making learning increasingly more difficult (Willis, 2006; Wolfe, 2010).

Other powerful emotions can also make learning difficult. However, the ability to recall an event is enhanced when the strength of the emotion is high. “The more intense the emotional state, the more likely we are to remember the event” (Jensen, 2005, p. 56).

Endorphins, chemicals in the body that act as a natural painkiller and improve mood, rise stimulating the frontal lobe. The release of endorphins help regulate memory and higher cognitive functions. Frontal lobe stimulation supports learning (Sousa and Tomlinson, 2011). When negative emotions are experienced, cortisol (a steroid) is released in the body raising anxiety levels. Cortisol also stimulates the frontal lobes, but prompts the frontal lobes to ignore low priority information and focus on how to remove or reduce the cause of stress. In turn, the chances of learning and committing new information to memory are reduced (Sousa and Tomlinson, 2011).

Jensen (2005) reviewed memory, learning, and stress. Mixed research was found about when the ability to learn is observed and measured in the presence of stress. Some researchers discovered that moderate, not high-levels, of cortisol in the brain assist in
encoding information, but hinder information retrieval (Cahill, Gorski, & Le, 2003; Van Honk, Kessels, Putman, Jager, Koppeschaar, and Postma, 2003). Other studies suggested that increased cortisol levels enhance memory when information contains an emotional component (Abercrombie, Kalin, Thurow, Rosenkranz, & Davidson, 2003). One study suggested that too much cortisol impaired semantic memory, but use of norepinephrine created stronger memory (Cahill, Prins, Weber, & McGaugh, 1994). Clearly the relationship between memory, learning, emotions, and chemical reactions in the brain is complex. While researchers continue to gain understanding of these dynamics, it is evident that emotions and learning are connected to each other.

It is well documented that students who gain a sense of academic success will engage in classroom activities and take risks in learning, thereby maximizing their learning experience (Marzano, 2007; Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2006; Wolfe, 2010). The converse is also true. When compared to their peers students who are at risk for failure and perform poorly experience higher levels of stress and anxiety. A culture of success in the classroom is necessary which promotes optimal learning.

Sousa (2009) concluded that since children and adolescents are still developing social and emotional processes, teachers are more likely to succeed when they support children’s social and emotional development which in turn helps to promote better learning. Because students and teachers spend so much time together during the course of a school day the teacher takes a primary role in perceiving, assessing, and responding to each student’s emotional needs (Sousa and Tomlinson, 2011). Sousa and Tomlinson (2011) suggested that teachers demonstrate empathy, allow students to feel a sense of ownership in their education, identify and reinforce student strengths, address fears and
humiliation, and acknowledge that discipline is a teaching process so that positive student-teacher relationships can be built. Consequently, the classroom culture becomes one of positive relationships which enhances student learning.

Jensen (2005) concluded the following about the most recent emotions and learning research. Emotions do the following:

- Constitute the passion for learning;
- Help orchestrate our attentional priorities;
- Support either persistence or retreat;
- Are sources of information about the outside world;
- Evoke necessary empathy, support, or fear;
- Associate our learning with either pain or pleasure;
- Help us make meaning out of our learning, work, and lives;
- Push the pursuit of rewarded behavior;
- Improve social problem solving;
- Provide incentives for desired social behavior; and
- Allow us to enjoy and even celebrate our learning successes. (p. 69)

Wolfe (2010) suggested that “effective teachers, perhaps without knowing the neurological basis for the effect emotion has on learning, intuitively design ways to make the information that students study more meaningful and emotional” (p. 140). By pairing activities and events that instill the positive emotions of pleasure, curiosity, moderate levels of excitement, and humor; the memory of the task is more quickly and strongly committed to memory. This use of emotion and experience can be enhanced with field trips, guest speakers, solving real-life problems, role-playing, and creating.
“Reducing stress and establishing a positive emotional climate in the classroom is arguably the most essential component of teaching” (Hardiman, 2010, p. 236). It is evident in the research that a complex and dynamic relationship exists between emotions and learning. While much remains to be learned and studied regarding the relationship of emotions to learning, it is clear that teachers should promote positive and supportive relationships with their students. The current literature provides abundant evidence that when a student’s emotional needs are being met, learning is enhanced with positive learning outcomes.

The following section of chapter two will introduce the literature pertaining to storage and retrieval of words and extends the discussion of memory and learning as it applies specifically to language. The literature review thus far has presented information on memory, rehearsal, recall, and emotions as they pertain to learning. The storage and retrieval of words requires the cognitive processes of memory and recall for efficient use and understanding of words. Given that language is the fundamental conduit to learning, this discussion becomes critical to the literature review.

**Storage and Retrieval of Words**

The field of speech and language pathology has introduced a number of clinically proven methods that effectively aid in the successful rehabilitation of stroke, head injured, and severely language impaired patients of all ages. Literature detailing word-finding deficits (difficulty storing and recalling specific vocabulary words) and anomia (reduced ability to name items and use specific vocabulary following brain injury from a stroke or head trauma) has resulted in language development, learning theories, and therapeutic protocols. Children and adults are thereby assisted in acquiring skills that

Word finding theories and clinical protocols are relevant to the field of education because they provide information about how an individual’s memory stores language and retrieves it. Language and use of words are the primary conduits of teaching and learning. During student-teacher interactions the exchange of ideas, knowledge, questions, feedback, and vocabulary occurs through use of language. It stands to reason that the language centers of the brain are continually stimulated through the learning process. The neural processes involved in learning are complex. When instructional strategies support neural processes the probability of engaging higher cognitive function is significantly improved and learning can occur (Jensen, 2005; Willis, 2006; Wolfe, 2010).

Neural functions involved in word storage and retrieval require review to better understand the use of treatment methods and strategies. German (2009) defined word finding as “the ability to retrieve a desired work in single-word or discourse contexts” (p. 1) and summarized the cognitive process involved in retrieving a single word. Tasks such as picture naming or identifying a vocabulary word would trigger such a neural event. Bandur and Shewan (2008, in Chapey, Ed) observed that the literature generally agrees that there is no one single area of the brain which maintains storage and retrieval of words. The storage and retrieval process occurs with multiple regions working together as one large network. When words are retrieved both semantic (meaning-based) and phonological (sound-based) information are used to access the word. There is debate
in the literature as to how much these two cognitive processes interact (Levelt, Roelofs, & Myers, 1999). Levelt, et al. (1999) suggested that there are four stages of lexical (word) access. German (2009) summarizes the stages:

- A word’s conceptual structure is elicited;
- Activation spreads to access the word’s semantic and syntactic features;
- Elicitation of corresponding phonological features occurs; and
- Execution of a motor plan is created for word production. (p. 2-3)

Essentially, there is a stimulus, such as a picture, that triggers the brain to think of the word. The brain starts to identify the meaning of the word (semantic and syntactic features) then identifies the sounds associated with that word (phonological features). Finally, the brain determines how to say that word by moving the mouth (motor plan) (German, 2009; Levelt, et al., 1999).

McGregor (1994) suggested that children who have difficulty in recalling words have at least partial knowledge of the word, especially when an incorrect response is related to the target word. Word substitutions are thought to occur for three reasons: (1) poor storage: the child’s knowledge base is not elaborate enough to distinguish the differences between the target and incorrect answer; (2) poor storage and retrieval: the child’s knowledge base and access to the word is limited; and (3) poor retrieval: the child’s access to well-stored and understood information is limited. McGregor suggested a lexical storage model that asserts phonological and semantic information is stored separately, but intricately linked. Further, semantic cues have the capacity to activate phonological information about a word.
When a targeted word is retrieved from the long-term memory centers of the brain there has to be a strategy to access the lexical (word) system and find the intended word (Wiig & Semel, 1984). Strategies can include a phonological search where the brain searches out the specific word based on the sounds in the word and the sequence in which the sounds occur. A second strategy is a semantic search. When words are retrieved by sorting them into general groups and then smaller, more specific categories. The third strategy is situational scripting. Here the brain searches for a word based on an experience that the child had and the relevance of the word in the experience.

When a student cannot retrieve a word independently through use of internal cues, external cues are required to stimulate the retrieval process. Recalling (retrieving) words is considered to be cue dependent (Wiig & Semel, 1984). Wiig and Semel (1984) provided a summative list to effectively cue verbal memory:

- Use of specific cues are effective in the retrieval of words;
- Associative cues (words that go together such as hot/cold) are generally more effective than rhyming cues (hot/pot);
- Word recall may be enhanced by increasing the number of sounds or syllables given in a phonemic cue;
- Partial cue words (giving part of a word) is more effective than giving a synonym;
- Cuing the semantic category of a word (i.e., type of fruit) may help retrieve words at an optimal level; and
- Words can be retrieved more easily when they are paired with words that were used when the child first learned the word. (p. 263)
The various types of cues that are available to elicit a word were described by Wiig and Semel (1983). Phonetic cues, in which the first sounds or syllables are presented, allow the child to complete the word. Associative-semantic cues include pairing words that go together (i.e., “peanut butter and _____”), giving a synonym (i.e., “another word for jacket is _____”), giving an antonym (i.e., “not day but _____”), serial cuing (i.e., “Sunday, Monday, ______”), and semantic cuing (giving the word category or descriptive terms for the word). Sentence completion cues allow the child to finish a sentence the teacher has started, and are formulated to help the child predict the word (i.e., “I swim in a _____”). Melodic-stress cuing involves singing a known song, such as the alphabet, or tapping out the syllables of a multi-syllabic word (i.e., el-e-phant). Multiple choice cuing provides the child with a choice of two or three words.

From the literature it is clear that both phonological and semantic methods of cuing for the treatment of word-finding deficits are successful. But there is little conclusive evidence that one form of cuing is more successful than another, especially in the treatment of aphasic (language impairment following stroke or head injury) adults (Nickels, 2002). A meta-analysis of treatment methods for word-finding deficits in aphasic adults conducted by Wisenburn and Mahoney (2009) concluded that all treatment approaches including semantic, phonological, and mixed, were effective. Effect sizes ranged from 0.16 (no treatment) to 1.55 (mixed-semantic/phonological). Determination of success of generalization of word recall to words that were untrained yielded that semantic cuing seemed to be more effective than phonological or mixed.

Marshall, Freed, and Phillips (1994) reported similar results. They studied the effectiveness of phonological and semantic cuing, and concluded that while both
phonological and semantic cuing were beneficial in increasing the naming abilities of aphasic adults, semantic cuing was more effective for maintaining word-naming skills outside the therapy room. Marshall, et al. (1994) suggested that, “the quality of stimulus presentation may be more important than the quantity” (p. 341). Bombarding a subject with repeated naming trials only provides phonological information. But when the subject analyzed the semantic features of a target word he/she is helped to generalize the information, as semantic analysis involved higher levels of thinking in the brain. Lowell, Beeson, and Holland (1995) concluded in their study of semantic cuing that generalization was improved when treatment included rehearsal of the task and receiving accurate corrective feedback. Their results are interesting when considering what is known about learning in general. The work of Hattie (2009, 2012) and Hattie and Timperley (2007) indicated that corrective feedback is a powerful learning tool. The opportunity to rehearse the task ties into the brain-based learning literature, as repeated opportunities to complete a task improves overall memory of new information (Willis, 2006, 2008; Wolfe, 2010).

While a classroom teacher is not expected to treat word-finding deficits in his/her classroom, knowledge of the theoretical underpinnings of how words are stored and recalled and how to support word retrieval is valuable. As previously stated, language is the means by which communication for learning and socialization occurs within the classroom. When new vocabulary words and concepts are introduced in the classroom, students are faced with the challenge to learn, recall, and apply that word knowledge quickly.
Marzano, et al. (2001) reported there is a “strong relationship between vocabulary and the following elements of learning: intelligence, the ability to comprehend new information, and level of income” (p. 123). Chetty, et al. (2011) supported Marzano’s findings. If vocabulary knowledge is enhanced in the classroom setting, student achievement should improve. The evidence in the literature therefore supports the use of cuing and word retrieval strategies to benefit student learning. The following section will review the literature on cuing strategies and hierarchies as they apply to language learning and language therapy techniques. Discussion will include application to the classroom setting.

**Cuing Strategies and Hierarchies**

Recall that the literature regarding language impairments presents two main categories for cuing strategies for teaching word recall, semantic approaches and phonological approaches (Nickels, 2010). Semantic approaches strengthen word meaning, while phonological approaches improve phonological production of the word (German, 2009). Nickels (2010) and Wisenburn and Mahoney (2009) concluded that various approaches for word-finding deficits, including semantic (word based) and phonological (sound based), were effective for improving naming abilities in aphasic (language impaired) adults. Gains varied widely across studies and generalization of skills to untrained stimuli was limited.

Nickels’ (2010) review suggested that of the treatment strategies reviewed multi-component strategies, defined as those containing both phonological and semantic elements in the cuing hierarchies, may be the most efficacious. Nickels (2010) and Wisenburn and Mahoney (2009) observed that much is unknown about rehabilitation of
word retrieval and storage in aphasic patients. More research is required to make broad statements regarding treatment since studies often contained single-subject designs and large degrees of variability between subjects regarding the extent of language disability and brain trauma.

The idea of a cuing hierarchy comes from the work of Linebaugh and Lehner (1977), Wiig and Semel (1984), and Linebaugh, Shisler, and Lehner (2003). Wiig and Semel (1984) proposed that the cuing strategies of semantic cues (word meaning); sentence completion (starting a sentence and leaving a word or information to be filled in); phonological cues (giving first sounds of a word); choice of two or three items (providing answers to choose from); and imitation (providing the answer) were viable and effective. Students were assisted in learning fundamental elements of language including semantics (vocabulary and word meaning), syntax (sentence formulation), morphology (grammar), and phonology (sounds in words). These cuing strategies and the areas in which they can be applied, continue to be considered beneficial among Speech-Language Pathologists (Linebaugh, Shisler, & Lehner, 2003; Nickels, 2002; Wisenburn & Mahoney, 2009).

Linebaugh and Lehner (1977) were the first researchers to put cuing strategies into a hierarchical order. Prior to their research two studies investigated the use of cuing aphasic patients in therapy. Neither study attempted systematic applications to therapy nor reported upon effectiveness (Berman & Peele, 1967; Rochford & Williams, 1962). The work of Love and Webb (1977) supported Linebaugh and Lehner’s attempt to place cuing strategies into a hierarchical order.
Love and Webb (1977) proposed the idea that cues used in therapy with aphasic patients had “cueing potency.” Love and Webb discovered that direct imitation of a targeted word production had the greatest “cueing potency” or likelihood for success for eliciting and encouraging a correct response. Followed by an initial syllable cue (subject was given the first syllable of a targeted word production), with both sentence completion (subject had to complete a given sentence with a single word) and reading the printed word ranked third. The order of these cues was judged to be contingent upon dependency of the cue to general language processing (understanding and formulating language) versus specific motor-planning (coordinating movement of the lips, tongue, and jaw) for articulation. In other words, motor-planning cues supported the subject more than cues that required greater cognitive skills.

The cuing hierarchy proposed by Linebaugh and Lehner (1977) provides logic. Linebaugh and Lehner based their hierarchy on two main principles. The first principle was the foundational idea that language “rehabilitation is the elicitation of a response. They suggested that the recovery process was best served by eliciting the desired response with a minimal cue” (Linebaugh & Lehner, 1977, p 19).

Cues were drawn from three areas: verbal (also known as semantic), gestural (to act out an idea), and phonological (sound-based). The arrangement of those cues was based on their “stimulus power,” described as the degree to which a cue provided a subject with support working from the least amount of cuing support to the most amount of cuing support. Linebaugh and Lehner suggested that the power of stimulus for any of the given cues would differ across subjects; and as such, stimulus power should be assessed for each subject before treatment begins.
The second fundamental principal employed in cuing hierarchy is fading of the stimulus. By fading cues and offering the least amount of support required to elicit a correct response, subjects were required to utilize the process of word retrieval and thereby stimulate the cognitive process required to retrieve and store lexical (word) information. Success would act in and of itself as positive reinforcement for the subject, potentially evoking a spontaneous correct response when the stimulus was presented another time. The following is the Cueing Hierarchy proposed by Linebaugh and Lehner (1977):

- “What’s this called?” (directly request name of the target item);
- Directions to state the function of the item;
- Directions to demonstrate the function;
- Statement of the function by the clinician;
- Statement and demonstration of the function by the clinician;
- Sentence completion;
- Sentence completion and the silently articulated first phoneme (sound) of the response;
- Sentence completion and the vocalized first phoneme (sound);
- Sentence completion and the first two phonemes (sounds) vocalized; and
- Say “______.” (sentence completion). (p. 21)

Glynn, McNaughton, Robinson, and Quinn (1979) developed a tutoring program at the University of Auckland in New Zealand entitled, *Remedial Reading at Home: Helping You to Help Your Child.* Designed to give parents and tutors a systematic method to help struggling students learn how to read, this program encouraged self-
correction of reading errors with opportunity to practice strategic problem solving when faced with a reading challenge. The method has come to be known as the *Pause, Prompt, and Praise* method (Glynn & McNaughton, 1985; McNaughton, Glynn, Robinson, 1987; Merrett & Thorpe, 1996).

The systematic method of cuing a child through a challenging, unsuccessful attempt to read a word involves three steps: pause, prompt, and praise. The first step, *pause*, occurs when the teacher encourages a student to stop his/her attempt at reading for 5 seconds allowing the student to reassess the challenge. The second step, *prompt*, occurs when the tutor or parent provides a prompt to elicit the correct reading of a word. Although specific types of prompts are not named the types of cues fall into two categories: contextual and grapho-phonetic. Contextual cues encourage the child to figure out a word given the information derived from the text. Prompts are by sentence completion, questioning, or discussing the meaning of the text or word just read. Grapho-phonetic cues encourage the student to more closely look at the word and try to better sound it out. If two prompts are given and the student still has not corrected his/her error the word is provided for him/her. The student is then encouraged to go back and re-read the sentence with the correct word. Finally, the third step is then implemented: *praise*. Students are provided praise specific to what they did correctly. Praise is provided when the correct word is read or when the student re-reads the sentence after being provided the answer.

The Pause, Prompt, Praise method of reading instruction is of particular interest as it incorporates three strategies covered in this literature review: cuing and hierarchies, wait time, and praise. A synthesis study completed by Glynn and McNaughton (1985)
reviewed 12 studies that measured the effectiveness of this program. In each of the 12 studies, students made significant gains in their reading ability and it was concluded the Pause, Prompt, Praise method was effective in helping parents and tutors guide students to higher levels of reading. Clearly, cuing hierarchies can translate into instructional strategies that are advantageous for students.

The overall premise demonstrated by Webb and Love (1977) and Linebaugh and Lehner (1977) is that cues do have a logical stimulus power or cuing potency. Cues should be arranged and presented from the least powerful/potent cue to the most powerful/potent cue. Each cuing type whether semantic, phonological, modeled, or direct imitation is evidence-based in and of itself as an effective means to elicit and train a correct response from a subject (Wiig & Semel, 1984). Fading of these cues, which aligns to the guided instruction method of Fisher and Frey (2010b) and meta-analysis of scaffolding research by van de Pol, et al. (2010, 2011), was determined to be beneficial to the learning process.

Similar to cuing, feedback is a supportive instructional strategy that bridges a student’s current level of knowledge to the next step. While cues help a student recall information, feedback is information the student uses to guide him/her to greater levels of achievement. The following section will discuss the concept of feedback and the evidence-based research that explains its use and benefits in the classroom setting.

**Feedback**

Feedback is another instructional strategy that works in tandem with cuing. While cuing assists students to recall information, feedback aims to guide a student to the next level of achievement. Feedback as defined by Brookhart (2008) is, “just in time, just
for me information” (p. 1) which guides students to the next level of understanding and learning. Brookhart explained that feedback addresses both the cognitive and motivational needs of a student. When students are given feedback to help them understand what is required to improve their academic performance, their cognitive needs are met. Such feedback can lead children to play an active role in their own learning and success, which is the motivational factor. Winne and Butler (1994, Cited in Hattie & Timperley, 2007) summarized, “feedback is information with which a learner can confirm, add to, overwrite, tune, or restructure information in memory, whether that information is domain knowledge, meta-cognitive knowledge, beliefs about self and tasks, or cognitive tactics and strategies” (p. 82).

The nature of the feedback is critical to its success (Brookhart, 2008; Hattie, 2009, 2012; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Not all feedback is equally effective (see Table 1). Hattie and Timperley (2007) concluded from more than 7,000 studies that the most effective forms of feedback provided cues; specific information; were reinforcing; and in the form of video, audio, or computer-assisted feedback. The least effective feedback included that which was delayed, offered punishment or praise and involved programmed instruction. Hattie and Timperley (2007) argued that extrinsic rewards such as stickers or awards should not be viewed as feedback, as it limits intrinsic motivation and undermines the self-regulatory process as described in the following table (see Table 1).
Table 1

*Summary of effect sizes relating to feedback effects*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Number of meta-analyses</th>
<th>Number of studies</th>
<th>Number of effects</th>
<th>Effect Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cues</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>4,157</td>
<td>5,755</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video or audiofeedback</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-assisted instructional feedback</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals and feedback</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student evaluation feedback</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrective feedback</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed vs. immediate</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate vs. delayed</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punishment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praise</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>4,410</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmed instruction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hattie & Timperley (2007) p. 84

Nuthall (2005) suggested that feedback had to be received and then acted upon by students in order to carry out maximum effect. While teachers reported numerous examples of feedback, students did not necessarily act upon the feedback or interpret it accurately. Limited amounts of feedback in the course of the day were observed to be
beneficial. Most of the feedback that students received was from other students and a majority of that feedback was incorrect. Nuthall (2007) conducted a study of in-class observations noting 80 percent of verbal feedback came from peers and most of the feedback was incorrect. Frey and Fisher (2010) warned against reliance on poor feedback and concluded that when errors were left uncorrected learning was less likely to occur.

Although feedback that provides positive reinforcement is beneficial, it is not a reinforcer because feedback can be “accepted, modified, or rejected” (Hattie & Timperley, 2007, p. 82). Feedback that occurs within a model of self-regulated learning is most beneficial for student achievement (Butler & Winne, 1995; Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2007). Self-regulation feedback is the degree to which a student can create meaning and regulate that meaning through thinking, motivation, and behaviors during the learning process. Self-regulation feedback is most important in the upper elementary grades when a student solidifies his/her self-identity as a learner. As students continue through elementary school feedback becomes a collective experience that continues to shape learner identity. Those who see themselves as able, successful learners confidently take the necessary risks to expand their learning. Those who have experienced less than desirable results often exhibit a negative attitude toward school and will not strive to achieve (Stiggins, 2009).

Important to understand is that a teacher cannot make a student learn; teachers can merely guide the student to a greater level of understanding (Fisher & Frey, 2010b). Students themselves are ultimately responsible for attaining their goals. In order to promote this student success, students require specific learning targets and goals against
which performance can be compared. The feedback students receive identifies their gains toward those goals (Nicol & Macfarlane-Dick, 2007). The combination of internal feedback (student self-evaluation) and external feedback (teacher evaluation) that encourages self-regulation maximizes student learning (Butler and Winne, 1995).

Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2007) concluded from their literature review the following points about feedback:

- Feedback must not just come from the teacher, but from the student as well to empower their role as an active participant in the learning process;
- Feedback must be specific and clear so that a student can decode and act upon it successfully;
- Feedback should not be interpreted by a student as highly critical or negative. This reduces motivation and in turn reduces learning; and
- As teachers are faced with larger class sizes, empowering students to provide self-feedback reduces teacher demands. (p. 200-201)

Hattie and Timperley (2007) in their meta-analysis proposed a model of feedback that contains four specific levels driven by three main feedback questions: *Where am I going?* (goals); *How am I doing?* (identifies progress toward goals); and *Where to next?* (action required to meet goals). When the answers to these questions are specific the answers meet the needs of the student at their level and effective feedback is provided.

The four levels of feedback include (Hattie & Timperley, 2007):

- Task Level (tasks are understood/performed);
- Process Level (process needed to complete task);
• Regulatory/Meta-Cognitive Process Level (student’s self-monitoring of actions); and

• Self or Person Level (personal evaluation/effect on learner). (p. 90)

Hattie and Timperley (2007) stressed the key to the success of their model was addressing the three questions in tandem rather than in isolation. By working within the four levels of feedback a student can be guided to higher levels of learning. By closing the gap between where the student is and where the student needs to be feedback can become a very powerful method to guide student learning.

The first question, “Where am I going?” provides the opportunity to set appropriate goals. Goal setting should be specific to a learning task, such as completing multiplication facts, not an assessment of judgment, such as getting a 100% on a test. A shared commitment between teacher and student is also required. The student must be engaged in the learning goal, in order that he/she can determine the needed direction to go.

The second question, “How am I going?” provides the student with information from the teacher regarding the success or failure of a specific element of the expected task/goal. Such information is most effective when it addresses a student’s progress and next steps for engagement. Important to remember is that this step does not always require the element of testing. Knowing whether a question is right or wrong is not sufficient. A student must receive feedback that directly addresses why his/her work was/was not successful.

The third question, “Where to next?” should not necessarily focus on more tasks and expectations, but instead upon more learning. The idea of more learning may include
greater challenges, greater independence in the learning process, increased fluency/mastery of the task, increased use of strategies, increased depth of understanding, and better understanding of what should be understood.

Feedback is powerful when the three questions work in tandem to close the gap between where a child is and where he/she needs to be (Sadler, 1989). By allowing the questions to work together the student and teacher can maintain a discourse, verbal and written, which enhances learning.

Focus upon feedback directly influences effectiveness (Hattie & Timperley, 2007) and is critical to the process of learning. Recall that the four levels of feedback are: feedback about the task, feedback about processing the task, feedback about self-regulation, and feedback about the self as a person. The student is helped to determine if an answer is correct from feedback about the task. Likewise useful is knowing if more or different information is needed. Feedback about the process includes information about strategies to use, or a process that needs to be put in place to better attain a goal. Feedback about self-regulation can help a student monitor his/her confidence and better evaluate his/her own work. Likewise this feedback helps to foster the belief that the student’s effort is valuable. Feedback that is related to the “self” versus the actual task, with such comments as “Excellent thought!” and “Good job!” is often unrelated to the task and not as effective as the other levels. Hattie and Timperley (2007) explained that feedback about the task helps to increase learning in processing strategies whereas feedback about the process and feedback about self-regulation increase processing and mastery of tasks. Of the four levels of feedback, that related to the “self” is least effective.
Black and Wiliam (1998) completed a meta-analysis that reviewed 250 studies published between 1987 and 1998. Researchers reported convincing evidence that when teachers used assessment for learning versus assessment of learning, a substantial increase in student achievement was realized. Five key elements were summarized by Hattie (2012):

- Students are actively involved in their own learning processes;
- Effective feedback is provided to students;
- Teaching activities are adapted in a response to assessment results;
- Students are able to perform self-assessments; and
- The influence of assessment on students’ motivation and self-esteem is recognized. (p. 127)

Black and Wiliam (2009) followed by creating five major strategies that were summarized by Hattie (2012):

- Clarifying and sharing learning intentions and criteria for success;
- Engineering effective classroom discussions and other learning tasks that elicit evidence of student understanding;
- Providing feedback that moves learners forward;
- Activating students as instructional resources for one another; and
- Activating students as the owners of their own learning. (p. 127)

It is this partnership between student and teacher to share the goal of student success that results in measurable achievement gains for all students (DuFour, DuFour, Eaker, & Many, 2006; Hattie 2009, 2012; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Reeves, 2009).
Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2007) synthesized the literature on feedback and formulated seven effects of feedback:

- Helps clarify what good performance is (goals, criteria, expected standards);
- Facilitates the development of self-assessment (reflection) in learning;
- Delivers high quality information to students about their learning;
- Encourages teacher and peer dialogue around learning;
- Encourages positive motivational beliefs and self-esteem;
- Provides opportunities to close the gap between current and desired performance; and
- Provides information to teachers that can be used to help shape teaching. (p. 205)

Hattie’s book, *Visible Learning for Teachers* (2012), created a checklist for teachers to help make learning more visible in the classroom. In this way Hattie moved from theory to action plan. He identified behaviors for teachers to create effective feedback in the classroom:

Teachers:

- are more concerned with how students receive and interpret feedback;
- know that students prefer to have more progress than corrective feedback;
- know that when students have more challenging targets, this leads to greater receptivity to feedback;
- deliberately teach students how to ask for, understand, and use the feedback provided; and
• recognize the value of peer feedback, and deliberately teach peers to give other students appropriate feedback. (p. 134)

Evident from this review of research is that the work of Black and Wiliam (1998, 2009), Hattie and Timperley (2007), Hattie (2009, 2012), and Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick (2007), mirror many of the same assumptions and ideas with regard to feedback, the effectiveness of feedback, and the principles of feedback. Sadler (2008) suggested that three conditions must be met in order for feedback to be effective: the student actually requires the feedback, he/she must receive the feedback and incorporate it into his/her learning, and he/she is willing and able to use the feedback. Clearly, Sadler’s suggestions mirrored prevailing literature.

Hattie (2009, 2012), however, cautioned that while feedback is complex and is found to be highly effective, it is not the sole answer to teaching and learning. Feedback is a powerful tool that students and teachers can utilize to increase learning. Hattie pointed out that feedback is dependent upon many variables for success, the most important being effective instruction. Feedback, then, becomes the second stage in the learning process as rich instruction is required prior to any learning.

Hattie (2009) summarized the work of Kluger and DeNisi (1996):

a feedback intervention provided for a familiar task that contains cues that support learning, attracts attention to feedback-standard discrepancies at the task level, and is void of cues that direct attention to the self, is likely to yield impressive gains in students’ performance. (p. 178)

This element of teaching and learning lends itself to scaffolding and cuing and helps to create a more rich and supportive teaching environment to maximize learning
potential. The following section will discuss the use of scaffolding in the classroom and how the framework of scaffolding can be applied while incorporating cuing and feedback strategies in an effort to enhance student learning.

**Scaffolding**

Cuing and feedback are effective instructional strategies when applied skillfully to student learning. Use of these strategies can be applied within the framework of scaffolding. Scaffolding is an effective instructional method to guide students in their learning of new ideas and concepts (van de Pol, Volman, & Beishuizen, 2010, 2011). By meeting students at their own level of knowledge, teachers assist students in moving to the next level of understanding. For the purposes of this research, the definition of scaffolding provided by van de Pol, et al. (2010) is used. Scaffolding is a teacher-student interaction in which the teacher applies strategies for learning that are contingent upon student responses, fades support over time, and as a result transfers the responsibility from teacher to student for completing a particular task.

Historically scaffolds have been linked to the socio-cultural theory of Vygotsky (1978) which includes the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) learning model. Vygotsky theorized that children develop thinking and reasoning skills through social interactions just as they do any other skill, such as language, behaviors, and preferences. These skills are first learned socially and then learned psychologically, as the skills are internalized for deeper understanding and meaning. The ZPD model to learn these skills is defined as “the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). Emphasis is placed upon learning through social interactions, specifically between child and parent. Vygotsky believed that if a parent interacted with his/her child at a level that was neither too hard nor too easy for the child and systematically gave the child new information in a supportive manner, learning would occur. Vygotsky described the ZPD as the instructional level at which a child is neither too frustrated nor too under challenged and which allows for engagement in learning.

While Vygotsky did not use the term *scaffold* or *scaffolding* in his work, Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) introduced this term. Often discussed in the literature as an accurate metaphor, scaffolding was used to best describe how to engage a child in the ZPD to enhance learning. Wood, et al. (1976) suggested that use of the scaffolding model “enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a task, or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts” (p. 90). Cazden (1979, Cited in van de Pol, et al., 2010) suggested Vygotsky’s theory be expanded from parent-child interactions, to teacher-student interactions, thus shifting this method of teaching into the realm of schools. Stone (1993) stressed the idea that scaffolding is not a teaching method in which the student is passive. Both the teacher and student learn from each other, creating an interactive dialogue in which both parties are actively engaged.

Van de Pol, Volman, and Beishuizen (2010) completed a synthesis of the literature from the past decade that discussed scaffolding. But while their meta-analysis concluded that scaffolding is an effective teaching method, some literature stated the contrary. Critics of scaffolding suggested that this method has been too broadly applied in the educational and psychological research. Pea (2004) argued the definition of
scaffolding is so broad it has lost its significance. Puntambekar and Hubscher (2005) claimed that scaffolding has become synonymous with instructional support and has lost its true meaning. Stone (1998a, 1998b) contended that some researchers have removed the idea of scaffolding from its original context of being a process involving student-teacher interaction, to that of a teacher-directed instructional strategy.

Van de Pol, et al. (2010) discussed overall findings in their meta-analysis. The first is scaffolding as an effective instructional method (Cole, 2006; Hogan & Presley, 1997; Pawan, 2008). However, scaffolding is mostly discussed in the research as it applies to literacy. Studies are predominantly conducted in one-to-one and small group instructional settings with very simple, straightforward tasks. Recommended future research to be conducted in large group, classroom settings within a variety of tasks and subjects could help to answer critics and enhance the method.

Problematic as well is that there was no true consensus regarding the definition of scaffolding. Van de Pol, et al. (2010) stressed that scaffolding must consist of three parts: contingency teaching, fading, and transfer of responsibility. Incorporating these three elements, scaffolding is described as a method of engaging in teacher-student interaction in which the teacher applies strategies for learning that are contingent on student responses, gradually removes (fades) support over time, and as a result, transfers the responsibility from teacher to student for completing a particular task. Three elements are claimed to work interdependently and are necessary for scaffolding to be faithfully implemented in the classroom (Many, Dewberry, Taylor, & Coady, 2009; Murphy & Messer, 2000; Pratt & Savoy-Levine, 1998; Wood, Wood, & Middleton, 1978).
Frey and Fisher (2010) attempted to define scaffolding by observing teachers as they checked for understanding in their classrooms and identified the prompts and cues offered during instruction. Teachers exhibited four distinct and observable behaviors when they used scaffolding with their students. These behaviors included “using questions to check for understanding, prompting cognitive and meta-cognitive work, cues to focus the learner’s attention, and direct explanations or modeling when the learner continued to struggle” (p. 86). While Frey and Fisher (2010) could describe what scaffolding looked like, a systematic method of how to implement scaffolding has not been defined in the literature.

Van de Pol, et al. (2010) noted further that some research has equated scaffolding to implementing the teaching strategies of modeling and questioning. Van de Pol, et al. (2010) warned that while those teaching strategies may be useful in the classroom, they do not include the three required components of contingency, fading, and transfer of responsibility. While talented teachers have been observed to instinctively use scaffolding in their teaching, they report not having the words to describe what they did nor a clear definition of the steps involved in the process (Frey & Fisher, 2010). The lack of a systematic approach to use scaffolding in classrooms poses a challenge for lesser skilled teachers when attempting to learn the method (Lesley, Hamman, Olivarez, Burton, & Griffith, 2009). These problems lead to misrepresentation of what scaffolding is, and how to implement it effectively.

feeding back, instruction, questioning, and cognitive structuring” (Cited in van de Pol, et al., 2010, p. 276). Wood, et al. (1976) identified “six scaffolding functions: recruitment, reduction of degrees of freedom, direction maintenance, marking critical features, frustration control, and demonstration” (Cited in van de Pol, et al., 2010, p. 276). The six means of assisting performance were described as the ways scaffolding can be carried out. The six scaffolding functions were described as the intentional outcome of using scaffolding. Van de Pol, et al. (2011) concluded that scaffolding is any combination of means and intention that are used in an interactive exchange between student and teacher and which include the three elements of contingency, fading, and transfer of responsibility to the student.

Based on the work of Tharp and Gallimore (1988) and Wood, et al. (1976); van de Pol, et al. (2011) developed a three-step method to carry out contingency teaching. The three-steps were: (1) use of diagnostic strategies (questioning and reading student work to gather information); (2) checking diagnostic information through questioning thereby clarifying what the student relayed to teacher; and (3) contingent intervention strategies (altering teaching and providing support to meet the student at his/her level of understanding through such techniques as feedback, hints, instruction, explaining, modeling, and questioning, among others).

Van de Pol, et al. (2011) sought to investigate the process of scaffolding in a classroom setting with specific focus on the use of contingency. In an attempt to measure the use of scaffolding, a coding scheme was developed which revealed different patterns of contingent and non-contingent teaching among teachers. Three Social Studies teachers were observed teaching in large group, small group, and one-to-one instruction. Results
revealed little contingent teaching across all three teaching situations. Van de Pol, et al. (2011) explained,

For contingent teaching, the teacher can utilize several tools such as diagnostic strategies and various intervention strategies. Ongoing diagnosis as an element of scaffolding allows the teacher to teach contingently (Puntambekar & Hubscher, 2005). This phenomenon was already mentioned by Dewey (1900) who argued that the diagnosis of a child’s capacities should provide the starting point for instruction. Such diagnosis should thus determine the type and level of support to be provided by the teacher. (p. 2)

Shepard (2005) linked the method of scaffolding to formative assessment. In so doing she stressed that diagnostic information (what does the student know/does not know) should be obtained as well as utilized to drive instruction. Formative assessment becomes an effective means through which one gains insight about the student’s level of knowledge and gears instruction to specifically meet that student’s needs. In and of itself that process becomes a collaborative process to determine the level of understanding, learning expectations, and the best means by which to improve outcomes. Closely aligned to scaffolding, such formative assessment can be used to encourage learning in the ZPD.

Ruiz-Primo and Frutak (2006, 2007) investigated scaffolding during whole-class instruction. They discovered that teachers were capable of gathering diagnostic information, but demonstrated difficulty in applying that diagnostic information to the intervention strategies required to support students. Nathan and Kim (2009) reported the
A mathematics teacher who participated in their study demonstrated no adjustment in instruction to the level of the student more than fifty percent of the time when teaching in whole-class, small-group, and one-to-one settings. Elbers, Hajer, Jonkers, Koole, and Prenger (2008, Cited in van de Pol, et al. 2011) and Lockhorst, van Oers, and Wubbels (2006) reported they observed no evidence of the teacher gathering diagnostic information in the observed teacher-student interactions. In Oh (2005) and Myhill and Warren (2005) evidence of scaffolding was scarce. Myhill and Warren (2005) tried to explain this result with the claim that when a teacher has to attend to 30 students at one time, contingent teaching became difficult.

Evident from the literature scaffolding is accepted as an effective teaching strategy. Teachers are aware of the method, but are unable to identify teaching behaviors that best encompass the elements of scaffolding. Teachers who are observed using scaffolding cannot explain the method nor have a systematic means to teach that method to less successful teachers. The literature suggests there is lack of congruency when attempting to define scaffolding, measure scaffolding, and utilize scaffolding as it applies to classroom instruction (Frey & Fisher, 2010; van de Pol, et al., 2010, 2011). Van de Pol (2010) encouraged future research in all aspects of scaffolding with specific attention to be paid to student outcomes as they relate to the implementation of scaffolding.

Within the framework of scaffolding wait time can be applied to student-teacher interactions. Wait time allows for greater processing time for the student resulting in increased participation and more accurate understanding of information. The following section will discuss wait time in detail offering an overview of the literature, discuss efficacy of use, and expected outcomes when applied skillfully.
Wait Time

The instructional strategies of cuing, feedback, and scaffolding have been discussed in detail. The instructional strategy of wait time can be readily applied to student-teacher interactions within the framework of scaffolding, while providing cuing and feedback. Wait time is an instructional strategy that has been identified and studied for many years (Atwood & Wilen, 1991; Rowe, 1974, 1987; Tobin, 1987). Rowe’s (1974) general description of wait time included allowing students several seconds to formulate an answer to a question before being called upon to answer. This element of pause was thought to help students process information more thoroughly, give students who were not as quick as their peers an opportunity to formulate an answer, improve attention to task, and increase student participation.

Rowe’s (1974) study of wait time analyzed 200 recordings of science instruction in suburban, urban, and rural classrooms. While the science curricula varied among the classrooms, one congruent aspect of instruction was the amount of wait time provided to students following a question. With the exception of three out of two hundred recordings, the average wait time allowed to students following a direct question was one second. When a response was not elicited within that one-second period of time, teachers generally repeated the question, or called on another student to answer the question. When a response was elicited, teachers waited an average of 0.9 seconds before commenting, asking another question, or switching topic.

Analysis of the three classrooms that used a greater amount of wait time was measured to be in excess of slightly more than three seconds. Evidence of classroom discussion included speculation, rich conversation, alternative explanations, and
arguments regarding the presented topic. Inquiry learning was more evident in these
classrooms. Rowe stated that the only identified difference in these classrooms was use
of wait time.

Continuing to investigate this phenomenon, Rowe asked teachers to identify the
five highest performing students and the five lowest performing students in their class.
When wait time was analyzed with specific reference to these students, the top five
performing students received an average of approximately two seconds to answer a
question, while the lowest performing students received an average of 0.9 seconds to
answer a question. Rowe suggested teacher expectation patterns placed lower performing
students at an unfair disadvantage. “Teachers unconsciously act in such a way as to
confirm their expectations” (Rowe, 1974, p. 3).

Rowe also observed changes in student and teacher behavior when teachers were
instructed to use a wait time of at least three seconds or more. Observations of student
behaviors were made (Rowe, 1978):

The length of student responses increased, the number of unsolicited but
appropriate student responses increased, failures to respond decreased,
confidence, as reflected in fewer inflected responses, increased, the
incidence of speculative thinking increased, teacher-centered show and tell
decreased and student-student comparing increased, more evidence of
inference statements, and the number of questions asked by children
increased and the number of experiments they proposed increased, ‘slow’
student contributions increased. (p. 7-8)

Likewise, observations of teacher behaviors were made:
Teachers exhibited greater response flexibility as indicated by the occurrence of fewer discourse errors, the total number of questions asked by the teacher decreased as student discourse increased, question variability increased, and teacher expectations for performance of certain children seemed to change. (p. 9)

Rowe suggested this system of wait-time was a dynamic relationship between teacher and student, as evidenced by changed behavior of both parties.

Tobin (1987) found similar results to Rowe’s research. His meta-analysis reviewed studies involving wait time in various subject areas and grade levels across elementary, middle, and high school. When teachers allowed an average wait time of more than 3 seconds, positive changes in teacher and student discussions were observed and higher cognitive level achievement was obtained in elementary, middle, and high school science, as well as middle school mathematics. Tobin concluded wait time is one variable that facilitates higher cognitive level learning as it provides opportunity for teachers and students to think.

Stahl (1990) suggested the term “think time” over the term “wait time” for three reasons. The primary academic purpose for delay in response is for both the teacher and students to think. Moments of silence that last for more than three seconds are important at times other than question-answer tasks. And third, concept of “impact pause-time” allows for a silent time of less than three seconds. Stahl suggested that while the research concluded using at least a three second wait-time was the apparent threshold for observable positive change in teacher and student behaviors; it does not suggest that “2.9 seconds is bad, while 3 seconds is good, and 5.3 seconds of silence is even better” (Stahl,
Stahl stressed it is not the presence of wait time that is important, but that the wait time is provided in a manner that is beneficial to all students.

Stahl (1994) has identified eight categories of periods of silence. These categories fall under the overarching concept of think-time,

• Post-Teacher Question Wait-Time. The typical teacher pauses, on the average, between 0.7 and 1.4 seconds after his/her questions before continuing to talk or permitting a student to respond. When teachers perceive a student as being slow or unable to answer, this period of time is frequently less than 0.7 seconds. Post-teacher question wait-time occurs when a period of 3 or more seconds of uninterrupted silence follows a teacher's question, so that students have sufficient uninterrupted time to first consider and then respond to the query. To be most effective, this period of silence should follow a clear, well-structured question with the cues students need to construct adequate answers. Conversely, extended periods of silence following imprecise questions tend to increase the confusion, heighten the frustration, and lead to no response at all.

• Within-Student's Response Pause-Time. Within-student's response pause-time occurs as a student pauses or hesitates during a previously started response or explanation for up to or more than 3 seconds of uninterrupted silence, before continuing his/her answer. By definition, no one except the student making the initial statement can interrupt this period of silence. The student may or may not need or take the full
3 seconds, or he/she may need more than 3 seconds; it is up to the student to make this decision. Having an opportunity for sufficient time to finish their previously started answers is an uncommon occurrence for students. The widespread practice is for teachers to interrupt or cut students off from completing their responses, especially when the pauses are beyond .5 seconds. Students often follow these periods of silence by volunteering, without teacher prompts, information that is usually sought by the teacher.

- **Post-Student's Response Wait-Time.** This 3 or more seconds of uninterrupted silence occurs after a student has completed a response and while other students are considering volunteering their reactions, comments, or answers. This period allows other students time to think about what has been said and to decide whether they want to say something of their own. If students are to interact with one another during academic discussions, they must be given the time needed to consider one another's responses so that they can have dialogue among themselves.

- **Student Pause-Time.** Student pause-time occurs when students pause or hesitate during a self-initiated question, comment, or statement for 3 or more seconds of uninterrupted silence before finishing their self-initiated statements. By definition, no one except the student making the initial statement can interrupt this period of silence. The student
may or may not need or take the full 3 seconds or may need more than 3 seconds. It is up to the student to make this decision.

- **Teacher Pause-Time.** Teacher pause-time, which occurs at a variety of places during a class period, is characterized by a 3 or more second period of uninterrupted silence that teachers deliberately take to consider what just took place, what the present situation is, and what their next statements or behaviors could and should be. One example of when the 3 seconds or longer of reflective thought would be beneficial for the teacher—and eventually students—after a student has asked a question that requires more than an immediate, short recall answer. Other examples are when students have asked for further clarifications, clearer explanations, or better examples than those already provided.

- **Within-Teacher Presentation Pause-Time.** Within-teacher presentation pause-time occurs during lecture presentations or other extended information input periods, when teachers deliberately stop the flow of information and give students 3 or more seconds of uninterrupted silence to process the just-presented information. These pauses allow students time to consolidate their thinking, with no request of them to follow with a public response. In effect, this period of silence provides students uninterrupted time to momentarily consider the information of the teacher's presentation in smaller, "bite-sized" chunks, rather than all at once.
• Student Task-Completion Work-Time. Student task-completion work-time occurs when a period of 3-5 seconds; several seconds (e.g. 15, 20, 30, or 90); or 2 or more minutes of uninterrupted silence is provided for students to remain on-task. This period allows students to complete a short or lengthy academic task that demands their undivided attention. Each period of uninterrupted silence should be appropriate to the length of time students need to complete the particular task.

• Impact Pause-Time. Impact pause-time occurs when the most dramatic way to focus attention at a given time is to provide a period of uninterrupted silence. Impact pause-time may continue for less than 3 seconds or far longer periods, up through several minutes, depending upon the time needed for targeted cognitive or affective impacts. One example of a desired result is creation of a particular mood or affective environment, such as when sudden silence may generate a feeling or mood of anticipation, expectation, drama, suspense, or uncertainty. Another example is providing time for students to consider and internally respond to the rhetorical question before continuing with additional information or activity. (p. 2 – 4)

Stahl suggested that the skilled use of think-time in the eight scenarios described above will result in “significantly improved teaching and learning in the classroom” (Stahl, 1994, p. 4).

According to the literature wait time, as well as the concept of think-time, have positive outcomes in the classroom for both teachers and student. Marzano (2007)
encouraged use of wait-time in his book, *The Art and Science of Teaching*, as a relatively simple research-based instructional strategy to increase student attention during classroom instruction. The review of literature did not yield any research that referenced negative outcomes from implementation of wait-time or think-time.

The instructional strategy of verbal praise can be implemented like wait time within the framework of scaffolding, cuing, and feedback. Unlike wait time, however, the review of literature yielded evidence of both positive and negative outcomes for the instructional strategy of verbal praise. The following section will discuss the historical use of verbal praise and more recent literature that strongly cautioned the use of verbal praise when it did not hold specific feedback related to student learning and achievement.

**Verbal Praise**

Within the framework of scaffolding, cuing, and feedback, multiple instructional strategies can be employed to support student learning. Along with wait time is the instructional strategy of verbal praise. Verbal praise is a method of reinforcement that teachers have historically used during instruction. It is not uncommon to walk into a classroom and hear a teacher say, “Nice job!” or “Good try!” As teachers work to scaffold a child to higher levels of academic achievement, and provide cuing strategies to elicit correct answers or behaviors to tasks, praise is often employed as a method to keep a student motivated when challenged. However, researchers have reported inconsistent findings regarding the effectiveness and impact verbal praise has on student achievement (Hattie, 2009, 2012; Marzano, 2007).

Willis (2007) suggested verbal praise be “specific to the tasks or goals that students achieve…Sincere praise is also more constructive than extrinsic rewards, which
can reduce intrinsic motivation and interfere with the development of a true joy of
learning” (p. 78-79). Those comments were paralleled in the work of Brophy, (1981),
Dean, Hubbell, Pitler, and Stone (2012), Hattie (2009, 2012), Jensen (2008), and
Marzano, et al. (2001). The literature agreed that while verbal praise can have a positive
impact for a student the type of praise given, how it is given, and when it is given is
likely to impact the degree of benefit.

Hattie (2012) discussed verbal praise within the context of feedback. Recall that
there are four levels of feedback that are critical to the learning process (Hattie &
Timperley, 2007). These four levels include: “feedback about the task, feedback about
processing the task, feedback about self-regulation, and feedback about the self as a
person” (p. 90). It is the fourth level of feedback that is related to the “self” versus the
actual task. Hattie (2009) warned that feedback about the self offers marginal positive
effect as a form of feedback. Feedback about “self” is provided with such comments as,
“Excellent thought!” and “Good job!” which are empty comments of praise and carry
little specific feedback information. Because these comments are related to the task but
offer no specific direction feedback related to “self” is not as effective as the other three
levels of feedback. Hattie and Timperley (2007) explained that feedback about the task
helps increase learning in strategy processing, whereas feedback about the process and
feedback about self-regulation increase processing and mastery of tasks.

Marzano (2007) reported effect sizes for reinforcing effort, verbal praise, and
rewards. Reinforcing effort was defined as helping students recognize the link between
their level of effort and their level of success at a particular task. Effect sizes were all
positive, ranging from 0.54 – 2.14. Marzano commented that the use of formative
assessments may enhance this effect as students are provided with the opportunity to track their improvements over time.

Verbal Praise, as reviewed by Marzano (2007), included two synthesis studies, which provided varied definitions of verbal praise. Effect sizes ranged from 0.16 (Wilkinson, 1981) to 0.54 (Bloom, 1976). This broad range of effect size was contributed to the non-specific definition of what constituted verbal praise.

Merrett and Thorpe (1996) investigated the importance of the praise step in the Pause, Prompt, and Praise tutoring procedure discussed previously in this chapter. Three groups of students were used for the study. The first experimental group received the tutoring procedure as designed, with all three steps in place. The second experimental group received the tutoring procedure without the implementation of the praise step. The third group was a control group that received no treatment but was included in the study for comparison. When pre- and post- measures of reading level were assessed, it was evident that praise was a highly significant factor for improving reading skills. Students who received praise made greater gains than those that did not receive praise or those who did not receive any treatment.

Rowe (1972) focused primarily on wait time in her study and commented on the use of verbal praise in the classroom. An unexpected observation revealed that teachers provided more “overt verbal praise” (p. 3) to children who were ranked as the lowest-performing students, as compared to the highest-performing students, who received fewer verbal comments. The type of praise differed as well. The highest-performing students received comments that were “more pertinent to the responses made by the children” (p. 3) with the lowest-performing students receiving “far more ambiguous comments” (p. 3)
that included negative comments as well. In summary Rowe observed, “It seemed that
teachers rewarded the top groups for correct responses but they rewarded the bottom
groups for both correct and incorrect responses” (p. 3). And with regard to praise and
reward Rowe (1972) concluded:

- Rewarded behavior may function as an attempt to encourage
  participation;
- Teacher expectation patterns develop early on in a student-teacher
  relationship;
- Teachers unconsciously act according to their expectations for a
  student;
- Exploratory and inquiry learning requires a safe environment;
- Judgments by teachers may undermine student risk taking in the
  classroom;
- Teachers should preserve the “right to be wrong” to encourage
  students to take risks in learning and exploring;
- Intrinsic reward is more valuable than extrinsic reward;
- Reward schedules should be low in frequency as so not to undermine
  confidence and become distractors in learning; and
- External rewards and praise might deter group learning and the sharing
  of ideas, as successful work may be credited to the wrong student. (p.
  2-3)

Marzano (2007) reviewed literature on rewards, as well. Reported effect sizes
ranged from -.24 to 0.21. Studies that used rewards for free-choice behavior (students
engaged in tasks strictly for the reward) had effect sizes below zero compared to studies that used tasks and were high interest for the student that showed the task itself to be the intrinsic reward yielding positive effects.

Marzano (2007) further reviewed the literature to determine trends when abstract (verbal) versus tangible rewards were used. Effect sizes ranged from -.34 to 0.45. Verbal rewards yielded higher effects than tangible rewards.

Hattie (2012) commented that intrinsic motivation is more valuable than extrinsic motivation or rewards for enhancing learning experiences. “Too much external motivation can lead to shallow learning of the surface features, completion of work regardless of the standard, and completing work for the sake of praise or similar rewards” (p. 42). Hattie (2012) advised teachers to keep praise and feedback separate.

Praise, as Hattie (2012) explained, differs from feedback. Praise offers “little task-related information and is rarely converted into more engagement, commitment to the learning goals, enhanced self-efficacy, or understanding about the task” (p. 120). It was suggested that praise actually undermines the learning process as it dilutes the learned information. Kessels, Warner, Holle, and Hannover (2008, Cited in Hattie, 2012) studied the effects of student learning when feedback was provided with and without praise. Findings suggested feedback paired with praise resulted in lower student engagement and effort. While the findings may appear to be counterintuitive, Hattie (2012) concluded in his review that “praise included little information about performance on the task and praise provides little help in answering the three feedback questions” (p. 121).

Kamins and Dweck (1999) researched differences in praising a child as a whole;
for example “You are a smart boy!” versus praising a child’s effort “You are working hard!” The effects of each praise type upon learning and achievement were reported as zero. Effects were noted to be negative when praise was offered even if a student did not understand information or was demonstrating risk of failure. Hyland and Hyland (2001, 2006; cited in Hattie, 2012) observed that approximately half of teacher feedback consisted of praise. When praise did not coincide with a student’s performance the praise caused confusion for the student and limited further attempts to improve his/her performance on a task. Frequently, teachers paired praise with constructive criticism for the intention of reducing the potential that students would view the comment as being negative. The result was dilution of the feedback. Research by Skipper and Douglas (2011) suggested that use of praise when children are not successful promoted a sense of learned helplessness.

Hattie (2012) commented that although the literature does not support the use of praise for the purposes of enhancing student achievement praise helps create positive student-teacher relationships that improve esteem when earned. Praise should be utilized to create a classroom culture that welcomes a child, but when learning objectives need to be met, the use of feedback has the power to make a measurable difference.

Despite the variability in research outcomes, the research generally agreed that verbal praise (positive comments and acknowledgment of learning) may help create a positive classroom culture that fosters a sense of safety and encouragement (Marzano, 2007). Positive environment contributes to increasing the learning and memory skills of students as reported by Abdeleal, 2008; Brookhart, 2008; Jensen, 2005, 2008; Marzano, 2007; Sousa, 2010; Sousa and Tomlinson, 2011; Willis, 2006, 2007, 2008; and Wolfe,
Willis (2006) reported that recent studies on praise and intrinsic motivation “revealed that effective teacher recognition has positive correlation to student motivation as measured by the brain’s dopamine-reward cycle on scans and neurochemical analysis. Therefore, effective praise is a useful tool in motivating student effort and achievement” (p. 98). She further asserted praise should be predictable (set expectations as to how and when praise will happen), specific to the task or behavior observed, be relative to the student’s work rather than comparative to his/her peers, and specifically acknowledge the level of the student’s effort in relation to achievement. These guidelines paralleled the work of Brophy (1981) and Dean, et al. (2012).

Given this review of literature it would stand to reason that while praise may not be responsible for enhancing learning, and at times may be detrimental to the learning process, praise does in fact promote a positive learning environment. The creation of a praise filled environment has a direct effect upon the ease with which students will access learning opportunities and take risks necessary to achieve. Sylwester (1997) suggested that positive feedback and social interactions have a dynamic influence on brain chemistry which is critical for elevating self-esteem and building a positive sense of self. And from the earlier review of neuroscience research, a positive environment is required for the brain to maintain optimal learning. With judicious use, it is concluded that verbal praise can enhance the learning experience for a student.

The review of literature suggested the instructional strategies of cuing, feedback, scaffolding, wait time, and praise when skillfully applied can support student learning and enhance achievement outcomes. In an effort to better support all students in
learning, Response to Intervention (RTI) was developed and applied to classroom instruction across the nation. The instructional strategies presented in this literature review can be employed within the model of RTI. The following section will review the historical development of RTI, application in the classroom, and effect on learning outcomes when used efficaciously.

**Response to Intervention**

The application of cuing, feedback, scaffolding, wait time, and praise can be incorporated and readily used within the framework of Response to Intervention (RTI). In recent years, Response to Intervention (RTI) has become a central focus for many educators. Whitten, Esteves, and Woodrow (2009) define RTI as “…a multi-tiered instruction model designed to promote school success for all learners” (p. 1). More than ten years of research has provided compelling evidence that RTI is an effective means by which all students’ learning could be monitored and supported (Batsche, Elliott, Graden, Grimes, Kovaleski, Prasse, Reschly, Schrag, & Tilly 2005, Bender & Shores, 2007; Burns, Appleton, & Stehouwer, 2005; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006; Hughes & Dexter, 2009).

RTI gained popularity in 2001 when the President’s Commission on Excellence in Special Education issued a report that called for an alternative means by which children with disabilities were identified. That same year the National Summit on Learning Disabilities introduced RTI as a more effective process to detect learning disabilities when compared to the popularly used discrepancy model (Whitten, et al., 2009). Although RTI was initially linked to the special education process, it has become an integral part of the general education framework.

Historically, the special education testing and eligibility process used a
discrepancy model to identify learning disabilities in students. The method of determining eligibility required evidence of a statistically significant difference between expected performance using Intelligence Quotient (IQ) and actual performance as measured by current level of academic achievement (Meyer, 2000). If a significant gap (at least 1.5 standard deviations below the norm) between the two measures was present, the student would become eligible for services and identified as possessing a learning disability. If a gap was not present the “wait and see” approach was taken in the hope that the child would “catch-up” to his/her peers. However, too often, the child continued to fall behind and the achievement gap became great enough in terms of statistical significant that he/she eventually qualified for services. The wait-to-fail method took months or even years during which valuable time was lost, the gap became overwhelmingly wide, and remediation success rates were low. The student displayed feelings of inadequacy and failure that led to poor self-esteem, depression, and lack of interest in learning (Buffum, Mattos, & Weber, 2010; Fisher & Frey, 2010a; Whitten, et al., 2009).

RTI was referenced in 2004 with the reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA) as an assessment and intervention process that would enable schools to provide effective education to all students. Although RTI emerged from special education legislation, it is a general education classroom initiative (Whitten, et al., 2009). RTI is a method designed to provide continuous progress monitoring for all students with the intent of identifying struggling students early in the learning process. Once a student is identified as not meeting learning targets, systematic and targeted interventions can be provided for the purpose of preventing an
achievement gap. Teachers make informed decisions about the educational needs of students and monitor the effectiveness of support strategies. Only when these support strategies fail to produce results is the child referred for special education testing to rule-out or determine the presence of a learning disability (Fisher & Frey, 2010a).

RTI stresses the importance of meeting the needs of each individual student. Buffum, Mattos, and Weber (2010) created an effective learning and teaching formula: Targeted Instruction + Time = Learning (p. 14). They define Targeted Instruction as, “teaching practices designed to meet his or her individual learning needs” (p. 14). The inclusion of “Time” recognizes that all students learn at their own individual pace. When offered the combination with additional support and increased time, rigorous learning can occur. RTI yields similar results.

The definition of RTI frequently includes the term multi-tiered instruction model, because the framework of RTI includes the use of three tiers or levels of instruction and intervention for students (Figure 1). What follows are definitions of Instructional Tiers provided by Whitten, et al., (2009):

- **Tier I**: High-quality classroom instruction using research-based programs and instructional methods, universal screening a minimum of three times per year;
- **Tier II**: Focused supplemental instruction in small groups, research-based interventions targeted at specific strengths and needs, progress monitoring; and
- **Tier III**: Intensive interventions specifically designed to meet individual needs, instruction delivered in small groups or individually, frequent
Figure 1. RTI Framework.

By utilizing the multi-tiered model, students are systematically placed in the relevant tier to meet individual education needs and support academic learning. Essentially RTI is a framework that scaffolds student learning and offers enhanced support as needed. Because children can move up and down the tiers based on their needs, a gradual release of support can be achieved. At all levels student learning is monitored through the use of formative assessments. All students in a classroom receive the support of Tier I (research-based learning strategies), with Tier II (increased duration and frequency of instruction), and Tier III (individualized, intensive teaching) reserved for students who require more intensive support. When a lack of learning at the Tier I level is identified, students are placed in Tier II. If strategies at this tier are unsuccessful, they are offered Tier III services. Small group differentiated instruction can be provided in a timely and structured manner at these levels. When students continue to produce unsatisfactory results after the three levels are utilized they are often referred for special education testing.

Use of RTI has been positively linked to early identification of learning difficulty,
designing instruction to meet the individual needs of students, using assessment to drive instruction, improvement in the quality of instruction, the creation of positive relationships within the classroom, and as a catalyst for school-wide collaboration among administrators, teachers, special education service providers, and other teaching staff (Whitten, et al., 2009). RTI can provide immediate support to students with frequent progress monitoring, thus preventing the development of an achievement gap. Students’ needs are met with a sense of urgency and purpose resulting in rigorous student learning. In as much as RTI is a successful framework for supporting teaching, it is reasonable to suggest that evidence-based teaching strategies applied to the general education classroom as a Tier I level would support student achievement.

The use of instructional strategies within the framework of RTI can be successful when implemented skillfully. Ultimately it comes to the ability of the teacher to utilize these strategies, methods, and frameworks effectively in the classroom to enhance student learning. The following section will discuss the role of the teacher in creating situations that provide learning opportunities for students.

**Summary: The Role of the Teacher**

It is imperative that teachers understand and utilize instructional strategies appropriately to support and enhance student learning. The literature review has discussed the strategies of cuing, scaffolding, feedback, praise, and wait time. RTI has been discussed as a common framework in which teachers conduct large and small group instruction. However, without the skills of a knowledgeable teacher, use of these strategies and methods becomes futile. The following will discuss the role of the teacher in student learning.
Innovative teaching strategies are the key elements through which effective learning environments are created and sustained. DuFour and Marzano (2011) asserted, “schools can only be as good as the people within them” (p. 20). Quality instruction is one of the most important variables in student learning. Two meta-analyses (Hattie, 2009; Marzano, et al., 2001) investigated the factors that impact student achievement. Both meta-analyses concluded along with others that the quality of classroom instruction was the most important variable in student learning. Hattie (2009) warned, however, that although teachers do make a difference, this difference varies significantly between and among teachers. “Not all teachers are effective, not all teachers are experts, and not all teachers have powerful effects on students” (p. 34).

Chetty and Friedman (2011) have demonstrated how high value-added teachers can have an impact on students’ lives that extends far beyond the time spent in the classrooms. With federal mandates and initiatives driving educational policy that demands annual improvement and proficient performance from students, it becomes the task of teachers and administrators to continually seek innovative, evidence-based teaching strategies that propel students to higher levels of learning.

Marzano (2007) stated “that there is not (nor will there ever be) a formula for effective teaching” (p. 4), and “research will never be able to identify instructional strategies that work with every student in every class” (p. 5). Marzano believes that research can inform a teacher in a way that allows the educator to select strategies that have a high probability of yielding maximum results, when employed at the right time, with the appropriate student. When teachers act as true practitioners of education, the needs of each individual student are assessed, identified, and treated. These elements of
the teaching and learning process, when successfully orchestrated, create a safe and positive environment for students that is capable of scaffolding each student to higher levels of learning and achievement. This paradigm shift from the days of I taught it, but he just didn’t get it to differentiating instruction through scaffolding, cuing, and feedback empowers teachers to be the primary catalyst for effective instruction. Marzano (2007) refers to this sequence as the art and science of teaching.

In determining how to best identify characteristics of a successful teacher, Lesley, Hamman, Olivarez, Button, and Griffith (2009) concluded that master teachers have an observable ability to skillfully guide students through the learning process using effective instructional strategies. Less skilled teachers, on the other hand, struggle to incorporate these strategies into their teaching practices. Thus teachers must be provided with an arsenal of tools that align to best practices and aims to help all students reach their potential. Research continues to substantiate the effort of educators to provide classroom instruction that is equally accessed by all students (Marzano, 2003, 2007; Marzano, et al., 2001; Hattie 2009, 2012; Stiggins, 2009; Whitten, et al., 2009; Fisher & Frey, 2010a; Frey & Fisher, 2010).

The review of literature has discussed a variety of elements that support and encourage student learning. Brain-based learning; the neurology of memory, storage, rehearsal, and recall; scaffolding; cuing; feedback; word storage and retrieval; wait-time; verbal praise, and a classroom culture that supports emotions and learning are crucial to educational success. Response to Intervention (RTI) was also discussed in an effort to better understand the instructional framework used to assist students through their learning.
The theories, methods, and strategies presented in this chapter support the notion that teaching is both an art and science. As the fields of medicine and education continue to inform each other, teachers will be more prepared to face the challenges associated with educating each child. While there is no one formula for success, a greater probability exists of enhancing learning when research and skillful teaching intersect in the classroom.

The next chapter, chapter three, will discuss the research methodology utilized in this study. The research design was based on the conceptual framework and purpose of the study presented in chapter one and literature review presented in chapter two. Research design, population and sampling techniques, instrumentation, measurement, validity and reliability, qualitative and quantitative data collection procedures, data analysis and hypothesis testing will be reviewed.
Chapter Three

Methods

The literature in chapter two presented the foundation for the creation of the D2 Cuing Method. Evidence-based research suggested the use of cuing, scaffolding, feedback, wait time, praise, and RTI would positively impact student achievement in the classrooms. The D2 Cuing Method incorporates these instructional strategies to apply language therapy techniques to the general education classroom in an effort to increase engaged learning and ultimately, student achievement.

Research was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method on student outcomes in the areas of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science in fourth and fifth grade classrooms. The effect of the D2 Cuing Method was assessed specific to the subgroups of children qualifying for free and reduced lunch, special education services, and gifted programming was assessed. This study determined if the D2 Cuing Method was more effective in the fourth or fifth grade and if it had greater effect in one subject area versus another. The purpose of this study was to document teacher perception regarding cuing methods and teaching strategies in the classroom. Specifically the teachers in the experimental group were asked to comment on the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method in his/her classroom across various curriculum subjects. Those teachers not trained in the D2 Cuing Method were asked to comment on the strategies they used in their classroom. In order to dissect and assess the D2 Cuing Method research design, population and sample, sampling procedures, instrumentation, data collection procedures, data analysis and hypothesis testing, as well as limitations are discussed in this chapter.
Research Design

When determining the research design of this study consideration was given to single-subject design, quantitative data collection only, and qualitative data collection only. The researcher determined use of a single-subject design would hold little weight for application to whole class instruction. Collection of quantitative data would determine impact of the D2 Cuing Method on student test scores, but would limit hypothesis testing for teacher perception and change in classroom culture. Collection of qualitative data would determine teacher perception of the D2 Cuing Method but limit hypothesis testing to determine statistically significant impact on student test scores and achievement. Therefore, a mixed-method research design was utilized for this study. By combining both quantitative and qualitative research data the strength of the research becomes greater than the quantitative or qualitative data alone (Creswell, 2009).

Quantitative research has been described as “a means for testing objective theories by examining the relationship among variables” (Creswell, 2009, p. 4). The quantitative component of this study consisted of a quasi-experimental research methodology pre-test - post-test design using an experimental group and control group. The experimental group was defined as those students who received classroom instruction in each of the four subjects with implementation of the D2 Cuing Method during large group instruction. The control group was defined as those students who received classroom instruction in each of the four subjects without use of the D2 Cuing Method.

Qualitative research has been described as “a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem”
(Creswell, 2009, p. 4). The qualitative component of this study consisted of a post-study interview of the four teachers who were trained in and implemented the D2 Cuing Method and the four teachers who were not trained in the D2 Cuing Method. For those teachers in the experimental group, the interview data was used to assess the teachers’ perception of the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method. They were asked to share their opinions about the ease and convenience of using the method. The focus of the interview for the four teachers who were not trained in nor implemented the D2 Cuing Method was to determine the type of support these teachers gave to students when conducting question-answer interactions with students.

**Population and Sample**

With the collection of quantitative and qualitative information, population of study was considered. Students in elementary public school classrooms in the United States were the population of interest. However, since the logistics of conducting a study of that magnitude was not possible, a sample was selected to represent United States students enrolled in a diverse, public, urban elementary school.

The elementary schools for this study were part of an urban school district in Missouri consisting of approximately 11,400 students. This school district is referred to as District X. One-hundred seventy-five students participated in this research study. Specifically, the experimental group contained 83 students, with 92 students in the control group. The sample for this study was obtained from fourth and fifth grade classes in two elementary schools. These elementary schools were selected as they were comparatively equal in size and the student population profile was similar in each for socio-economic status, achievement, race, and grade levels contained in each building.
The experimental group consisted of two 4\textsuperscript{th} grade classes and two 5\textsuperscript{th} grade classes in School A. The control group was composed of two 4\textsuperscript{th} grade classes and two 5\textsuperscript{th} grade classes in School B (Table 2).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Group A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sampling Procedures**

The population for this study coincided with the researcher’s access to District X. A purposive sampling technique was utilized to complete this study. As defined by Lunenburg and Irby (2008), purposive sampling is the process by which participants are selected based on the researcher’s knowledge of the group. In the instance of this study the researcher had access to the fourth and fifth grade classes in District X. A sample size of at least 30 participants is determined to be sufficient for hypothesis testing that involves the sample mean assumptions to be met (Lunenburg and Irby, 2008). Given that each grade level consisted of only two classes and each class was made up of fewer than
30 students, at least four classrooms, for both the experimental and control groups, were required for adequate sampling.

Two elementary schools were utilized to ensure that teachers trained in the D2 Cuing Method would not influence untrained teachers. All fourth and fifth grade students actively enrolled in class by the fifth day of school, with an attendance rate of at least 80% were included in this study. Students who did not meet these criteria were not included. The selected fourth and fifth grade classrooms were defined as regular education classrooms, representing an urban public school classroom.

This research cohort of students provided a diverse population in that students came from general education, qualified for special education services, gifted programming, and free and reduced lunch status. Students who received special education services were defined as students who met Missouri eligibility criteria to qualify as a student with a disability. Special education students in the research cohort had to be placed in the regular education classroom at least 80% of the time. Students who qualified for free and reduced lunch were eligible for that benefit based on the criterion set in Public Law 111-296, the Healthy and Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. Cohort students in gifted programming were defined by criteria as set by District X: attained a score in the 95th percentile on the Naglieri Nonverbal Ability Test – 2nd edition (NNAT2), attained a score in the 95th percentile on the Woodcock Johnson III Test of Achievement, and either qualified for the testing via referral and/or by a data analysis of grade-level achievement scores.
**Instrumentation**

Once the population sample was defined and selected instrumentation was determined for data collection purposes. Consideration was given to grade level, curriculum content, and School District X’s assessment protocol. The reading, mathematics, social studies, and science curriculum taught at the elementary level is a Missouri State curriculum that was adopted by the School Board of Education at District X. A cadre or committee of elementary teachers developed teaching units based on state standards. This curriculum aligns to Missouri Grade Level Expectations (GLE), and the Missouri Show-Me Standards, which are the mandated teaching objects developed, monitored, and assessed by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE, 2011).

Support documents were provided by District X for each core curriculum subject including quiz and test materials that aligned to the Missouri GLE and Missouri Show Me Standards. Test questions were derived from this material by the researcher to create the pre- and post-test measures. Use of this material was deemed appropriate as it aligned to the curriculum objectives (see Appendix A) and reduced the possibility of the bias associated with a teacher-created assessment. Additionally, the curriculum objectives were consistent between the two grade levels and elementary schools. Pre- and post-tests for both the 4th and 5th grades assessed identical curriculum objectives, however, test content was appropriate for each grade level.

A selected response (multiple-choice) format was used for assessment in all four subject areas. Pre- and post-test content was identical but the order of the questions was different for each. Order A was the pre-test and Order B was the post-test. The change
in the order of the questions reduced the effect of test practice (Miller, Effeney, & Gough, 1993). Students did not receive their corrected tests, eliminating feedback on their test performance as a moderator variable.

Specific standards, assessment tasks, assessment timeline, and example test questions were established to standardize the instrumentation used in this study (see Appendix A). The table provided in Appendix A informed teachers of the Missouri Show Me Standard or GLE that was being assessed, the assessment task that would be conducted, the desired week that a pre- or post-test should be administered as it aligned to District X’s curriculum calendar, and sample test questions. Use of the table helped ensure that experimental and control group teachers were teaching the appropriate standards and administering the pre- and post-tests at the appropriate times.

For the qualitative portion of the D2 Cuing Method study, teachers in the experimental and control groups were interviewed. Interview questions were developed (see Appendices B & J) utilizing the guidelines suggested by Creswell (2009). Questions were designed to be open ended, specific to the D2 Cuing Method study, and pin-point specific topics including use of instructional strategies, classroom culture, and the effectiveness of instructional strategies in large group instruction. Questions presented intended to elicit opinions and views from the teachers. Interview group size was limited, involving no more than 6-8 participants in a group to promote interactive dialogue (Creswell, 2009).

**Measurement.**

With consideration to the collected quantitative and qualitative data, measurement of the data had to be determined. For the quantitative portion of this study,
pre- and post-test scores were obtained from the experimental and control group teachers to determine if significant growth had been made in the experimental and control group classrooms. A perfect test score was ten out of ten questions correct or 100%. The pre- and post-tests were comprised of test questions that were published in the *Buckle Down* test practice book series in the subjects of reading, science, and mathematics (Ham, 2008; Hamer 2007, 2008; Meyers, 2008a, 2008b; Smith, 2009; Wolfe, 2007). Test questions were chosen based on specific Missouri Show Me Standards and GLE’s obtained from DESE (2011) that were taught during the first semester of the school year at District X in both the fourth and fifth grades.

The four core curriculum subjects of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science were assessed. Specific standards according to DESE (2011) were chosen for assessment. Reading assessment aligned to GLE R2C4 and R2C5 (DESE, 2011). The standard states a student will develop and apply skills and strategies to comprehend, analyze, and evaluate fiction, poetry, and drama from a variety of cultures and times. Mathematics assessment aligned to GLE N1C4 and N1C5 (DESE, 2011). The standard states a student will recognize equivalent representation for the same number and generate them by decomposing and composing numbers. Social Studies was assessed based on non-fiction reading skills, per the Missouri Show-Me Standards and Missouri GLE (DESE, 2011). Non-fiction reading is taught in District X as a skill within core curriculum classes. Social Studies assessment aligned to GLE R3C4 and R3C5 (DESE, 2011). The standard states a student will develop and apply skills and strategies to comprehend, analyze, and evaluate non-fiction from a variety of cultures and times. Science assessment aligned to Missouri GLE Strand 7 (DESE, 2011). The standard states
a student’s science understanding is developed through the use of science process skills, scientific knowledge, scientific investigation, reasoning, and critical thinking.

For the qualitative portion of this study researcher-developed interview questions were asked of the teachers in the experimental group and in the control group in an interview format conducted by this researcher. These questions obtained descriptive information regarding the use of teaching strategies in the classroom during large group instruction involving question-answer interactions. For the experimental group, questions were asked to gain information on the perceived effectiveness of the professional development provided for the D2 Cuing Method, the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method in large group instruction, the ease of use during instruction, and the effect upon students as perceived by the teachers. Additionally, teachers were asked how the D2 Cuing Method compared to instructional strategies they regularly used, and how the D2 Cuing Method might fit in with their current instructional methods. Teachers’ answers to these questions were important in the analysis of the overall effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method, as teachers must value use of the D2 Cuing Method in order for it to be accepted and utilized. Answers to the interview questions helped explain the effect of the D2 Cuing Method on student achievement outcomes as measured by pre- and post-test scores.

Teachers in the control group were asked similar questions but not specific to the D2 Cuing Method as they did not learn the D2 Cuing Method. Questions focused on prior training in, use of, and efficacy of instructional strategies. Questions also focused on teachers describing which instructional strategies they used in large group instruction during question-answer interaction, the ease of use, and the perceived effect on students.
Questions were asked of both the experimental and control groups to determine if teachers felt successful when using these methods for instruction. This information was important for provision of a baseline about what teachers were doing. Likewise useful was to determine if control group teachers could identify specific instructional strategies. Debriefing was intended to determine if teachers generally felt successful in the classroom when guiding students in their learning.

Established was the collection of quantitative and qualitative data. Validity and reliability testing was required to better ensure valid results. The validity and reliability testing completed is discussed in the next sections.

**Validity and Reliability.**

Consideration was given to the means by which quantitative and qualitative data was collected in order to establish validity and reliability of the instrumentation. Validity and reliability of testing procedures must be established as a critically important means to validate or invalidate results (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008). According to Lunenburg and Irby (2008) “validity is the degree to which an instrument measures what it purports to measure. …Content validity is the degree to which an instrument measures an intended content area. …Content validity is determined by expert judgment” (p. 181). For the purpose of the D2 Cuing Method study, content validity was investigated for the pre- and post-tests administered to students and the interview questions asked of participating teachers for data collection.

Buckle Down Publishing was contacted to request validity and reliability data for the pre- and post-test questions that were selected as they aligned to the curriculum. A phone interview with the regional support manager on August 2, 2011 was conducted.
The interview revealed that Buckle Down Publishing had not established validity and reliability of their product. When asked to explain, Buckle Down personnel stated that because the curriculum series aligns 100% with state standards and the Missouri Assessment Program (MAP), the yearly update cycle does not make it possible to complete a reliability and validity study. The company representative claimed, however, that informal outcome measures have been favorable.

Despite lack of available formal reliability and validity testing, the Buckle Down series was utilized. Some teachers from District X have used this series of testing questions. The testing questions align to the MAP and it was common to both the fourth and fifth grades in both elementary schools. Use of this practice series was deemed appropriate.

Content validity was established for the qualitative interview questions. Five elementary teachers who were not participating in the study were given a brief description of the study, a list of the guiding interview questions, and a list of feedback questions regarding the interview questions (Appendix B). The five elementary teachers agreed 100% that these questions were easy to read and understood, could be answered by fourth and fifth grade teachers, aligned with the research study, and would target and elicit useful information. No suggestions were made for changes to the existing questions or for additional questions to be included. Given these results, content validity for the qualitative interview questions was established.

Completion of validity allowed for development of the implementation and data collection procedures for the D2 Cuing Method study. Detailed information will be provided in the next section about the three phases of implementation of the D2 Cuing
Method, professional development procedures, pre- and post-test administration procedures, and interview procedures.

**Implementation and Data Collection Procedures**

Once validity of testing procedures was established implementation and data collection procedures could be determined. In accordance to Baker University policy and procedure a Proposal for Research (Appendix C) was submitted to the Baker University Institutional Review Board (IRB) July 13, 2011. The research application was approved by the IRB under Expedited Review on September 21, 2001 (Appendix D). A Proposal for Research (Appendix E) was submitted to School District X on June 26, 2011, in accordance with set policy and procedures. School District X IRB granted approval for the research study on July 14, 2011 (Appendix E).

Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected for comparison of student achievement with teacher perception to better understand the impact of the D2 Cuing Method on student achievement. Collection of both qualitative and quantitative data was judged to be congruent with best practices for conducting research and would provide a multi-dimensional view of the D2 Cuing Method. Three phases of implementation were developed. They included: (1) pre-implementation phase, (2) implementation phase, and (3) post-implementation phase. The pre-implementation phase and implementation phase allowed for collection of quantitative data. The post-implementation phase allowed for collection of qualitative data. Procedures completed during each of these phases are described below.

**Pre-Implementation Phase.**

In August 2011, prior to the start of the school year, participating teachers signed
an agreement (Appendix F) to participate in the study of the D2 Cuing Method. Contracted teachers agreed to follow the research project protocol and requirements for timely completion of project phases. Student anonymity was maintained by assigning a number to each student and was used throughout the study to refer to specific students. During the first week of school, participating teachers in the experimental and control groups were observed for a total of 20 minutes during large group instruction to ensure they were not using a cuing and scaffolding style of teaching that was identical to the D2 Cuing Method. Lack of use of instructional strategies that mirrored the D2 Cuing Method had to be established to ensure implementation of the D2 Cuing Method was the differentiating variable in instructional methods between the experimental and control groups.

**Implementation Phase.**

The teachers in the experimental group underwent a 60-minute professional development session in which the D2 Cuing Method was described, demonstrated, and practiced. Professional development materials were provided (see Appendix G and H). Experimental group teachers were required to use the D2 Cuing Method in the classroom during all large group instruction. Use of the 4x6 notecard as a guide was encouraged. Use of this notecard was intended to be employed as a reference to help teachers implement the D2 Cuing Method. The 4x6 notecard format was selected as it was practical and could be easily used during large group instruction activities. The D2 Cuing Method consisted of following the steps:

1. Teacher delivers classroom instruction;
2. Teacher asks a specific question and waits 3 seconds for an answer;
3. If answer is correct the teacher offers verbal praise;

4. If answer is incorrect the teacher starts at any level of the D2 Cuing Method and moves up and down the hierarchy as deemed appropriate. (Level 1 least amount of support/ Level 5 greatest amount of support);

5. Teacher continues to move through the hierarchy until a correct answer is elicited;

6. Once a correct answer is elicited the teacher restates the question and waits for a spontaneous, correct answer;

7. Teacher offers praise for the correct answer; and

8. Teacher cycles back into the instruction phase, or asks another question.

Experimental group teachers were instructed to start at the cuing level they believed was appropriate for the knowledge base of the child. The teacher was not required nor encouraged to start at level 1 and work up to level 5. Based upon the child’s response to the cue the teacher moved through the cuing hierarchy (toward level 5) until the correct answer was elicited. The original question was asked again allowing the child to answer spontaneously, without benefit of a cue, demonstrating correct generation of the answer. Verbal praise was offered as reinforcement. See Figure 2 for a visual depiction of the D2 Cuing Method.
D2 Cuing Method

1. Provide Class Instruction
2. Question Student (Provide 3 second wait time)
3. Student Answer
4. Provide Verbal Praise

Continue to Step 4 (verbal praise)

Answer Correct

Use D2 Cue Strategy

Answer Incorrect

Once correct answer is elicited, restate question & elicit correct answer

Scaffold for correct answer

1. Semantic Cue
2. Sentence Completion
3. Phonemic Cue
4. Choice of 3 or 2
5. Imitation of Answer

Figure 2. D2 Cuing Method.
Three 15-minute large group instruction times were observed in the experimental group during the first week of implementation. This researcher provided feedback on the use of the D2 Cuing Method as well as suggestions, if any, for improvements. Fifteen-minute classroom observations to ensure usage of the D2 Cuing Method were made by this researcher every week thereafter. After each observation, written and verbal feedback was provided to the experimental group teachers.

Professional development and feedback included modeling and examples given by this researcher of question-answer dialogue between teacher and student. Modeling occurred during the large group instruction observations when a teacher was not correctly or adequately utilizing the D2 Cuing Method. Examples were giving during the initial professional development period and during feedback sessions to assist experimental group teachers in mastering the D2 Cuing Method. The following illustrates use of the D2 Cuing Method in an example question-answer dialogue between teacher and student during large group instruction:

(T = teacher, S = student)

* T: What is the best unit of measure to determine the length of a pencil? (Wait 3 seconds before calling on a student.)

* S: Miles.

(Student states an incorrect answer, teacher cycles into the D2 Cuing Method.)

* T: Miles is a unit of measure, but it is too big to measure a pencil. That is a good way to measure distance between two far away places. I need a smaller unit of measure.

(Level one: Semantic Cue)
* S: I don’t know another unit of measure.

(Student continues to be incorrect, teacher must utilize another level of cuing.)

* T: It starts with “in____.”

(Teacher has moved to Level Three: Phonemic Cue, as student has indicated he does not have a reference point to generate a correct answer.)

* S: Is it “information?”

(Student has used the phonemic cue, but has generated the wrong word.)

* T: Is it “inches” or “miles” or “feet?”

(Teacher has moved to Level 2: Choice of 3, as he requires a model of the correct answer.)

* S: It’s inches.

(Student identifies correct answer.)

* T: Yes, that is correct. What is the best unit of measure to determine the length of a pencil?

(Teacher has affirmed correct answer, restates the original question, and allows for 3 seconds of wait time.)

* S: Inches.

(Student has generated correct answer.)

*T: Yes. That is correct. Good job thinking that through!

(Teacher has affirmed answer is correct, offers praise, then resumes teaching or asks a different question.)

Determination of student growth and learning was documented. Pre-test measures were completed to attain a baseline of student knowledge of assessed GLE and
MO Show Me Standards prior to implementation of instruction and the D2 Cuing Method. Post-test measures determined the extent to which students improved their knowledge base and measured the impact of the D2 Cuing Method. Pre- and post-tests were administered to students in both the experimental and control groups in the subjects of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. Prior to the instruction of an identified unit, the pre-test was administered. When a classroom teacher indicated completion of teaching a particular concept or unit in the curriculum that was targeted by the D2 Cuing Method study, the post-test was administered to the students. Grades were recorded on the Data Collection table (Appendix I).

**Post-Implementation Phase.**

Qualitative data was also collected which focused on teacher perception of the D2 Cuing Method. Qualitative data was determined to be important to the D2 Cuing Method study to enhance the researcher’s understanding of the implementation and impact of the D2 Cuing Method on the experimental group student cohort and teachers. Qualitative data was collected to determine current instructional strategy methods used by control group teachers.

The post-implementation phase of the study was initiated once the control and experimental groups completed all of the post-tests. A qualitative interview was conducted with both the experimental and control group teachers who participated in this study. Qualitative interview questions were created by the D2 Cuing Method researcher (see Appendix J). Each qualitative interview was recorded and transcribed.

Teachers were interviewed in a group setting to encourage group conversation and help develop an enriched discussion about experiences in the classroom specific to
the use of instructional strategies. Two group interviews were conducted. One interview was conducted with the experimental group teachers and one with the control group teachers. Perceptions about the D2 Cuing Method were collected from those teachers in the experimental group. Teachers who did not utilize the D2 Cuing Method were asked to identify teaching methods used that provided support to students during question-answer interactions. Once all of the data were collected, data analysis and hypothesis testing were completed to determine statistical significance between pre- and post-test scores as applied to the research questions.

**Data Analysis and Hypothesis Tests**

Quantitative and qualitative data were collected during the pre-implementation, implementation, and post-implementation phases of the D2 Cuing Method research study. Quantitative and qualitative methods were used to analyze the data collected in this study. Quantitative methods which included all pre- and post-test scores were used to analyze the student data. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software program was used to complete statistical analyses on these scores. Pre- and post-test comparisons were made between the control groups and the experimental groups, as well as within each of the subgroups. Subgroups included children who qualified for special education services, gifted programming, and free and reduced lunch. Pre- and post-comparisons between the four subject areas (reading, mathematics, social studies, and science) were also assessed.

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to address research Question 1: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$)
between pre- and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group for each subject area? The two categorical variables used to group the students scores were test time (pre- and post-test) and group (experimental and control). The two-factor ANOVA can be used to test three hypotheses including a main effect for test time, a main effect for group, and a two-way interaction effect (test time x group). The two-way interaction effect was used to address research Question 1.

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, as well as test time and group, a three-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to address research Question 2: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre- and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group qualifying for special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch versus those who did not qualify for special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch? The three categorical variables used to group the students’ scores for the first ANOVA were: test time (pre-and post-test), group (experimental and control), and special education status (special education or no special education). The three factor ANOVA can be used to test seven hypotheses including a main effect for time, a main effect for group, a main effect for special education status, a two way-interaction effect (time x group), a two-way interaction effect (time x special education status), a two-way interaction effect (group x special education status), and a three-way interaction effect (time x group x special education status). The three-way interaction effect (time x group x special education status) was used to address research Question 2.
By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a second three-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to address research Question 2 with three categorical variables used to group the students’ scores: test time (pre-and post-test), group (experimental and control), and gifted programming status (gifted programming or no gifted programming). The three-factor ANOVA can be used to test seven hypotheses including a main effect for time, a main effect for group, a main effect for gifted programming status, a two-way interaction effect (time x group), a two-way interaction effect (time x gifted programming status), a two-way interaction effect (group x gifted programming status), and a three-way interaction effect (time x group x gifted programming status). The three-way interaction effect (time x group x gifted programming status) was used to address research Question 2.

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a third three-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to address research Question 2 with three categorical variables used to group the students’ scores: test time (pre-and post-test), group (experimental and control) and free and reduced lunch status (free and reduced lunch or no free and reduced lunch). The three-factor ANOVA can be used to test seven hypotheses including a main effect for time, a main effect for group, a main effect for free and reduced lunch status, a two-way interaction effect (time x group), a two-way interaction effect (time x free and reduced lunch status), a two-way interaction effect (group x free and reduced lunch status), and a three-way interaction effect (time x group x free and reduced lunch status). The three-
way interaction effect (time x group x free and reduced lunch status) was used to address research Question 2.

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a three-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to address research Question 3: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre- and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus control group for any one grade level? The three categorical variables used to group the students scores were test time (pre- and post-test), group (experimental versus control) and grade ($4^{th}$ grade versus $5^{th}$ grade). The three-factor ANOVA can be used to test seven hypotheses including a main effect for time, a main effect for group, a main effect for grade, a two-way interaction effect (time x group), a two-way interaction effect (time x grade), a two-way interaction effect (group x grade), and a three-way interaction effect (time x group x grade). The three-way interaction effect (time x group x grade) was used to address research Question 3.

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to address research Question 4: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) in growth scores for students in the experimental group versus control group across the four subject areas? The two categorical variables used to group the students’ scores were: group (experimental versus control), and subject (reading, mathematics, social studies, science). The two-factor ANOVA can be used to test three hypotheses including a main effect for group, a main effect for subject, and a two-way interaction effect (group x subject). The two-way interaction effect (group x subject) was used to address research
Question 4.

Content analysis methods were used to analyze qualitative data obtained from the teacher interviews in both the experimental and control groups to answer research Question 5: Did teacher perception of the effects of the D2 Cuing Method align to the quantitative data? Creswell (2009) suggested the following steps be taken to perform qualitative data analysis: collection of the raw data (taken through recording of interview questions), organizing data (transcription of interview recordings), reading through all data, coding the data by hand (to determine themes or categories of information, common words, similarities and differences in answers), interrelating the themes/descriptions derived from the data, and interpreting the meaning of those themes/descriptions. These steps were implemented to analyze and interpret the qualitative data.

In order that interpretation of data is accurate limitations to the D2 Cuing Method Study were identified. The next section presents limitations for the study.

Limitations

Limitations are defined as those factors in a research study that cannot be controlled (Lunenburg & Irby, 2008). Identification of limitations is critical to better ensure limits on interpretation and generalization of results. Limitations are commonly sourced from research methods, data collection, or data analysis.

The limitations for this study were:

1. The curriculum in this study is specific to School District X and aligns to Missouri Grade Level Expectations and Missouri Show-Me Standards. The outcomes of this study may not be generalized to other reading, mathematics, social studies, and science curricula.
2. Teachers’ use of the D2 Cuing Method in the classroom could not be controlled. Some teachers may have more naturally adopted this method compared to others.

Summary

The purpose of this research was to investigate the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method on student outcomes in the areas of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science in fourth and fifth grade classrooms. The effect of The D2 Cuing Method was also assessed specific to the subgroups of children qualifying for free and reduced lunch, special education services, and gifted programming. This study sought to determine if the D2 Cuing Method was more effective in the fourth or fifth grade and if it had greater effect in one subject area versus another.

Methodology utilized in this study were discussed in this chapter including research design, population and sample, sampling procedures, instrumentation, data collection procedures, data analysis and hypothesis testing, and limitations. Qualitative data was used to obtain descriptive information regarding the use of teaching strategies in the classroom during large group instruction involving question-answer interactions. Experimental group questions aimed to generate and obtain information about the perceived effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method.

Results of statistical analyses and hypothesis testing completed on the collected data are discussed in chapter four. An overview of the study will be presented followed by the presentation of hypothesis testing completed to answer the five established research questions. Quantitative and qualitative data will be discussed in detail. Chapter five contains a discussion about the statistical findings in relation to the literature review.
and identifies trends in the research data. Suggestions will be presented for future research considerations.
Chapter Four

Results

Chapter four presents results of the hypothesis testing in relation to the five research questions presented. The purpose of this research was to investigate through quantitative analysis the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method on student outcomes in the areas of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science in fourth and fifth grade classrooms. The effect of this cuing method was also assessed specific to the subgroups of children qualifying for free and reduced lunch, special education services, and gifted programming. This study determined if the D2 Cuing Method was more effective in the fourth or fifth grade and if it had greater effect in one subject area versus another.

The final purpose of this study was to document through a qualitative analysis of interview responses teacher perceptions regarding cuing methods and teaching strategies in the classroom. Specifically, the teachers in the experimental group were asked to comment on the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method on his/her classroom across various curriculum subjects. Those teachers who were not trained in the D2 Cuing Method were asked to comment on the strategies they used in their classroom. A mixed-method research design was utilized for this study.

Hypothesis Testing

The following section presents the results of hypothesis testing for each of the five research questions. Quantitative and qualitative analysis results are presented.

Research Question 1.

A two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted in each of the four subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, to address
Research Question 1: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre- and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group for each subject area? The two categorical variables used to group the students scores were test time (pre- and post-test) and group (experimental and control). The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the reading score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time and group indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean reading scores ($F = .474, df = 1, 157, p = .492$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A second two-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 1. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the mathematics score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time (pre- and post-test) and group (experimental and control) indicated no statistically significant differences in the mean mathematics scores ($F = 2.153, df = 1, 166, p = .144$). Although not statistically significant, differences in statistical measures moved in a positive direction. Experimental group student scores increased more (1.05) than control group student scores (0.67) (see Table 3).
A third two-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 1. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the science score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time and group indicated no statistically significant differences in the mean science scores ($F = .989, df = 1, 164, p = .322$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A fourth two-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 1. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the social studies score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time and group indicated no statistically significant differences in the mean social studies scores ($F = .328, df = 1, 159, p = .567$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

**Research Question 2.**

A three-factor ANOVA was conducted in each of the four subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, to address Research Question 2: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre- and post-test scores for students in the experimental group and the control group for students qualifying in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Math School A</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Math School A</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Math School B</td>
<td>8.55</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Math School B</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch, versus those
students who did not qualify for special education services, gifted programming, or free
and reduced lunch? The three categorical variables used to group the students’ scores
were: test time (pre-and post-test), group (experimental and control), and special
education status (special education or no special education). The dependent variable for
this hypothesis test was the reading score. Analysis of the interaction between the
independent variables of test time, group, and special education status indicated no
statistically significant differences in the mean reading scores ($F = .019, df = 1, 155,$
$p = .890$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A second three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The
dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the mathematics score. Analysis of
the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and special
education status indicated statistically significant differences between the mean
mathematics scores ($F = 12.713, df = 1, 164, p = .000$). A post hoc analysis was
completed to discover which two sets of means differed using the Tukey HSD (Honestly
Significant Difference) test. If the difference between any pair of means is greater than
or equal to the figured HSD then they are significantly different using this Tukey's HSD
procedure.

Tukey’s HSD was designed for a situation with equal sample sizes per
group, but can be adapted to unequal sample sizes as well (the simplest
adaptation uses the harmonic mean of n-sizes as n*). The formula for
Tukey’s is:
where \( q \) = the relevant critical value of the studentized range statistic and \( n \) is the number of scores used in calculating the group means of interest.

(Stevens, 1999, p. 3)

Statistically significant differences (HSD = 1.46) were detected between pre- and post-test mathematics scores in the experimental special education group with a pre-test mean score of 8.20 and a post-test mean score of 6.50 yielding a mean difference of -1.70. Statistically significant differences (HSD = 1.46) were detected between pre- and post-test mathematics scores in the control special education group with a pre-test mean score of 5.29 and a post-test mean score of 8.40 yielding a statistically significant mean difference of 3.11 (see Table 4).
Table 4

Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post-test Mathematics Scores in Experimental (A) and Control (B) Groups by Special Education Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Math School A</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Math School A</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Math School B</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Math School B</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SpEd = Special Education

A third three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the science score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and special education status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean science scores \( (F = .011, df = 1, 162, p = .915) \). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A fourth three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the social studies score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and special education status indicated statistically significant differences between the mean social studies scores \( (F = 4.556, df = 1, 157, p = .034) \). A post hoc analysis was completed to detect the significant difference between any pair of means using Tukey’s HSD test.
While the $F$ statistic was significant, there were no statistically significant differences (HSD= 2.00) detected between pairs of mean social studies scores (see Table 5). For the purposes of this research, the Tukey HSD was deemed to be an appropriate post hoc analysis. However, the Tukey HSD is a conservative test and sometimes misses differences that less restrictive post hocs might detect.

Table 5

*Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post-test Social Studies Scores in Experimental (A) and Control (B) Special Education Groups*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$SD$</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test SocStd School A</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test SocStd School A</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>6.63</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test SocStd School B</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test SocStd School B</td>
<td>Not SpEd</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SpEd</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* SocStud = Social Studies; SpEd = Special Education

By using data from each of the four subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2 with three categorical variables used to group the students’ scores: test time (pre-and post-test), group (experimental and control), and gifted programming status (gifted programming or no gifted programming). The three-way interaction effect (time x group x gifted programming status) was used to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the reading score. Analysis of the
interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and gifted programming status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean reading scores ($F = .175, df = 1, 155, p = .676$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A second three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the mathematics score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and gifted programming status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean mathematics scores ($F = .503, df = 1, 164, p = .479$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A third three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the science score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and gifted programming status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean science scores ($F = .002, df = 1, 162, p = .967$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A fourth three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the social studies score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and gifted programming status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean social studies scores ($F = .219, df = 1, 157, p = .640$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2 with three categorical variables used to group the students’ scores: test time
(pre-and post-test), group (experimental and control), and free and reduced lunch status (free and reduced lunch and no free and reduced lunch). The three-way interaction effect (time x group x free and reduced lunch status) was used to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the reading score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and free and reduced lunch status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean reading scores ($F = 1.133$, $df = 1, 155$, $p = .250$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A second three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the mathematics score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and free and reduced lunch status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean mathematics scores ($F = .331$, $df = 1, 164$, $p = .566$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A third three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the science score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and free and reduced lunch status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean science scores ($F = .035$, $df = 1, 162$, $p = .852$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

A fourth three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 2. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the social studies score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and free and reduced lunch status indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean
social studies scores \( (F = .084, df = 1, 157, p = .773) \). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

**Research Question 3.**

By using data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 3: Was there a statistically significant difference \( (\alpha = 0.05) \) between pre- and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus control group for any one grade level? The three categorical variables used to group the students scores were test time (pre- and post-test), group (experimental versus control) and grade (4\textsuperscript{th} grade versus 5\textsuperscript{th} grade). The three-factor ANOVA can be used to test seven hypotheses including a main effect for time, a main effect for group, a main effect for grade, a two-way interaction effect (time x group), a two-way interaction effect (time x grade), a two-way interaction effect (group x grade), and a three-way interaction effect (time x group x grade). The three-way interaction effect (time x group x grade) was used to address Research Question 3. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the reading score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and grade indicated statistically significant differences between the mean reading scores \( (F = 7.508, df = 1, 155, p = .007) \). A post hoc analysis was completed to detect the significant difference between any pair of means using the Tukey HSD test. Statistically significant differences (HSD= 0.976) were detected between pre- and post-test reading scores in the experimental fourth grade group with a pre-test mean score of 7.78 and a post-test mean score of 9.07 yielding a mean difference of 1.28 (see Table 6).
Table 6

Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post-test Reading Scores in the Fourth and Fifth Grade Experimental (A) and Control (B) Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Read School A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Read School A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Read School B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.83</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Read School B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.97</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Read = Reading

A second three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 3. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the mathematics score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and grade indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean mathematics scores ($F = 3.021$, $df = 1, 164, p = .140$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted. Although not significant, differences approached a significant value for fourth grade. Fourth grade experimental group mathematics scores increased more (1.24) than fourth grade control group student scores (0.51). Fifth grade growth scores showed less difference, as fifth grade experimental group mathematics scores increased less (0.79) than fifth grade control group student scores (0.83) (see Table 7).
Table 7

*Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post-test Mathematics Scores in the Experimental (A) and Control (B) Groups in Fourth and Fifth Grade*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Math School A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Math School A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.97</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Math School B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Math School B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9.30</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A third three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 3. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the science score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and grade indicated statistically significant differences in the mean science scores ($F = 12.985, df = 1, 162, p = .000$). A post hoc analysis was completed to detect the significant difference between any pair of means using the Tukey HSD test. Statistically significant differences (HSD=1.15) were detected between pre- and post-test science scores in the experimental fifth grade group with a pre-test mean score of 6.45 and a post-test mean score of 8.48 yielding a mean difference of 2.03 (see Table 8).
Table 8

*Descriptive Statistics for Pre- and Post-test Science Scores in the Fourth and Fifth Grade*

*Experimental (A) and Control (B) Groups*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/Group</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Sci School A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Sci School A</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test Sci School B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test Sci School B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Sci= Science

A fourth three-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 3. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the social studies score. Analysis of the interaction between the independent variables of test time, group, and grade indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean social studies scores ($F = .052$, $df = 1, 157, p = .820$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

**Research Question 4.**

Data from each of the subject areas including reading, mathematics, social studies, and science, a two-factor ANOVA was conducted to address Research Question 4: Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) in growth scores for students in the experimental group versus control group across the four subject areas? In this analysis, growth score was defined by subtracting the pre-test score from the post-test score for each student to determine if there was greater growth in one of the four subject
areas versus another. The two categorical variables used to group the students’ scores were: group (experimental versus control), and subject (reading, mathematics, social studies, science). The two-factor ANOVA can be used to test three hypotheses including a main effect for group, a main effect for subject, and a two-way interaction effect (group x subject). The two-way interaction effect (group x subject) was used to address Research Question 4. The dependent variable for this hypothesis test was the growth score. Analysis of the interaction between subject and group indicated no statistically significant differences between the mean growth scores ($F = .564, df = 3, 432, p = .639$). A post hoc analysis was not warranted.

**Research Question 5.**

Content analysis methods were used to analyze qualitative data obtained from the teacher interviews in both the experimental and control groups to answer Research Question 5: Did teacher perception of the effects of the D2 Cuing Method align to the quantitative data? The following steps, suggested by Creswell (2009) were taken to perform qualitative data analysis: collection of the raw data (taken from recorded interview questions), organizing data (transcription of interview recordings), reading through all data, coding the data by hand (to determine themes or categories of information, common words, similarities and differences in answers), interrelating the themes/descriptions derived from the data, and interpreting the meaning of those themes/descriptions.

This researcher conducted two interviews, one with the control group and one with the experimental group. All teachers who participated in the study were present at the interviews. Each of the two interviews was recorded. The interviews were
transcribed and read. This data was analyzed by looking for common words, similarities and differences in answers, and common themes. The results of this analysis are as follows:

**Experimental Group Teacher Interview**

1. Describe your training in the D2 Cuing Method and whether or not you felt it was effective.

Four out of four teachers agreed the modeling given during the observations and the written D2 Cuing Method index card, which listed the various steps to the cuing method, were helpful for learning and implementing the D2 Cuing Method. One of the teachers commented that this experience led her to believe that “more training in cuing methods,” such as taking a class, would be helpful. She commented she had not received formal college training in instructional strategies.

2. What are five words you would use to describe the D2 Cuing Method?

Teachers found it difficult to generate a list of five words, but they described the D2 Cuing Method as “leveled,” “reinforcing,” “differentiated,” “confidence-builder,” and “promoted accountability.”

3. How easy was the D2 Cuing Method to implement during large group instruction?

Four out of four teachers agreed that the D2 Cuing method worked better for questions in mathematics, science, and when reviewing for tests. Question type was also a factor. Questions that required a more factual right/wrong answer were better suited for the D2 Cuing method, than open-ended questions requiring a student’s opinion.
4. To what degree did the D2 Cuing Method help elicit correct student answers in comparison to other methods you have used?

Four out of four teachers agreed it helped students maintain focus and supported that student throughout the process. It reduced the intimidating feeling a student may experience when having to answer a question in class. It also encouraged full class participation.

5. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.

Four out of four teachers agreed calling on students who “volunteered to answer” a question was their main method for eliciting answers. When a student was incorrect in his/her answer, use of a peer to give the answer was the most common method used. One teacher commented that in the past, he would use this method in the interest of time. But now, after implementing the D2 Cuing Method, he “…sees it as you don’t want to move on… it is not a waste of time if you can get them to the correct answer. You can build confidence in that child and get them to start to think about things.”

6. To what degree was the D2 Cuing Method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?

The teachers commented they are not allowed to know who qualifies for free and reduced lunch. The question was rephrased as “…those students who you suspect are at risk.” Common themes included the D2 Cuing Method helped the highest functioning students in the class “dig deeper” and “stretch their minds.” Teachers noted more
students raised their hands to answer a question as they observed a child being guided through the D2 Cuing Method.

7. Describe the student participation/engagement when you used this method.

Again the comment was made that time constraints often push a teacher to rush through the question/answer portion of the lesson. But by allowing a student the time necessary to answer a question correctly, it is beneficial to the learning process. Previous comments stating it helped a child focus and other students gained benefit just from observing were reiterated.

8. Describe the correctness of response from your students when you implemented the D2 Cuing Method.

Four out of four teachers commented the D2 Cuing Method “more often than not” elicited the correct answer from a student. They agreed, students demonstrated pride when they responded with a correct answer; the D2 Cuing Method almost “tricks the students” into working for the answer.

9. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?

The overwhelming response was that teachers do not feel empowered. The one teacher with special education experience stated she felt more confident as a teacher knowing she had “all those tricks up her sleeve” (referring to instructional strategies). Collaboration with other teachers was mentioned too as an empowering activity.

Teachers were asked if they had any final comments or thoughts. The responses were as follows:

- “I liked it and I’m still using it;”
- “I have implemented it as part of my whole cuing method…;”
• “I use it for the kids that I think really need it… so they have the opportunity to finally get the answers right;”

• “They will be more likely to raise their hands in the future;” and

• “I am using it.”

**Control Group Teacher Interview**

1. Describe any training you have received in instructional strategies and whether or not you felt it was effective.

This was a difficult question for four out of four teachers to answer. Teachers commented that they were currently completing the review of curriculum objectives and book studies but were unsure if they were instructional strategies. One teacher discussed the implementation of Cognitive Guided Instruction Math (CGI Math). Four out of four teachers agreed training in instructional strategies was last obtained in college.

2. What are five words that describe the instructional strategy(ies) you use when a student answers a question incorrectly during a question-answer interaction?

Teachers struggled to identify and describe an instructional strategy. They stated feedback was a current strategy they were using, but failed to describe it other than stating that feedback had to be “timely and specific.”

3. How easy is this strategy to implement during large group instruction?

Again, the teachers struggled to understand which teaching strategies they used. After rephrasing the question, they stated use of guided practice techniques could be easily implemented in large group instruction.

4. To what degree does this method help elicit correct student answers?
Four out of four teachers commented when using guided practice techniques, they could identify those students who required “extra help.” Additionally, the use of writing journals was beneficial as it was “more confidential,” and they could provide individualized feedback to every student. However, the teachers did not comment as to how effective these strategies were in eliciting a correct answer.

5. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.

Four out of four teachers commented when a student provided an answer that was incorrect, they would ask the child how he/she got that answer to better understand the thought process. Teachers also stated they called on other students to “get someone else’s thinking.”

6. To what degree is this method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?

Four out of four teachers agreed that they struggle to teach to the advanced and lower performing students. “We teach to the middle.” One teacher stated she often provides “praise” to a child when they get the answer correct.

7. Describe the student participation/engagement when you used this method.

Four out of four teachers agreed that if they “walk around the classroom” to ensure that students are doing work, then students are engaged.

8. Describe the correctness of response from your students when you implemented this method.
Four out of four teachers agreed that when they use guided practice, they could determine who is “getting it” and “who is not.”

9. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?

Four out of four teachers agreed they do not generally feel empowered. However, the teachers appreciated that they were told “what to teach” but not “how to teach.”

**Trends**

Trends were identified within and between the experimental and control group responses. Similar answers were recorded for questions one, five, six, and nine. For question one teachers reported not having formal training in specific instructional strategies. Question five teacher responses in both groups revealed that when a student answered a question incorrectly the teacher typically went on to another student for the answer. Teachers tended to call on students who raised their hands. Comments for question six from both groups revealed there is a need to better reach the upper and lower functioning students, as teachers tend to “teach to the middle.” And finally, teachers reported they did not feel empowered as teachers.

Substantial differences overall were discovered between the groups as the teachers in the experimental group could easily discuss the D2 Cuing Method as an instructional strategy, but the control group struggled to identify instructional strategies in general as evidenced from questions one and two. For question three, four, and eight the control group reported use of instructional strategies to identify students who required small group instruction whereas the experimental group reported use of the D2 Cuing Method allowed individual student success within the large group. The experimental group reported use of the D2 Cuing Method encouraged participation from other students
who observed the method being used with other students. The control group teachers reported they liked using journaling as the feedback was private and reduced the embarrassment factor when an answer was incorrect.

Overall, the experimental group described the D2 Cuing Method as an effective instructional strategy that could be applied to large group instruction and successfully elicited correct answers. The D2 Cuing Method was used most effectively in mathematics and science and with questions that required more definitive, factual information versus questions that were open ended and asked for opinion. Teachers agreed the D2 Cuing Method positively supported students, and those students who observed the method being used benefited, as well.

The professional development provided was adequate, but teachers reported the need to have a greater understanding about cuing methods in general. Teachers responded positively to the D2 Cuing Method and stated that they were still using it after the completion of this study. Teachers reported that slowing down and taking the time to work a student through to the correct answer was valuable. They noted increased student participation in large group instruction as a result. Still, these teachers do not feel empowered in general.

The control group struggled in general to identify specific instructional strategies and clearly articulate the strategies they used. Instructional strategies control group teachers identified were judged to be more teaching programs than strategies which were used to provide feedback and alert teachers to the need for small group instruction. Control group teachers did not identify a method to help a child attain a correct answer during large group instruction. They generally called on another student when the first
child answered a question incorrectly. Teachers reported not having had formal training since college in instructional strategies. In general these teachers did not feel empowered.

Data collected from the experimental group and control group interviews was used to answer Research Question 5: Did teacher perception of the effects of the D2 Cuing Method align to the quantitative data? Results indicated that the teachers’ perception of the D2 Cuing Method aligns to some of the quantitative data.

The quantitative data revealed statistically significant change in growth scores for the experimental group for fourth grade students in reading and fifth grade students in science. Although statistically significant growth was not evident for the experimental group in mathematics, special education students in social studies, and fourth grade students in mathematics, there was growth in the right direction. These results aligned to teacher comments that the D2 Cuing Method worked better in mathematics and science for specific right/wrong answers and supported students who qualified for Special Education Services.

**Summary**

This chapter provided information about the quantitative and qualitative data collected in this study. The quantitative data answered Research Questions 1, 2, 3, and 4. In summary, growth in scores for students who qualified for special education services between the experimental and control groups were significant for mathematics, although the trend was negative. Growth in scores for reading was significant in the fourth grade experimental group and for science in the fifth grade experimental group (see Table 9 for a summary of the findings for Research Questions 1 – 4).
Table 9  

Summary of Findings for Research Questions 1 – 4 (α = 0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Factor 1</th>
<th>Factor 2</th>
<th>Factor 3</th>
<th>Dependent Variable (test score)</th>
<th>p value</th>
<th>HSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test time Group</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Math</td>
<td>.144</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Soc Stud</td>
<td>.567</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Soc Stud</td>
<td>.567</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group SpEd Reading</td>
<td>.890</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group SpEd Math</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>1.46*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group SpEd Science</td>
<td>.915</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group SpEd Soc Stud</td>
<td>.034*</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group GATE Reading</td>
<td>.676</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group GATE Math</td>
<td>.479</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group GATE Science</td>
<td>.967</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group GATE Soc Stud</td>
<td>.640</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group F&amp;RL Reading</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group F&amp;RL Math</td>
<td>.566</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group F&amp;RL Science</td>
<td>.852</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group F&amp;RL Soc Stud</td>
<td>.773</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group Grade Reading</td>
<td>.007*</td>
<td>.976*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group Grade Math</td>
<td>.140</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group Grade Science</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>1.15*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test time Group Grade Soc Stud</td>
<td>.820</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Growth Score</td>
<td>.639</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Test time = Pre-test/Post-test; Group = Experimental/Control; SpEd = Special Education; GATE = Gifted and Talented Education; F&RL = Free & Reduced Lunch; Soc Stud = Social Studies; * = Statistically Significant; HSD = Honestly Significant Difference
Qualitative analysis revealed similarities and differences between responses in the experimental and control groups. The D2 Cuing Method was reported to be easy to learn and implement, successful for use in large group instruction, and a strategy teachers will continue to use.

Chapter five provides a summary of the research findings, conclusions, and recommendations for future research. Both qualitative and quantitative data will be discussed. Major findings, findings related to the literature, and concluding remarks regarding the D2 Cuing Method will be presented. Data from chapter four will be linked to the literature presented in chapters one and two to provide rationales and conclusions for hypothesis test outcomes.
Chapter Five

Interpretation and Recommendations

The D2 Cuing Method was evaluated in fourth and fifth grade classrooms to determine its viability as a large group instructional strategy during question-answer interactions between student and teacher. Chapter one of this study presented the purpose, conceptual framework, background, and significance of this study. A review of literature presented in chapter two discussed research that supported components of the D2 Cuing Method. Chapter three presented the methodology used to conduct this study. Results of hypothesis testing completed to answer the research questions specific to the D2 Cuing Method were presented in chapter four. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected. Chapter five presents a study summary, overview of the problem, purpose statement and research questions, review of the methodology, major findings, findings related to the literature, and concluding remarks regarding the D2 Cuing Method.

Study Summary

This research study was conducted to determine the impact the D2 Cuing Method had on fourth and fifth grade achievement measured by pre- and post-test scores in reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. The D2 Cuing Method was developed to provide elementary classroom teachers with a new instructional method that was rooted in the treatment protocols traditionally used in clinical settings by speech and language pathologists. It is an instructional strategy based on:

- scaffolding, cuing, feedback, praise, and wait time;
- theories of learning through interaction;
hierarchical cuing; and

neuroscience theories of learning and memory/recall.

The D2 Cuing Method is a systematically applied, hierarchical cuing method that incorporates language therapy treatment methods traditionally used with stroke and head injured patients suffering from language deficits. The D2 Cuing Method is a readily applied instructional strategy that the classroom teacher can use spontaneously to assist a student who needs time and/or structured cues to provide the correct response during a question and answer exchange between the teacher and student. The D2 Cuing Method aids the teacher in accurately judging the level of support a student requires to elicit a correct answer and allows the teacher to evaluate the student’s need for more or less support. The D2 Cuing Method is structured but not scripted and includes professional development materials that provide visual supports (see Figure 2, chapter three). Teachers can learn the technique quickly and apply it immediately after professional development.

This study was conducted to determine if the D2 Cuing Method would have a positive effect on achievement, as measured by test scores, in fourth and fifth grade regular education classrooms in the core curriculum subjects of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. It sought to determine if sub-groups of students who qualified for special education services, gifted and talented programming, and free and reduced lunch were positively impacted by the implementation of the D2 Cuing Method. Teacher perception of the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method for student achievement was investigated.
Overview of the Problem.

A review of literature provided researched-based evidence of hierarchical methods for asking questions about learning (Bloom, 1956; Marzano, 2000; Rothstein & Santana, 2011) and information about the management of incorrect answers provided by students during an exchange of questions and answers between the teacher and student (Berkeley New Faculty Newsletter # 7, 2006; Fisher & Frey, 2010b; Marzano, 2007). The researched literature provided no evidence of hypothesis testing studies that specifically addressed the effectiveness of a hierarchical cuing method in large group, classroom instruction. Structured cuing as applied in a clinical (patient/therapist) setting has been proven to effectively assist patients to achieve their treatment goals (German, 2009; Nickels, 2010; Wiig & Semel, 1984). This study demonstrated how clinical cuing methods could be successfully adapted for use during large group instruction in regular education classrooms to achieve improved student performance.

According to Marzano, et al. (2001) researchers estimated that 80% of classroom time is spent completing questioning and cuing activities (Davis & Tinsley, 1967; Fillippone, 1998). If 80% of classroom time is spent questioning and cuing students then instructional strategies that have a positive effect on these classroom activities should prove to be useful and valuable. Students who fail to achieve curriculum goals require teachers to develop instructional strategies. Teachers need effective and readily available instructional strategies to assist them in helping students succeed, particularly when students are in large group instruction and Tier I RTI configurations.

Consequentially, an instructional strategy was developed that incorporated principles of learning and instruction found in the educational research literature,
neuroscience literature, and speech-language pathology research specific to skills required for student achievement. It was hypothesized that the D2 Cuing Method would positively affect student achievement.

**Purpose Statement and Research Questions.**

The purpose of this research was to investigate and determine if the use of the D2 Cuing Method in fourth and fifth grade classrooms had a statistically significant effect ($\alpha = 0.05$) on student achievement in the areas of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. Subgroups included those who qualified for special education services, free and reduced lunch, or gifted programming. An attempt was made to determine if the effect of the D2 Cuing Method was greater between grade levels, subject areas, and subgroups of students. Data was collected from those teachers who implemented the D2 Cuing Method in their classrooms to determine the perceived effectiveness of this instructional strategy. Teachers in the control group were asked to discuss use of instructional strategies they currently employ. The final purpose of this study was to document teacher knowledge and opinion of the instructional strategies used in the classroom in reading, mathematics, social studies, and science.

To determine if the D2 Cuing Method was a viable strategy to assist students in attaining academic goals as defined by the Missouri Show-Me Standards and Missouri GLEs the following research questions were posed:

1. Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre-and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group for each subject area?

2. Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre-and
post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group qualifying for special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch versus those who did not qualify for special education services, gifted programming, or free and reduced lunch?

3. Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) between pre-and post-test scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group for any one-grade level?

4. Was there a statistically significant difference ($\alpha = 0.05$) in growth scores for students in the experimental group versus the control group across the four subject areas?

5. Did teacher perception of the implementation of the D2 Cuing Method (or lack of implementation) align with the outcomes associated with the quantitative data?

**Review of the Methodology.**

A mixed-methods research design was utilized for this study. The quantitative component consisted of a quasi-experimental research methodology pre-test and post-test design using an experimental group and control group. Two fourth grade and two fifth grade classes were randomly selected as the experimental group in one elementary school (School A). Likewise, two fourth grade and two fifth grade classes were randomly selected as the control group in another elementary school (School B). The experimental group was defined as those students whose teachers used the D2 Cuing Method as an instructional strategy during large group instruction. The control group was defined as those students whose teachers did not use the D2 Cuing Method as an instructional
strategy during large group instruction. Hypothesis testing was completed through use of two-factor ANOVAs and three-factor ANOVAs to determine if the difference between the two groups was statistically significant ($\alpha = 0.05$). Using Tukey’s HSD test, post hoc analysis was completed.

The qualitative component consisted of a post-study interview of the four teachers in the experimental group and the four teachers in the control group. Teachers in the experimental group were interviewed to assess teacher perception of the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method. Experimental group teachers were asked to share their opinions about the ease and convenience of using the method. Interview questions for control group teachers who were neither trained in nor implemented the D2 Cuing Method sought to determine the type of instructional strategies the control group teachers used when conducting question-answer interactions with students during large group instruction.

**Major Findings**

Qualitative and quantitative data was collected to determine the impact of the D2 Cuing Method on student achievement in fourth and fifth grade classrooms. The D2 Cuing Method was developed to assist teachers scaffold their instruction for students through a hierarchy of cues to elicit a correct answer during question-answer interactions between student and teacher. It was hypothesized that the use of the D2 Cuing Method would have a positive impact on student achievement. Differences between pre- and post-test scores in reading, mathematics, social studies, and science were expected to yield supportive evidence for the hypothesis.
Quantitative findings were mixed, however. Statistically significant differences ($\alpha = 0.05$) between mean test scores were discovered to be in both a positive and negative direction as determined by the dependent variable. A negative effect in the experimental group’s mathematics scores was observed in students who qualified for special education services in the experimental group. A positive effect in the experimental group’s fourth grade student scores was observed in reading. A positive effect in the experimental group’s fifth grade student scores was observed in science. While statistically significant differences between test scores were found for the special education subgroup in social studies, it was not confirmed by Tukey’s HSD test. Tukey’s HSD test is a conservative test that may have been less sensitive than less restrictive post hocs.

Teachers in the experimental group commented that the D2 Cuing Method was easily applied to mathematics because answers were specific and not open-ended. While there were no statistically significant differences between mean mathematics test scores in the experimental and control groups, data revealed that mean differences were approaching statistically significant levels thereby yielding a positive effect. This finding shows warrant for further research of the efficacy of the D2 Cuing Method in mathematics instruction.

Statistically significant differences were not found between the experimental and control groups in reading, social studies, and science. While there were no statistical differences between mean test scores, mean scores overall were improved, indicating a positive trend. Data revealed social studies test scores approached statistically significant differences between means for students qualifying for special education services. Hence the data suggested the D2 Cuing Method had a positive effect. However, the collection
of only one data point (test scores) per student limited the amount of change evidenced in the experimental group’s mean scores in comparison to the control group’s mean scores.

There were statistically significant differences between the special education students and general education students in mathematics scores. The mathematics scores went from a mean of 8.2 to a mean of 6.5, indicating scores decreased by an average of 1.7 points. This direction was not favorable. However, this result could be explained by small sample size with only five students being identified as having special education status. Areas of disability for students who qualified for special education services were not controlled in this study and may have affected outcomes. Multiple data points (test scores) would have provided a more accurate depiction of the effects of the D2 Cuing Method. Finally, students with learning disabilities typically demonstrate inconsistent skills while mastering a learning objective. If performance inconsistency was prevalent it would have contributed to the negative effect.

Fourth grade students in the experimental group achieved improved mean reading scores an average of 1.3 points over fourth grade students in the experimental group. Fifth grade students in the experimental group improved science scores an average of 2.0 points over fifth grade students in the control group. Analysis of this data suggested individual teachers utilized the D2 Cuing Method more effectively than other teachers in specific curriculum subjects.

There was no evidence to suggest that students in the experimental group performed better than the control group in reading, science, mathematics, and social studies; between gifted and talented education (GATE) and Free and Reduced Lunch status subgroups; between fourth and fifth grade mathematics and social studies scores;
and in growth scores in any one subject. Data reported for hypothesis testing in chapter four demonstrated $p$ values did not meet statistically significant criteria ($\alpha = 0.05$). This result could be viewed as a negative finding. However, because test scores were moving in a positive direction in each area of hypothesis testing, it is reasonable to conclude that the D2 Cuing Method assisted teachers in their efforts to improve student achievement. Students’ mean post-tests scores were higher than mean pre-test scores.

The following section will discuss some of the factors that may have limited the results of this study. The lack of statistical significance between test scores for the experimental group versus the control group in reading, science, mathematics, and social studies; between gifted and talented education (GATE) and Free and Reduced Lunch status subgroups; between fourth and fifth grade mathematics and social studies scores; and in growth scores in any one subject is explained by a variety of factors.

The assumption that teachers in the experimental group used the D2 Cuing Method appropriately and with fidelity was accepted. Weekly observation sessions monitored use of the D2 Cuing Method during large group instruction. Still it was possible that teachers in the experimental group did not use the D2 Cuing Method regularly or as successfully as qualitative data indicated.

Professional development in the D2 Cuing Method was one hour in length, with additional feedback and modeling conducted during weekly 45-minute and 15-minute observations. Additional professional development would have benefited teacher understanding and use of the D2 Cuing Method. Teachers in the experimental group stated they could have used an entire course on cuing strategies to better enhance their understanding and use of the D2 Cuing Method. Experimental group teachers stated the
feedback and modeling provided by this researcher was most helpful to their learning and implementation of the D2 Cuing Method. Provision for more frequent monitoring would have further increased a teacher’s mastery of the D2 Cuing Method.

In addition to limited professional development the number of students who qualified for Gifted and Talented Education (GATE) and Free and Reduced Lunch status was limited. Seven students in the study qualified for GATE. Thirty-six students qualified for Free and Reduced Lunch. Larger population samples are required to accurately represent these sub-groups. Teacher perception, however, suggested the D2 Cuing Method was particularly helpful in enhancing the thought processes of highest performing students.

The timeline of this study was determined to be a factor. This study was conducted during the first semester of school which lasted approximately sixteen weeks. Had this study been conducted for an entire school year there would have been more opportunities for use of the D2 Cuing Method and more opportunities to collect data points (test scores). These opportunities may have provided a more accurate investigation of the effects of the D2 Cuing Method in large group classroom question-answer periods. GLE’s and Missouri Show Me Standards are only common between fourth and fifth grade classes during the first semester of the school year. Consequently, it was judged appropriate to limit the time-line of the study to allow for comparisons between the grade levels.

The method used in this study to assess student achievement and growth in test scores was limited to one set of pre- and post-tests per subject. Pre- and Post-assessments consisted of ten multiple-choice questions. Open-ended and constructed response
questions would have provided greater opportunity to explore the impact of the D2 Cuing Method on student learning. If multiple-choice formats were to be used in future studies a longer test consisting of 20 or 25 questions would provide more diverse and accurate information.

Findings suggested the D2 Cuing Method made a positive impact on student achievement under specific conditions. Teacher perception of the effect of the D2 Cuing Method on student achievement was also analyzed. Teachers in both the control and experimental groups were interviewed. While the experimental group focused on the D2 Cuing Method, the control group was asked to discuss instructional strategies that they currently employed during large group instruction.

Qualitative analysis suggested that the D2 Cuing Method was a practical and useful instructional strategy when applied to large group instruction with all students, and in all subjects. Experimental group teachers reported continued use of this strategy after the conclusion of the study, suggesting they found the D2 Cuing Method to be a useful teaching strategy and method of instruction.

Teachers perceived the D2 Cuing Method to be valuable because it enabled the teachable moment, the moment in which the teacher discovered a need to assist the student, through increased engaged instruction. The positive impact on student achievement and enhancement of instructional effectiveness became self-evident. Qualitative analysis revealed that students who did not generally participate in large class discussion enhanced their engagement by increased participation in question and answer exchanges. Students were observed to respond positively to specific feedback and the cuing process when they gave a correct answer. Increase in student engagement and
success promoted improved self-esteem and a positive classroom culture as reported in the qualitative data. Experimental and control group teachers reported they commonly sought peer assistance (i.e., call on another student) when a student provided an incorrect answer. Teachers in the experimental group reported using peer assistance methods less frequently once they learned the D2 Cuing Method.

Experimental group teachers commented they could assess a student’s level of understanding based on the level of cuing required to elicit a correct answer. Experimental group teachers reported that use of the D2 Cuing Method sent the student a message; I will work with you till you get it right. Experimental group teachers found this message had a positive impact on students and classroom culture.

Control group teachers could not state a specific instructional strategy they used in the classroom, making it difficult for them to elaborate on how an instructional strategy was employed during large group instruction. Use of guided practice was discussed, but control group teachers could not clearly describe what it was or how it was best utilized. It was evident the experimental group teachers had a greater understanding compared to the control group teachers of instructional strategies and how to utilize them in the classroom.

In summary, experimental group teachers suggested that the D2 Cuing Method was useful in eliciting an answer that required specific information. The D2 Cuing Method was less helpful when questions were open-ended and required an opinion or explanation. The D2 Cuing Method provided opportunity for observational student learning (watching another student). Observational student learning style was evidenced when students attended to the cues being given, even though the teacher was interacting
with another student, allowing all students in the class to cycle through the process and arrive at a correct answer. Although not formally measured, experimental group teachers observed a gradual increase in the number of students who would raise their hand to offer an answer. Experimental group teachers perceived that students were more focused and engaged in learning during large group instruction. Experimental group teachers commented the D2 Cuing Method, more often than not, elicited a correct answer. Hence the D2 Cuing Method was seen as a successful scaffolding/cuing method.

In an attempt to substantiate these aforementioned findings the following section of chapter five will link these findings to the literature discussed in chapter two. While the results of this study were not causal, the impact of the D2 Cuing Method is explained and better understood when related to the neuro-science, speech-language pathology, and educational literature.

**Findings Related to the Literature**

This section of chapter five will connect the literature discussed in chapter two with the hypothesis testing and results of the study presented in chapters four and five. Because the D2 Cuing Method has not been previously studied, the elements fundamental to the D2 Cuing Method were evaluated based on the overall success of implementation in the classroom and impact on student achievement. This discussion will follow the same order as the information presented in chapter two: brain-based learning, memory, rehearsal, storage, and recall; emotion and learning; storage and retrieval of words; cuing strategies and hierarchies; feedback; scaffolding; wait time; verbal praise; response to intervention (RTI); and the role of the teacher.
The literature-review in chapter two discussed brain-based learning stemming from the notion that the supportive nature of the classroom could impede or enhance learning. It was concluded instruction should be “brain-compatible” (Hart, 1983). The qualitative feedback collected from the experimental group teachers showed the D2 Cuing Method worked with all students and more often than not elicited a correct answer from a student. Qualitative evidence suggests the D2 Cuing Method is a flexible strategy that meets the needs of students with varying levels of competence.

Caine and Caine (1997) developed the Twelve Brain/Mind Learning Principles in which three of the twelve elements of learning related to the D2 Cuing Method. These elements include: learning involves focused attention and peripheral perception; emotions are critical to patterning; and complex learning is enhanced by challenge and inhibited by threat. Experimental group teachers reported that the D2 Cuing Method worked with all of their students. But teachers noted the most positive effect occurred among their highest performing students. Higher performing students were reported to be more engaged and focused on the teacher who was guiding them through the D2 Cuing Method, allowing students to learn through unscripted cuing. Students who historically would not volunteer answers to questions during large group instruction were noted to be more engaged in attempting to provide answers. Students could attempt to answer without fear of failure as students learned that they would be guided to a correct answer.

The D2 Cuing Method aligns to brain-based learning theory because it provides a pro-active, non-threatening way to support students. Brain-based learning theory holds that when the amygdala, an area of the brain that processes emotion, is in a calm state it can move information into the learning and thinking network of the brain where memory
systems are activated (Sousa & Tomlinson, 2011; Wolfe, 2010). The more pleasurable and less threatening an event, the further information is allowed to travel into the brain (Jenson, 2005; Willis, 2008). The D2 Cuing Method is designed to be a non-threatening approach to learning intended to enhance attention, focus, and memory formation. Teachers in the experimental group of the D2 Cuing Method study reported students feel less threatened when attempting to answer questions and are willing to take more risks in the form of increased participation in classroom question and answer activities.

Experimental group teachers reported the D2 Cuing Method was most easily applied to mathematics and situations that required a specific answer. The D2 Cuing Method was not as useful when questions were open-ended or required an opinion or explanation. Thus differences among mean mathematics scores, while not statistically significant, demonstrated positive trends and greater growth in the experimental group when compared to the control group. Despite the mixed results of the hypothesis testing, some subject areas and sub-sets of student groups experienced the D2 Cuing Method’s impacted on student achievement in a positive way as measured by improved student test scores. Those test results suggested the cues utilized in the D2 Cuing Method were successful in supporting the retrieval of information.

While the D2 Cuing Method contained cuing strategies discussed by Linebaugh and Lehner (1977) and Love and Webb (1977), it utilized fewer cues and only verbal cues. Gestural and written cues were not provided. Research studies suggested providing cues with the least amount of support to elicit a correct answer and then fading the cues over time enhanced the learning of the student. Based on these strategies, the D2 Cuing Method instructed teachers to provide the least amount of support required to elicit
a correct answer and then to work up or down the hierarchy depending on the student’s response.

Cuing used in this way could help explain the teachers’ perception that it worked with all students, including those who required special education support and those who qualified for gifted programming. The D2 Cuing Method was applied during large group instruction and had to be flexible to accommodate all student needs. Experimental group teachers agreed that the D2 Cuing Method accommodated their students’ need for support and could be effectively used in large group instruction. No teacher reported a negative outcome using the D2 Cuing Method. Qualitative data provided evidence that more often than not the D2 Cuing Method elicited a correct response. These results could be explained by the fact that imitating the answer was the most potent cue provided. If the student could not imitate the answer provided by the teacher, it was the only time the D2 Cuing Method would not elicit a correct response.

The D2 Cuing Method provided feedback to students and teachers. The cuing hierarchy helped track the amount of support required by a student. By using the hierarchy, a teacher had a viable next step to guide a student to a correct answer.

The D2 Cuing Method provided guidance for a teacher to readily provide direct and specific information to a student when the student responded to a question incorrectly. Frey and Fisher’s (2010) research suggested that because teachers followed through with students only 20% of the time to attain a correct answer during question-answer interactions, 80% of the time errors were left uncorrected. Yet the need to correct students when they are incorrect is essential to the learning process. By giving teachers a systematic method to scaffold students, teachers become more effective in promoting
learning. Use of this reasoning explains why the D2 Cuing Method provided a positive impact on student achievement. This reasoning is supported by the research of Winne and Butler (1995), Hattie and Timperley (2007), and Hattie (2009, 2012). Hattie and Timperley (2007) determined that cues and feedback had the greatest effect-size when determining activities that promoted student achievement.

The D2 Cuing Method allows a framework for feedback and guides a student to a correct answer through scaffolding. Through student interactions, teachers provide cues that assist a student in generating a correct answer to a question. Support is faded over time as the teacher moves through the steps in the hierarchy moving from the most to least amount of cuing support. When the question is repeated and the student must answer the question independent of a cue, transference of responsibility is established from teacher to student.

Stone (1993) stressed the idea that scaffolding is not a teaching method in which the student is passive. Both the teacher and student learn from each other, creating an interactive dialogue in which both parties are actively engaged. This is the framework upon which the D2 Cuing Method is built. Stone (1998a, b) cautions that scaffolding must involve the student-teacher interaction to be successful. Scaffolding can not be a teacher-directed instructional strategy. Ruiz-Primo and Frutak (2006, 2007) along with Nathan and Kim (2009) reported teachers in their study demonstrated difficulty in applying diagnostic information to the intervention strategies required to offer adequate support. When no adjustment in instruction was made, the feedback information lost its power.
Another variable in the study of the D2 Cuing Method was wait time. Wait time is an instructional strategy that is defined as allowing students several seconds to formulate an answer to a question before being called upon to answer. Rowe (1974, 1987) determined a wait time of at least 3 seconds between the asking of a question and the calling for an answer was required to make a significant difference in student engagement.

The D2 Cuing Method incorporated wait time as a means to increase student participation and allow the student sufficient processing time. Teachers in the experimental group reported slowing down their teaching pace and stated it made a noticeable difference in the number of students who volunteered to answer questions. Based on teacher interviews, wait time was successfully implemented during cuing and had a positive outcome. No negative effects were reported as a result of increased wait time.

Unlike wait time, praise was a commonly used classroom strategy that produced inconsistent results in the research literature (Hattie, 2009, 2012). Hattie (2009, 2012) and Hattie and Timperley (2007) warned that when praise is offered as an empty comment containing no specific feedback it can have little effect and at times negative effect on student learning. However, Merrett and Thorpe (1996) suggested praise was an important component of learning as it enhanced student learning in reading instruction. Although the literature does not generally support the use of praise for the purpose of enhancing student achievement praise does help to create positive student-teacher relationships (Hattie, 2012).
Praise offered to students by the experimental group teachers potentially had a limited and even negative effect on student achievement. At no time in the D2 Cuing Method professional development did experimental group teachers receive instruction or information on how to provide praise. While praise may have improved student-teacher rapport and promoted a positive classroom culture, it may have also limited student achievement by diluting the instruction.

Positive student-teacher rapport is an essential component in a successful classroom environment that is conducive to learning. Rapport aids in a teacher’s ability to understand and meet the needs of all students. Large group instruction is a common configuration of students for teaching in which one teacher is responsible for differentiating instruction to a large group of students. Schools now commonly use RTI as a framework in which tiered support is offered to students who require varying degrees of intensive training (Whitten, et al., 2009).

The D2 Cuing Method was applied to Tier I large group instruction. Four out of four experimental group teachers reported continued use of the D2 Cuing Method in their classrooms even after the data collection portion of the study was completed and classroom observations for this study were discontinued. Experimental group teachers reported the D2 Cuing Method promoted differentiated instruction because it could be used with every student in the class. Teachers reported that their perception improved of students who did not typically participate in question and answer exchanges because the D2 Cuing Method elicited a willingness on the part of many such students to engage more frequently in classroom discussion.
With use of the D2 Cuing Method teachers tended to evaluate more highly students who normally limited their class participation because of the subsequent increased level of participation. By reducing self-limiting opinions of student abilities, student expectations were increased. The observed increase of participation and change of teacher expectations in the experimental group paralleled Rowe’s (1974) findings. Rowe reported teachers inherently called on the highest performing students in the class more frequently than the lowest performing students. Thus teachers set a precedent for limited participation by lower performing students.

Teachers in the experimental group were willing to adopt and continue to use the D2 Cuing Method further suggesting the D2 Cuing Method provided support and made a positive impact in the classroom and in student achievement. Literature and research suggest that teachers have the most powerful influence on student achievement (Hattie, 2009; Marzano, et al., 2001). Hattie (2009) warned, however, that not all teachers are equally effective and the quality of instruction they offer varies. Hattie’s warnings were evident in this study. Fourth grade students in the experimental group did better in reading than fifth grade students. Conversely, fifth grade students in the experimental group did better in science than fourth grade students. It could be concluded that differences between fourth and fifth grade classrooms were more teacher-specific. The teacher was the critical factor in the outcome. As well, it is possible that some teachers utilized the D2 Cuing Method in a more effective manner than others.

**Conclusions**

The D2 Cuing Method was developed using specific elements of teaching and learning theory and practice from the fields of education, speech-language pathology, and
neuro-cognitive science. This study’s objective was to determine if a systematic hierarchy of cuing could be applied to large group instructional settings and yielded positive impact for student achievement. Although results were mixed the quantitative research suggested potential for positively impacting student achievement in reading, mathematics, science, and social studies. The qualitative research suggested a positive impact on student learning and teacher ability to successfully use scaffolding and cuing methods in the classroom.

Implications for Action.

Frey and Fisher (2010) suggested that while researchers have attempted to describe what scaffolding looks like, a systematic method of how to implement scaffolding has not been defined in the literature. In alignment, researchers have reported that teachers have difficulty using feedback they receive from their students to scaffold instruction (Ruiz-Primo & Frutak, 2006, 2007). Nathan and Kim (2009) reported little demonstration of adjustment in instruction to the level of their student whether in whole-class, small-group, or one-to-one settings.

The D2 Cuing Method attempted to provide a “how to” model for teachers that would incorporate the instructional strategies of cuing, scaffolding, feedback, wait time, and praise. The objective was to enhance student achievement and promote positive learning during teachable moments that would encourage effective student support, feedback, and educational risk taking. The D2 Cuing Method attempted to answer a call to action by Jensen (2005) to complete action-research that incorporated brain-based learning with teaching strategies for classroom use. This study provided evidence that
the D2 Cuing Method was more likely than not to have a positive impact on student achievement.

**Recommendations for Future Research.**

Because there is no research in the literature that addresses all the elements contained in the D2 Cuing Method, this research was designed to be a pilot study to establish whether or not there was value in implementing the method on a large-scale basis and to conduct additional research. Recommendations for future research are:

1. Replication of this study should be completed to compare results and findings;
2. The D2 Cuing Method should be tested in other grade levels and schools to better understand its general effect in the classroom;
3. Multiple data points (test scores) should be collected in each subject area to better represent growth scores and understand the effect on student achievement of the D2 Cuing Method;
4. This study should be conducted over the course of a complete school year to better assess the cumulative effects of the D2 Cuing Method;
5. Classroom culture surveys could be completed prior to the implementation of the D2 Cuing Method and again at the end of the study to objectively determine student and teacher perception of classroom culture and any change effects the D2 Cuing Method may have caused;
6. Teacher professional development should include specific instruction on praise and feedback to limit the negative effects of empty praise comments;
7. Subgroup subject numbers should be larger to provide a more representative sample of students in various subgroups;
8. The D2 Cuing Method should be tested in RTI Tier II and Tier III instructional settings to determine generalization of effect in small group and one-to-one instructional settings; and

9. Methods of measuring student achievement in pre- and post-tests should vary to allow for multiple methods of data collection and better representation of student learning.

Concluding Remarks

The D2 Cuing Method was designed to offer teachers another tool in their arsenal of instructional strategies with which to enhance learning and promote a positive classroom culture. This study was an attempt to operationalize differentiated instruction through a hierarchical cuing method that intuitively makes sense while incorporating elements of evidence-based teaching methods. While there is no claim that the D2 Cuing Method will work in all classrooms with every child, the results of this study suggested that a skilled teacher could apply the D2 Cuing Method across various subject areas to capitalize on a teachable moment when a student answers a question incorrectly.

DuFour and Marzano (2011) stated,

No single instructional strategy is guaranteed to result in high levels of student learning. Even strategies that have a solid research base supporting their effectiveness are likely to be found ineffective by a substantial number of other studies assessing the impact of those same strategies. (pp. 141-142)

With DuFour and Marzano’s words in mind, it is the intention of this researcher that the D2 Cuing Method continue to be tested, refined, and better understood so that the
method and strategy will evolve into a viable and effective method of instructional support for students in the classroom.
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Appendix A: Pre-Test and Post Test Components
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject/Grade Level Expectation (GLE) or MO Strand Standard</th>
<th>Task for Assessment</th>
<th>Time Line for Assessment</th>
<th>Example Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading:</strong> Fictional Reading GLE: R2C4 and R2C5&lt;br&gt;Develop and apply skills and strategies to comprehend, analyze, and evaluate fiction, poetry, and drama from a variety of cultures and times.</td>
<td>10 question multiple choice test derived from published curriculum materials</td>
<td>Pre-test: Week 2-Sept.&lt;br&gt;Post-test: Week 4-Oct.</td>
<td>A writer would use which form of literature to convince you of his/her position: A. Poetry B. persuasive letter C. journal entry D. short story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mathematics:</strong> Number and Operations and Algebraic Relationships GLE: N1C 4 and N1C5&lt;br&gt;Recognize equivalent representation for the same number and generate them by decomposing and composing numbers.</td>
<td>10 question multiple choice test derived from published curriculum materials</td>
<td>Pre-test: Week 3-August&lt;br&gt;Post-test: Week 4 – Sept.</td>
<td>525 also be written as: A. 500+2+5 B. 500+50+20 C. 5+2+5 D. 500+20+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject/Grade Level Expectation (GLE) or MO Strand Standard</td>
<td>Task for Assessment</td>
<td>Time Line for Assessment</td>
<td>Example Question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Social Studies:** Non-fiction Reading GLE: R3C4 and R3C5 Develop and apply skills and strategies to comprehend, analyze and evaluate nonfiction from a variety of cultures and times. | 10 question multiple choice test derived from published curriculum materials | Pre-test: Week 4-August  
Post-test: Grade 4: Week 3 – Sept.  
Grade 5: Week 2-Oct. | New England was founded in:  
A. North America  
B. South America  
C. England  
D. Asia |
| **Science:** Scientific Inquiry – MO Strand 7 Science understanding is developed through the use of science process skills, scientific knowledge, scientific investigation, reasoning, and critical thinking. | 10 question multiple choice test derived from published curriculum materials | Pre-test: Week 1-Sept.  
Post-test: Week 2 – Oct. | Which unit of measurement would be most helpful to measure the length of your shoelace:  
A. miles  
B. liters  
C. inches  
D. yards |
Appendix B: Validity Testing of Qualitative Research
Validity Testing of Qualitative Research

The following purpose statement was presented to five elementary teachers employed at the district in which this study was conducted. These teachers were not included in the experimental or control groups of the study. Feedback was requested from them regarding the validity and quality of the interview questions. This feedback was reviewed and improvements to the questions were made accordingly.

Validity Test

The purpose of this validity test is to determine if the following interview questions effectively and adequately requested information of study participants as they align to the research study. The following information reviews the study and interview format. Please read this information and review the interview questions, then answer the three questions to assess validity.

The purpose of this research is to investigate the effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method in fourth and fifth grade classrooms on student outcomes in the areas of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. The effect of this cuing method specific to the subgroups of children qualifying for free and reduced lunch, special education services, and gifted programming is also assessed. In addition, this study attempts to determine if this cuing method is more effective in the fourth or fifth grade and if it has greater effect in one subject area versus another. The final purpose of this study is to document teacher perception regarding cuing methods and teaching strategies in the classroom.

Specifically, the teachers in the experimental group were asked to comment on the degree of ease and effectiveness this method had in his/her classroom across various curriculum subjects. Those teachers who were not trained in the D2 Cuing Method were asked to
comment on teaching and cuing strategies in general. This qualitative data was collected to determine if teachers’ self-perception of the implementation of the D2 Cuing Method (or lack of implementation) aligned to the outcomes associated with the quantitative data (pre- and post-test scores).

To clarify, the D2 Cuing Method is a systematic, hierarchical cuing strategy used to scaffold student learning in order to elicit a correct answer to a question. This instructional strategy utilizes a five-tiered series of cues, placed in hierarchical order, which can be used by the classroom teacher the moment a child responds incorrectly to a question. In this regard, a teachable moment is not lost, as would be the case if the teacher moved to another student to seek the correct answer. This allows real-time, interactive learning between the student and teacher to be incorporated into large group instruction.

The following interview questions will be asked of the teachers who participate in the study.

**Guiding Questions for Teacher Interview with the Experimental Group**

1. Describe your training in the D2 Cue Method and whether or not you felt it was effective.
2. What are five words you would use to describe the D2 Cue Method?
3. How easy was the D2 Cue Method to implement during large group instruction?
4. To what degree did the D2 Cue Method help elicit correct student answers in comparison to other methods you have used?
5. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.

6. To what degree was the D2 Cue Method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?

7. Describe the student participation/engagement when you used this method.

8. Describe the correctness of response from your students when you implemented the D2 Cue Method.

9. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?

**Guiding Questions for Teacher Interview with the Control Group**

1. Describe any training you have received in instructional strategies and whether or not you felt it was effective.

2. What are five words that describe the instructional strategy(ies) you use when a student answers a question incorrectly during a question-answer interaction?

3. How easy is this strategy to implement during large group instruction?

4. To what degree does this method help elicit correct student answers?

5. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.

6. To what degree is this method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?

7. Describe the student participation/engagement when you used this method.
8. Describe the correctness of response from your students when you implemented this method.

9. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?

Please answer the following questions:

1. Were these questions easy to read and understand? If not, why?
2. Do you think a 4th and 5th grade teacher could answer these questions effectively? If not, why?
3. Do these questions align with your understanding of the research study? If not, why?
4. Do you believe these questions will help the researcher obtain useful information to explain the quantitative study results (i.e.: effectiveness of the D2 Cuing Method)?
5. Would you change anything about the questions? If so, what?
6. Are there any questions you would add? If so, what, what?
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II: Protocol Title D2 Cue: Use of a Systematic Cuing Method in the Elementary Classroom

Summary
The following summary must accompany the proposal. Be specific about exactly what participants will experience, and about the protections that have been included to safeguard participants from harm. Careful attention to the following may help facilitate the review process:
In a sentence or two, please describe the background and purpose of the research.
This study sought to determine if use of the D2 Cuing Method would have a positive effect on reading, mathematics, social studies, and science test scores in fourth and fifth grade classrooms. This study will attempt to add to the limited body of literature that addresses cuing and scaffolding teaching strategies within the classroom.

Briefly describe each condition or manipulation to be included within the study.
The setting for this study will be regular education classrooms within the context of large group instruction for the subjects of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. Students involved in the experimental group will experience the use of the D2 Cuing Method to elicit correct answers during question-answer interactions between students and teachers. Those students involved in the control group will not experience the use of the D2 Cuing Method during question-answer interactions.

What measures or observations will be taken in the study? If any questionnaire or other instruments are used, provide a brief description and attach a copy.
Teachers will be observed teaching in their classrooms for both the control and experimental groups to determine if they use any teaching strategies that mirror the D2 Cuing Method. Teachers in the experimental groups will continue to be observed weekly to determine fidelity of implementation of the D2 Cuing Method.

For the quantitative portion of this study pre- and post-test measures will be obtained from students in both the experimental and control groups. Pre- and post-tests will be 10 question multiple-choice tests derived from published curriculum materials. These tests will be administered for the curriculum subjects of reading, mathematics, social studies, and science. These tests are derived from teaching materials that can but utilized as practice work or formative assessments that teachers could use to assess student achievement and growth. All test content aligns to selected MO Show-Me Standard or Grade Level Expectation (GLE) as it occurs in the curriculum. All test content is presented in Missouri Assessment Program (MAP) format.

For the qualitative portion of the study, teachers in both the experimental and control groups will be interviewed to assess their views on cuing and scaffolding strategies used in large group instruction. Teachers in the control group will be asked to discuss their perceptions and experience using cuing methods in the classroom, amongst other strategies. For the teachers in the experimental group who were taught the D2 Cuing Method, questions will also focus on their opinions and thoughts about the D2 Cuing Method. Guiding Questions for the interviews will be as follows:
Guiding Questions for Teacher Interview with the Experimental Group

1. What are five words you would use to describe the D2 Cue Method?
2. How easy was the D2 Cue Method to implement during large group instruction?
3. To what degree did the D2 Cue Method help elicit correct student answers in comparison to other methods you have used?
4. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.
5. To what degree was the D2 Cue Method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?
6. How did the students generally respond when you used this method?
7. Describe the response from your students when you implemented the D2 Cue Method.
8. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?
9. Describe your training in the D2 Cue Method and whether or not you felt it was effective?

Guiding Questions for Teacher Interview with the Control Group

1. What are five words that describe the instructional strategy(ies) you use when a student answers a question incorrectly during a question-answer interaction?
2. How easy is this strategy to implement during large group instruction?
3. To what degree does this method help elicit correct student answers?
4. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.
5. To what degree is this method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?
6. How did the students generally respond when you used this method?
7. Describe the response from your students when you implemented this method.
8. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?
9. Describe your training you received in this method and whether or not you felt it was effective?

Will the subjects encounter the risk of psychological, social, physical, or legal risk? If so, please describe the nature of the risk and any measures designed to mitigate that risk. Subjects will not encounter the risk of psychological, social, physical, or legal risk.

Will any stress to subjects be involved? If so, please describe. Subjects will not experience stress in this study.

Will the subjects be deceived or misled in any way? If so, include an outline or script of the debriefing. Subjects will not be deceived or misled in any way.
Will there be a request for information that subjects might consider to be personal or sensitive? If so, please include a description.
Subjects will not be asked to provide information that might be considered personal or sensitive.

Will the subjects be presented with materials that might be considered to be offensive, threatening, or degrading? If so, please describe.
Subjects will not be presented with materials that might be considered to be offensive, threatening, or degrading.

Approximately how much time will be demanded of each subject?
The subjects are 8 elementary school teachers; 4 in the control group and 4 in the experimental group. Subjects also include the students in each of these classrooms, for an anticipated total of approximately 200 students.
Teachers involved in this study will go through the following process:
Control Group:
1. Teachers are given an overview of the study and sign consent to participate in study. (30 min)
2. Teachers are observed for 20 minutes to ensure they are not using techniques that mimic the D2 Cu ing Method in the classroom.
3. Teachers teach as they always have.
4. Teachers administer the pre- and post-test measures according to the timeline. (20 min/test)
5. Teachers are interviewed to assess their thoughts about strategies they use in the classroom. (45 min.)

Experimental Group:
1. Teachers are given an overview of the study and sign consent to participate in study. (30 min)
2. Teachers are observed 20 minutes to ensure they are not using techniques that mimic the D2 Cu ing Method in the classroom.
3. Teachers undergo a 60-minute training outside of the classroom to learn the D2 Cu ing Method.
4. Teachers implement the D2 Cu ing Method during large group instruction.
5. Teachers are observed 15 minutes three times the first week and then 15 minutes per week thereafter to ensure the D2 Cu ing Method is implemented correctly. Feedback is provided.
6. Teachers administer the pre- and post-test measures according to the timeline. (20 min/test)
7. Teachers are interviewed to assess their thoughts about use of the D2 Cu ing Method. (45 min.)

Students involved in this study will not be required to participate in activities outside of the school day. The D2 Cu ing Method will be included as a strategy a teacher can use in the experimental group. Students will not be aware of this change. For both the experimental and control groups, the pre- and post-test measures are ten question multiple-choice tests that should take no longer than 15-20 minutes to administer. These tests will be administered during appropriate times in the school day, as determined by the classroom teacher.
Who will be the subjects in this study?
Fourth and Fifth grade students in an urban Missouri public school district at 2 pre-determined elementary schools will be the subjects of this study. The teachers in each of these classrooms are considered subjects, as well.

How will they be solicited or contacted?
Teachers will be informed by this investigator and the building principal that the study has been approved and they were selected to participate in the study. Students will not be specifically informed, as there will be no change in the instruction of the curriculum. Teachers will maintain all curriculum activities. The D2 Cuong Method is a teacher strategy. Students will not be aware that there is a study being conducted.

Provide an outline or script of the information which will be provided to subjects prior to their volunteering to participate. Include a copy of any written solicitation as well as an outline of any oral solicitation.
Teachers will be informed in an informational meeting prior to the start of school. The following will be discussed:
1. Overview of the study. (Highlighted in Chapter 3- Methodology section of dissertation)
2. Requirements of the teacher. (Highlighted in Chapter 3 of dissertation)
3. Scheduling of initial classroom observation.
4. Scheduling of the training session for those in the experimental group.

What steps will be taken to ensure that each subject’s participation is voluntary?
For teachers, the consent form included below states participation is voluntary. Students will be participating in large group instruction and complete pre- and post-test measures that are part of the curriculum. A student’s participation in the study is by participating in the school day, which will not differ. Students will not be aware they are a part of a study.

What if any inducements will be offered to the subjects for their participation?
Teachers will be asked to voluntarily participate in the study. No inducements will be offered. Students will be participating in large group instruction and complete pre- and post-test measures that are part of the curriculum. No inducements will be offered.

How will you ensure that the subjects give their consent prior to participating? Will a written consent form be used? If so, include the form. If not, explain why not.
Students will not be required to give consent, as they will not be aware of the study.

Written consent of teachers will be used with the following form:
I, ________________________, voluntarily agree to participate in the dissertation study, *D2 Cue: The Use of a Systematic Cuing Method in the Classroom*, conducted by Dawn M. Dennis, doctoral candidate at Baker University. I understand that this study will require Mrs. Dennis to observe my teaching in the classroom and I will be required to administer pre- and post- tests to my students. I also understand I may involve learning a new teaching strategy. This study will also required me to be interviewed by Mrs. Dennis after all quantitative data is collected.

Participant ___________________________________________  Dawn M. Dennis- researcher

**Will any aspect of the data be made a part of any permanent record that can be identified with the subject? If so, please explain the necessity.**

No. Schools, teachers, and students will not be identified by name. Schools will be labeled A and B. Teachers will be assigned a letter-number combination based on school and grade (i.e.: A-4-1; A-4-2). Students will be given a number id. This will be assigned by the classroom teacher. Names will not be made known to the researcher. Classroom teachers will indicate if the child receives special education services or gifted services. The school secretary will indicate if a child qualified for free and reduced lunch.

**Will the fact that a subject did or did not participate in a specific experiment or study be made part of any permanent record available to a supervisor, teacher or employer? If so, explain.**

Failure for a subject (teachers and students) to participate in the study will not be made part of their permanent record available to a supervisor, teacher, or employer.

**What steps will be taken to ensure the confidentiality of the data?**

Investigators will not identify participants by name on the pre- and post- tests nor share that information with anyone not involved in the study. Participants will only be identified by number.

**If there are any risks involved in the study, are there any offsetting benefits that might accrue to either the subjects or society?**

There are no risks involved in the study.

**Will any data from files or archival data be used? If so, please describe.**

Yes. Teachers will need to use data from the students' cumulative academic files to indicate if the student participates in special education services or gifted programming. However, specifies from the file will not be made available to the researcher. The school secretary will need to review her files to indicate if a child is eligible for free and reduced lunch. Again, none of the specific information (child’s name) will be revealed to the researcher.
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*Name ____ Dawn M. Dennis ____  *Date Applied __ June 26, 2011 __________

*Title of Study: D2 Cue: Use of a Systematic Cuing Method in the Elementary Classroom

*Dates for Collection of Data: August 2011 – October 2011

*Type of Data: Qualitative and Quantitative

*Research Design:

A mixed-method research design was utilized for this study. The quantitative component of this study consisted of a quasi-experimental research methodology pre-test - post-test design using a control group and experimental group. Hypothesis testing was completed to determine if the difference between the pre-test and post-test scores was statistically significant ($\alpha = 0.05$).

The qualitative component of this study consisted of a post-study interview of the four teachers who were trained in and implemented the D2 Cuing Method and the four teachers who were not trained in the D2 Cuing Method.

*Data Collection and Methodology:

In this study, both quantitative and qualitative data was collected. Three phases of implementation existed. They included the following: 1. Pre-Implementation Phase, 2. Implementation Phase, and 3. Post-Implementation Phase. The Pre-Implementation Phase and the Implementation Phase allowed for collection of quantitative data. The Post-Implementation Phase allowed for collection of qualitative data. The procedures completed for each of these phases were as follows:

Pre-Implementation Phase:

Prior to the start of school, participating teachers signed an agreement (see attached) indicating his/her intent to participate in the study and complete the tasks required of them accordingly. To protect confidentiality, the classroom teacher assigned students a number. This number system was used throughout the study to refer to specific students. During the first week of school, participating teachers, both in the experimental and control groups, were observed for a total of 30 minutes during large group instruction to ensure they were not using a cuing and scaffolding style of teaching that was identical to the D2 Cuing Method. If they were, they were removed from the study.
Implementation Phase:

An experimental group and a control group were established. School A contained those students who received the D2 Cuing Method, known as the experimental group. School B contained the students who did not receive the D2 Cuing Method, known as the control group.

The teachers of the experimental group underwent a 60-minute training session in which the D2 Cuing Method was described, demonstrated, and practiced. Training materials provided included a 4x6 note card of the five levels of cuing, as well as a guide that gave a detailed description of each level. Teachers were then required to use this cuing method in the classroom during all large group instruction. Use of the 4x6 note card as a guide was encouraged. The researcher observed three 15-minute instruction times during the first week of implementation. Feedback was given as to the use of the D2 Cuing Method and what, if any, improvements should be made. Fifteen-minute observations to ensure usage of the strategy were made every week, thereafter. Written and verbal feedback was provided after each observation. This feedback was specific as to if they were correctly using the D2 Cuing Method, and if not, what changes should be made.

To determine student growth and learning, pre- and post-tests were administered to students in both the control and experimental classes in the subjects of Reading, Mathematics, Social Studies, and Science. Prior to the instruction of an identified unit, the pre-test was administered. Teachers used the school curriculum as assigned. When a classroom teacher indicated completion of teaching a particular concept or unit in the curriculum that was being targeted by this study, the post-test was administered to the students. This researcher corrected all of the student tests.

Post-Implementation Phase:

The Post-Implementation Phase of the study was initiated once all of the post-tests were completed by the control and experimental groups. A qualitative interview was conducted with all of the teachers who participated in this study. The experimental group teachers' answers were recorded and reviewed to provide this researcher with teacher perception of the effectiveness and ease of utilizing the D2 Cuing Method in large group, general education classroom instruction.

The interview data was recorded and reviewed from the four teachers who participated in the control group. This data was collected to provide this researcher with teacher understanding of methods currently used in the classroom and if there exists a need for a method to be made available to them, such as the D2 Cuing Method. Guiding questions were used in each interview.
*What data will you be collecting and reporting about the __________? has only been described, not specifically named, in this research document.

Schools, teachers, and students will not be identified by name. Schools will be labeled A and B. Teachers will be assigned a letter-number combination based on school and grade (i.e.: A-4-1; A-4-2). Students will be given a number id. This will be assigned by the classroom teacher. Names will not be made known to the researcher. Classroom teachers will indicate if the child receives special education services or gifted services. The school secretary will indicate if a child qualified for free and reduced lunch.

Teachers will need to use data from the students' cum files to indicate if the student participates in special education services or gifted programming. However, specifics from the file will not be made available to the researcher. The school secretary will need to review her files to indicate if a child is eligible for free and reduced lunch. Again, none of the specific information (child's name) will be revealed to the researcher.

*University IRB Approval attached __This is still in process__

Chapter 3 attached □

IRB Interview completed □

*Report of findings/Executive Summary appointment to be completed upon funding data collection

Institutional Review Board Approval □

Yes □ No □
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Subject Agreement Form

I, ________________________________, voluntarily agree to participate in the dissertation study, *D2 Cue: The Use of a Systematic Cuing Method in the Classroom*, conducted by Dawn M. Dennis, doctoral candidate at Baker University. I understand that this study will require Mrs. Dennis to observe my teaching in the classroom and I will be required to administer pre- and post-tests to my students. I also understand I may be required to learn a new teaching strategy. This study will also required me to be interviewed by Mrs. Dennis after all quantitative data is collected.

Participant: ________________________________ Date: __________

Researcher: ________________________________ Date: __________

Dawn M. Dennis
Appendix G: Professional Development Materials: Notecard
Professional Development Materials

(Printed on 4x6 Note Card)

D2 Cuing Method

Following classroom instruction complete the following steps:

A. Ask question, wait three seconds for an answer.

B. If answer is correct, offer praise.

C. If answer is incorrect, use the following hierarchical cues:

   1. semantic cues
   2. sentence completion
   3. phonemic cue
   4. choice of 2 or 3 answers
   5. imitation of the answer

   The teacher may start at any level and move up and down the hierarchy as deemed appropriate. (Level 1 least amount of support/Level 5 greatest amount of support).

D. Elicit a correct answer, restate the question, and wait at least three seconds for a spontaneous answer.

E. Offer praise for the correct answer.

F. If answer is again incorrect return to Step C and begin procedure again.
D2 Cuing Method

1. Provide Class Instruction

2. Question Student (Provide 3 second wait time)

3. Student Answer

4. Provide Verbal Praise

Answer Correct:
- Once correct answer is elicited, restate question & elicit correct answer

Answer Incorrect:
- Use D2 Cue Strategy
- Scaffold for correct answer

Continue to Step 4 (verbal praise)

1. Semantic Cue
2. Sentence Completion
3. Phonemic Cue
4. Choice of 3 or 2
5. Imitation of Answer

Least support ➔ Most Support
Appendix H: Professional Development Materials: D2 Cuing Method Guide
Professional Development Materials

D2 Cuing Method Guide:

**Level 5: Imitation of the answer:** (Greatest amount of support) The child is required to only use short-term memory and repeat information. This strategy can be modified from requesting a single word to a few sentences (Cue: “Say, ‘wrench.’” vs. Cue: “Say, ‘The mechanic is holding a wrench.’”). The child then repeats the answer.

**Level 4: Choice of Two or Three Answers:** The child hears the target answer and then one or two incorrect answers (foil). The child is therefore offered a model but will need to compare it to another choice. It is useful to make the non-targeted item one that pre-exists in the child’s fund of knowledge. This strategy can be modified by making the choices similar (Cue: “Is it a wrench or a hammer?”). Increasing choices also decreases the percentage of a random guess (Cue: “Is it a wrench, hammer or screwdriver?”). The child then chooses an answer.

**Level 3: Phonemic Cuing:** The child hears the initial phoneme of the target word to help in his word finding skills. This can be modified by giving the initial sound, syllable or a few syllables in a multisyllabic word (Cue: “This is a wr____/wren____.”). The child then generates the correct word.

**Level 2: Sentence Completion:** The child hears the sentence prompt which removes the need for the child to generate a sentence himself/herself, thus reducing the language demands of the child. The child then answers the question with a one to two word answer. Depending on how the sentence cue is structured, information from the original question can be repeated, helping the child hear specific information a second
time (Cue: “This is a picture of a ________.” Or “The tool that is used with a nut and bolt is called a _____.”).

**Level 1: Semantic Cues:** (Least amount of support) The child is given attributes and categorical information of the targeted answer to help organize his thoughts and generate a correct answer. This cuing strategy is modified by how much information is given (Cue: “This is a metal tool that you use to fasten a nut and bolt. A mechanic would use it. You find it in a tool box.”). The child then generates an answer.
Appendix I: Data Collection Table
## Data Collection Table:

**School:** A or B  
**Grade:** 4 or 5  
**Teacher:** 1 or 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student #</th>
<th>SpEd</th>
<th>GATE</th>
<th>F&amp;R</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Science</th>
<th>Social Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre/Post</td>
<td>Pre/Post</td>
<td>Pre/Post</td>
<td>Pre/Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SpEd:** Special Education Services  
**GATE:** Gifted and Talented Education  
**F&R:** Free and Reduced Lunch
Appendix J: Guiding Questions For Teacher Interviews
Guiding Questions For Teacher Interviews

Guiding Questions for Teacher Interview with the Experimental Group

1. Describe your training in the D2 Cuing Method and whether or not you felt it was effective.

2. What are five words you would use to describe the D2 Cuing Method?

3. How easy was the D2 Cuing Method to implement during large group instruction?

4. To what degree did the D2 Cuing Method help elicit correct student answers in comparison to other methods you have used?

5. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.

6. To what degree was the D2 Cuing Method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?

7. Describe the student participation/engagement when you used this method.

8. Describe the correctness of response from your students when you implemented the D2 Cuing Method.

9. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?
Guiding Questions for Teacher Interview with the Control Group

1. Describe any training you have received in instructional strategies and whether or not you felt it was effective.

2. What are five words that describe the instructional strategy(ies) you use when a student answers a question incorrectly during a question-answer interaction?

3. How easy is this strategy to implement during large group instruction?

4. To what degree does this method help elicit correct student answers?

5. How have you elicited correct student answers in the past? Describe your procedure.

6. To what degree is this method effective for all students in your classroom, including gifted students, those with special education needs, and those receiving free and reduced lunch?

7. Describe the student participation/engagement when you used this method.

8. Describe the correctness of response from your students when you implemented this method.

9. What makes you feel empowered as a teacher?